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Damage Will Continue Into Spring
-
•
Area Roads Literally Going To 'Pot,' Experts Say
t
• By Lowell Atchley
ROAD DAMAGE — This scene on Fourth Street in Murray illustrates all the ingredients in road damage — standing
water, existing potholes and road traffic. State, county and-city road engineers say roads this winter have sustained mere
damage than in previous year due to snow, and the action of freezing and thawing. The scene above also shows an attempt
to patch potholes, a procedure which road engineers agree is practically Inipossible this time of the year.
State, county and city road engineers
444inhing what most drivers may
have suspected all along—this winter
has played havoc off roads.
The roads engineers and superin-
tendents say flatly this winter is by far
worst winter in r9ad damage over the
last few years. Their observations
about road conditions at this juncture in
winter show:
—Some roads have gone beyond the
Pothold stage to damage that will
eventually require complete
rehabilitation and resurfacing-
- =In Murray; a prellininaryeatirnate
show over 60 city streets have sustained
damage this winter. -
—Efforts at snow and ice removal left
many - state-maintained - roads
damaged.
.—Some county .gravel mad& bave
kteriorated to the point that the baae,
has softened, preventing essential
traffic such as school -buses and rural
mail carriers.
_--All the state., county and citY road
engineers agree more damage is ex-
pected, The engineers also say they're
in a dilemma about exactly from where
money wllicome to pay for road repair.
affiliated with a Purchase Area
Development District -transportithee--
-CanyilittPChaVe dratted A resolution to
Kentucky Governor Julian Carroll
specifically asking for money to
resurface and repair roads damaged
this winter.
"We haven't assigned a dollar figure
to the damage yet, but it is considerably
worse than last year. In this district it is
about the worst of my experience,
District Engineer Bob Hodges, with
Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportation, Bureaur of Highways, said
Monday.
"We've gorie out and looked -at the
situations,and have seen what we think
Clark inditalted that street crews
streets needing repairs which "we
„litought we could get by with " in an
earlier survey-taken whilethe snow still
lingered on city streets.
Some streets are criss-crossed with
cracks (called checkerboarding which
would stand up in a mild winter but
which are breaking up this winter.
"We have some places in Murray
where we're going to have to go clear
down to the base," Clark said.
Rob Walston, Calloway County road
superintenatit,—Safd many Calloway
County gravel roads are literally falling
apart.
"Eviry gravel road in the county's
has from one to four places that are
is going to be needed. We make a record broken from side to side," Walston
of it," Hodges said. said.
Hodges said damage to- state- Winter damage has gOtten the
maintained roads will range from county's gravel roads in such bad shape
potholes. in- actual -road base- failures.' that any attempts to idle graders -Ott
In Murray, city street superintendent _ .them would only result in _further
Ray Clark said Tuesday that he has list damage, Walston said. "We can Use a
of over 60 city streets that have dozer and walk them down and that
sustained some form of winter damage helps some," Walston said.
thus far. "We won't really know the , Walston indicated that "one spot" of
fullest extent of the winter damage Bethel Road in the county required
nntil about mid-May when the soil See ROADS, -
refirms again." Clark said. Page 12-A, Column 5
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Presidential Panel
Conducts Hearings 
On 93-Day Coal Strike
WASHINGTON (AP) — Amid
warnings of violence in the coalfields, a
presidential panel is holding a hearing
on the 93-day coal strike so the Carter
administration can go to court to.bwce
miners back to wOrk.
The three-member board of inquiry
that President Carter was required to
create under the Taft-Hartley Act
planned to write a rePort immediately
after today's hearing. Once that report
is handed to the president — that could
be tonight or Thursday—he-may direct
the attorney general to obtain a court
Energy Bill
Deadlock May
Be Near End
WASHINGTON (AP) The apparent
'end of a three-month deadlock over the
natural gas pricing portion of President
Carter's energy program has brought
senators up against another, possibly
tougher, stalemate — this time over his
proposed crude oil tax.
The chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee, Sen. Russell Long, D-La.,
broke the bad news Tuesday, saying
thil the crude-oil tax cannot possibly
pass the Senate:
House Democrats were caucusing
today to consider breaking apart the
president's five-section energy bill and
passing the less controversial parts.
Although House leaders have wanted
to keep the energy bill intact, Long's
statement adds impetus to the move by
Rep. Toby' Moffett, D-Conn., and other
congressmen to split up the package.
Meanwhile, Sen. Henry M. Jackson,
1)-Wash., leader of Senate energy
conferees, was to carry the proposed
natural gas compromise to tap House
negotiators today to see if it can win
their support.
The proposal would mean higher gas
bills to consumers than the Carter plan
for continued price regulation, passed
by the House, but less than under the
original Senate-passed bill for
deregulation in two years.
A majority of Senate conferees in-
formally agreed Tuesday to support the
compromise, which would lift price
controls from newly found natural gas
after Jan. 1, 1985.
It also wduld allow a steady rise in the
regulated price between now and then,
so that by 1985 the price ceiling would
be roughly twice the present regulated
top price of $1.48 per 1,000 cubic feet.
Carter had wanted to raise the price
to $1.75, then allow it to rise with in-
flation.
"We are no longer deadlocked,"
Jackson announced. "We're moving
toward an agreement."
However, the equally deadlocked"
conference committee on the tax
aspects of the plan may have to call it
quits, Long said Tuesday.
He said Carter's proposal for a crude
oil tax that would add 7 cents a gallon to
gasoline and other petroleum products,
does not stand a chance of passing the
Senate ,Ilunder any imaginable
rinnstafies." "
injunction against the 'walkout.
Administration officials say a federal
take over of the mines is still peasible if
a court order is ignored.
The board planned- to hear union and
management representatives tell their
sides of the dispute at a session
described by one official as "pretty
much a pro forma- thing" •
Immediately after the hearing, the
board planned to write a report-, without
recommendations, on the status of the
dispute,. issues -involved and -chances
for a settlement.
Until the panel submits its report to
the president, he cannot seek an in-
junction. The administration has said it
expects to go to court by Thursday.
But many of the 160,000 striking
miners are expected to defy a back-to-
wcirk order, and some strikers
predicted there would be fighting
between those who try to obey the law
,and those who don't.
"The majority of the men — 95
percent — doesn't want to go back to
work. And if the other 5 percent try to
work, there will be violence. You can
rest assured there WM be," Patrick
Burke, a United Mine Workers official
in Ohio, warned Tuesday.
UMW President Arnold Miller, who
said a number of his members would
return to work, also acknowledged that
-there will be some problems."
In West Virginia, a miner warned
Gov. Jay Rockefeller that if he brought
in National Guard troops to enforce an
injunction, "there will be war."
Under 'Taft-Hartley, the miners can
be ordered back to work for an 80-day
"cooling off" period. The -ad-
ministration does not expect all the
striking miners — or even most — to
obey the injunction. But it hopes enough
return to work so coal-dependent states
can avert sweeping and power
cutbacks threatened by dwindling cast
reserves.
If too few mines reopen under Taft-
Hartley, administration officials say
they are actively considering federal
seizure of the mines as an alternate
way to increase soft coal production.
today's index
Two Sections— 20 Pages
Classifieds 6-B, 7-B
Crosswords 6-B
Comics 6-B
Dear Abby 4-B
Deaths & Funerals 12-A
Horoscope . 2-A
Inside Report 4-A
Let's Stay Well 5-B
Local Scene 2-A, 3-A
Opinion Page 4-A
Sports 8-A, 9-A
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drizzle today
Cold with occasional periods of
light rain and drizzle today. The
highs in the low and mid 40s. Cold
with a goad chance of light rain
tonight. Lows in the upper 30s.
Cloudy with rain gradually en-
ding Thursday: -
_ RED CROSS DRIVE UNDERWAY — The annual Calloway County Red Cross fund drive was Idcked off this morning
with a breakfast for volunteer norkers. Left to right above are Jack Rose, county chairman, Jean Blankenship, executive
secretary, Harry Sparks, chapter vice-president, Stuart Poston, overall drive chairman and Harvey Ellis, advance-gifts
chairman. Not pictured is Marshall Gordon, university chairman. The goal for this year's fund drive is $10,724. Ellis
reported that the advance gifts committee, -Composed of himself, Holmes Ellis, Walter Apperson, Joe Dick and Leonard
Vaughn, has already collected fi,3,115 of that goal. Photo By Jennie B. Gordon
Anti-ERA Measure Still Alive
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Senate has incensed its own
president, IA. Gov. Thelma Stovall, by
voting to remove an Equal Rights
Amendment rescission resolution from
a committee where it has been stalled
"It is with reluctance that I announce
that this abominable bW has been read
inth the calendar," Mrs. Stovall said
Tuesday after the Senate voted 20-18 to
remove the measure from the Elections
and Constitutional Amendments Com-
mittee which has held the bill since Jan
23.
The measure must still go to the
House if approved by the Senate and
any delay with only nine days left in -the
session could spell doom for the rqolu-
tion..
The ERA also figured in House action, -
Tuesday as the lower chamber ap-
proved a resolution that would rescind
Kentucky's 1972 ratification if Congress
ro-Asiewesio
extends the March 1979 deadline for
states' approval.
The Senate also Tuesday passed a
massive bill 'aimed 4 bringing Ken-
tucky's strip mine laws in line with new
federal regulations.
Sen. Ken Gibson, D-Madisonville,
readily admitted the coal industry
helped with last minute work on the bill,
which if it becomes law will make the
state eligible for up to $20 million a year
in federal money to implement the act.
"It was admittedly the goal of
everyone involved to implement the
federal act," Gibson said. "We weren't
frankfort
roundup
CONTEST WINNER — Stacy (1 -rbey, left, received the check awarded to
the winner of the Murray Woman", lub Piano Contest held Sunday, March 5.
The check was presented by Kath Mowery, right; Contest Chairman for the
Music Department. Stacyua junwr at Murray High School, is thf daughter of
Don and Sue Overbey, 107 HIckor Murray, and the piano student of Mrs..
%Out:Thin. Stacy will repreient the' 'VI-array Club III :the district Wan° contest
at KenBar Inn on Saturday, March II
writing the law 4%1 the_ industry was
entitled to input on federal re-
quirements for this state. I see no
reason for the criticism of the input of
the industry."
The controversial measure figured in
the resignation of Natural Resources
Secretary Robert Bell after a rift devel-
oped with Gov. Julian Carroll on
whether the state law should be more
stringent than the federal
requirements.
The House Tuesday voted to raise the
governor's salary to $50,000 A year by
1981 but rejected 39-34 an amendment to
hike their own pay. ,
Mopeds, low-horsepower motorized
bicycles, moved closer to widespread
use in Kentucky as the Senate adopted a
House-passed bill easing the regulation
of such vehicles.
The Senate passed another House bill
setting up stricter child abuse stan-
dards, including requiring a search
vorrant upon the showing of probably
cause of child abuse.
See LEGISLATURE,
Page 12-A, Column 7
Calloway County
School Board
To Amend Calendar
Calloway County Board of Education
members are slated to amend the
current school calendar and hear a
report from an architect for the
proposed middle school when the board
meets Thursday.
School board members are slated to
meet at 3:30p.m. Thursday instead of 7
p.m. •
The school board members are also
expected to consider a resolution
regarding the reading program, review
bids on cafeteria items and surplus
equipment, amend the budget and hear
the superintendent's report on _talk_
Sportation and Saturday basketball for. • .
'ekrnentary .sttidesals.
Elementary
Changes To
Be Discussed.
A proposed reorganization of
elementary schools in the Murray
Independent School System is
scheduled to be discussed at the regular
meeting of the school board Thursday
at 7 p.m. in the board office building.
Ninth and Poplar.
Don Henry, board chairman, said the
proposal, if adopted by board, wobld-
shift all kindergarten through second
grade students to Robertson School and
place all third and fourth grade
students in Carter School. Fifth and
sixth grade students would remain in
the Austin Building and seventh and
eight grade students would remain at
the Middle School.
Curtcc _and Robertson schools both
currently have grades kindergarten
through four. Henry said that in recent
years, the board has been forced to
move the boundary separating the two
school districts at regular intervals in
an effort to equalize the distribution of
students in _the schools.
Henry said that the proposed changes
would eliminate the necessity for the
boundary because all students in the
same grade would attend the same
school.
The proposal has been outlined at
parent-teacher organization meetings
in recent days. Some opposition to the
proposal has been voiced by parents
attending those meetings and con-
siderable discussion is expected on the
matter Thursday night.
Several other items of routine school
business are also listed oo the agenda
including textbook adoption, con-
sideration of bids on a new school bus
and a report on elementary school
program.
Council To Hold
Hearing On Park
Drainage Project
A public hearing on a proposed
drainage project in the vicinity of the
old city park will be held at the
beginning of the regular meeting of the
,Murray Common Council at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday.
The council had earlier directed that
the hearing be held before Action is
taken on the drainage proposal. The
proposal involves drainage on a site,
owned by Mrs. Hafford Parker, that is
being considered by the United States
Postal Service for the location of a new
post office building, as well as the park
property.
Several council members have
previously expressed concern as to
what effect the proposal will have on
property further "downstream" from
the project's stopping point on Sharpe
Street.
Other items- on the agenda at Thur-
sday's meeting include:
— The second and final reading of an
ordinance changing the fee structure
for rezoning requests;
— The second and final reading of an
ordinance establishing a uniform ($5) •
fine for parking violations other than
meter violations;
— The first reading of an ordinance
rezoning the Harley Robertson
property near 041 S. and Parklane from
R-2 residential to R-4 (multi-family
dwellings
-' —The-first--reading-of _an Ordinance -
establishing no parking on the _east side
of 'stadium View Drive.
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Prints' Displav Now
At Galloway Library
A display of prints from the
Murray State University -art
students' of Melody Weiler are
now being showni _at the
Calloway County Public
--T.T6ilif"TheY y bie
through the month of March.
Included in the display are
lithographs, silkscreens.
Xerox, drawings and a
monoprint. The prints ale in
both black and white and
color.
Ms. Weiler joined the
faculty of the Art Department
at ̀,Viurra) State Un1Vrsuy in
1975 where she teaches classes
in printmaking. She has
I-et/Ur-et," -congiticted
workshops, and exhibited her
work extensively throughout
the United States.
"The public is invited to
come by the library to see this
outstanding print collection,"
a library spokesman said.
• • •
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104 COMMUNITYtraus..
CALENDAR
Wednesday, March 8
Evansville All-City Choir
made up of 65 students from.
five high schools in Evan-
sville, Ind., will present a
concert at 7:30 p.m. in the old
recital tiainflhe-Pirce-DoyTe`
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State. No charge and public is
invited.
Farm chemical meeting will
be held at the Boston Tea
Party Restaurant ( formerly
PeA insi at -/ Aft a em :tor all
area farmers. Free breakfast
will be served.
Murray Bass Club-will meet-
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Inn.
--Story Hour Will be "held ar
three p.m. only today at the
-Calloway- County ...
Library.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Chur-ch WorTien are
scheduled to meet at seven
pit).
•
Thursday. March 9
North Pleasant .Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Women Will meet at the home
of Mrs..Glyco _Wells at seven
CZ CHARGE i„.4,,,„.„„
ITI 
low
MEN'S 14-OUNCE
DENIM JEANS
FLARE, BIG BELL LEGS
C:) c=i
SANFORIZED COTTON
• 4 Or S Reshot Western Styles Whe
°reap Double Stitch Trio
• Reinforced At Stress Pelets
• Meet Welded help Wee Color
SIZES 28-38
USE OUR LAYAWAY PLAN,
NO SERVICE CHARGE
Gym Shorts
4 Colors With
Contrasting Stripes
Down Sides
52508, $350
Sizes XS-XL
11
410.- 11,
AM/FM STEREO
NON°, RADIO,
8-TRACK PLAYER
• 2 Big Speakers On Stand
• Solid State Radio
• Full Size Changer
wiewis
Independence Unite
'Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m. at tlit church.
Murray Chapter No. -92
Royal Arch Masons will met
Thursday, March 9
The welcome Wagon Club
will meet at the North Com-
munity ROW 01 Me Ncatt
Branch of Peoples Bank .at
7:30 p.m.
"ThoW
Blood River WMU will have
its Day of Prayer program at
9:30 a.m. followed by a
potluck luncheon , at the
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church. -
- Poplar -Spring - Baptist
Church WMU and the entire
church will. have a potluck
supper at the church at 6:30
p.rw in observance of the
week of prayer for home
missions. Elm Grove Church
have been invited as special
guests.
Homenia.kers _Clubs will
ri1W--as follows:- Dexter at
Dexter Center at 9:30 a.m
and South Murray, Racers
Town-and ---Country-,----and
Progyessive _gto§ at - place
and times to be announced
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at the .Murray
Woman's Club House at six
p.m.
Gamma Gamma Chapter o(
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at' -
Ellis Center will be openthe United Figure Salon at
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for,7:30 p.m.
actillties by the Murray
-Memorial Baptist Church
Baptist Women will meet af
the church at 9:30 am.. with
the Eva Wall grotto in,charge
Junior piano recital of
Janwin Overstreet, Paducah,
wcfl be held at 8:15 p.m. in the
0aBecital  lush  ..Pri Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
Murray 'Tennis Association- g---- -.
will meet at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray
at seven p.m.
3 Tier
Utility Table
$595.
Easy glide easier. wipe
clean white enamel
Boys Short Sleeve
Knit Shirts
sizes 8-18 $ 00
Values 1081.99
Many Patterns & Colors
Girls
Dresses
Sizes 4-12$ 5 0 0
- Spring Printst Solid
Colors, Assorted Trims
Ladies (ClKevetr Sayingsi
Tee Tops $3,8
A Rainbow of Spring Colors
S-M-L — Machlne Washable
Novelty Designs
New Castial Fashion I I
Atie,I1:14\
"tee Closeout Values
-4•1\
'LOVABLE' BRAS
\HUGE SELECTION!• Asserted Styles is
Oiseestieved Models
\ • Seft Padded Ceps
iv SIZES
A 32 36
8-31-38
C 34 40
LOVELINESS FOR YOUR LEGS
NYLON PANTY HOSE
- REGULAR OR ALL SNEER
• One Size Fits 81,2-11 /
• Spring Colors
FOR
Walkie Talkies
Clear Reception
Send and Receive
Messages.
Reg. $12.95
9 9 5
an INTERCO company
Olympic Plaza Open 9:30 to 8:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday
• ...At- .044.rstilremias
a
Friday, March 10
Memorial Baptist Church
Baptist Women will meet at,
the parsonage at 9:30 a.m.
with Connie White in charge of
the week of prayer program.
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Greene Wilson at 1:30 .
' p.m
Elm Grove Baptist Women
Hold Program, & Luncheon
The Baptist Women of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church
met at the church for the
regular monthly meeting on
Tuesday, Feb.-A, at-ten a.m.
Lawizie_Carter_in iharg.
ot the program entitled
-- Reaching Native
Americans."
Those taking part in. the
discussion were Mildred Cook,
Tennessee Outland,, Letha
Cossey, Bobbie Burkeen, June
Crider...and Juanita Lee_
Bobbie Burkeen, president,
presided, Juanita Leet
secretary, read the minutes,
and Letha C_osey, treasurer,
gave her report. Plans were
made for the observance of
the week of prayer for home
masSionS March 5 toil. •
June Crider gave the call to
prayer_readinl her _scripture
from Deut. 24:1-8 and the
names of missionaries having
birthdays on that day, and
1eading in prayer.- Prayers
wereisd by Mildred Cook and
.T.c.rilLes21{0.,0.11/1021d.----------
A luncheon was served at
noon and in the afternoon gifts
were made for the patients at
the Westview Nursing Home.
On Tuesday, Feb. 14, the
group met at the church at
9:30 a.m. and put in a quilt.
A book study of "The
Leayen and the Salt" was
presented. by Lavine Carter,
June C,rider, Juanita Lee, and
Bobbie Burkeen.. -
The group went to the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
for lunch and to Westvievi
Naming Home in the af-
ternoon to distribute gifts to
the patients.
Your individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake
FOR THURSDAY) MARCH 9, 1978
a.-
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
oven for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Apr 
Warning signals are up where
behavior and disposition are
concerned! Without realizing it,
you could be too quick to
prescribe or criticize — with
unhappy results.
TAL'HUS .
:Apr. 21 to May 21
'Being In the right place at the
right time could be the key to a
new opportunity or an ad-
venturous experience on this
highly stimulating day. Keep all
senses alert.
GEMINI
_Senior Citizens. For in- I May 22 to -June 2h
---Welays-and <Asset:Hee-may-be
the order of the day, but such
challenges can boomerang in
your favor if you stress your
determination and foreSight.
CANCER
!June 22 to July 23) 430
A day in which a personal
ambition may be happily
fulfilled. You finally get the on_ surface appearances only.
b,aeltifigTyou, wanted— --- :"and Don't completely disregard
needed. „ first impressions of strangers
however.
World Day of Prayer
Program of the Church
Women United -has- been. -
rescheduled for ten a m: at the
First Presbyterian Church.
Coffee will be served at 9:30
a.m./
Shopping for Semor Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. For transportation call -
753-0929.
Saturday, March 11
Bake sale will start at nine
a.m. in front of Roses
Department Store as spon-
sored. by the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints.
First Baptist-Church GAs-
will have a book study at the
Fellowship Hall of the church
from two to five p.m.
Sunday, March 12
Spaghetti luncheon by
Senior High Youth of the First
Christian Church will be held
following the morning
worship service.
Gospel singing will be held
at Pleasant Valley Church of
Christ at 2:30 p.m.
Mrs. fr illiams
Honored ff'ith
Bab, Shower
Mrs. Bonicha Williams was
the honoree at a baby shower
held on Monday, Feb. 27, at
seven p.m. at the Hazel
Baptist Church.
The hostesses for the oc-
-'-̀--cierslon were the Ruth Sunday
' School Class and the Baptist
Young Women of the church.
Mrs. Williams was
presented a corsage of pink
silk roses. The room was
decorated in a pink and blue
nursery theme.
Games were played and
prizes won by Jerry Lassiter,
Marie Garland, and Sharon
Ray who presented them to
the honoree.
After the gifts were opened,
refreshments of cake and
punch were served to the
guests. Approximately thirty
persons attended or sent gifts
• -ADD CHEESE
Rice or vegetables will both
'be better if you add some
Parmesan cheese -
seasoning.
LEO
1July 24 to Aug. 23--11stir ini—prento-ns ihar
certain acquaintances will be
valid, but don't spread the
word. Some information is_best
kept secret.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24._to Sept. 23) RPVA. 
Some misleading influences.
Take no promises for granted.
Get everything in writing and,
above all, be cautious in dealing
with strangers.
LIBRA
')Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Family concerns and per-
sonal interests share beneficial
planetary influences. Day's
harvest should please'.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) in,
Avoid haste. You have plenty
of time to handle obligations.
Heed the suggestions of loved
ones. They could prove ex-
ti emelrvatuable.
SAGITTARIUS
i Nov, 23 to Dec. 21) 'CVO:
Do not be swayed by your
emotions. Objectivity will bring
you a clearer view of all
situations. A romantic in-
volvement will call-for an ex-
tremely perceptive Ore.
 CAPRICORN Irt
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You may find that you have
cluttered your schedule with a
lot of nonessential.S. Revise, cut
• them out, and eliminate waste
motion, too. Stay on course!
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Certain suggestions-must be
ignored, others accepted
quickly. The Aquarian's gift for
seeing through a maze of
complexities should result in a
field day.
pjc.cFS
X
4 Feb. 20 to Mar. 2fli
Be discriminating. No matter
what the situation, don't judge
.you BORN TODAY are an
extremely talented individual
but sometimes have doubts
eiabout
imaginative, 
cencouragement 
r nya ago tu r ee, nabt eed
intellectuallyody
and 
onu   On
to the success which CAN be
yours. You are highly
inclined, but hypersensitive at
times. Try to develop self-
confidence and a more
philosophical attitude when
things are not to your liking.
You are especially suited to
- science, the arts, invention and
the educational field. Birthdate
Of: Amerigo -yespucci, Ital.
navigator; Bobby Fischer,
chess player; Mickey Spillane,
writer.
110SPIAL NEVIS
02-20-78
Adults 120
Nursery 3
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Girl Beaman (Paula),
ago. Rt
• i, rs.trssey.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Susie A. Elliot and
Baby Girl, 931 So. 7th.,
Murray, Mrs Deborah D. Dick
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Murray,
Stephen L. Yarbrough, Rt. 8,
' Murray, Mrs. D. Joan Lowe,
805 So. Mart-Pftls;
Mrs. Debrah S. Lindsey, Rt. 9,
Benton, Glenda G. Hairiely,
Rt.", Springville, Tn., Mrs.
Wanda -K. Futrell, 1702
Dodson, Murray, Mark A.
Barrow, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Ina M. Sledd, 1609 Dodson,
Murray, Mrs-.` Margie.
Garland, Nottingham Way,
Murray, Samuel -Nanney; 505
So. 16tb:, 'Murray, Mrs. Effie
W.. Vaughn, 1615 Main,
Murray Charles L. Vaughn,
1015 Main,Murray, Mrs.
Audie R. Brandon, Hazel,
Carter G. Broaddus, 235
Nance Circle, Paris Tn. Mrs.
Mary L. Alexander, 903 Main,
2-19-78
Adults: 115 
-Newborn: 4 
. _
Baby Girl Dawson (Mother-
Ftichela), Route 1 Box 421-E.
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Lee B. Anderson, P. 0. Box
395, Benton, James A. Patient-
1515 Kirkwood, Murray, Ms
Cora Duinasr 287
Murray, Mrs. Delores .M.
Wynn and 'Be* Girl, 1008
Pearl, Paris, Tn. •Lester G.
NanneY Bi 1/12 Murray,
Dewey W. Futress, Rt. 3,
Cadiz, Mrs. Claudine Dunn,
Rt. 7, Benton, Vernon -A.
Town, 803 N. i, Murray, Mrs.
Bessie Wadkins, Rt. 2,
Murray,i Mrs. Virginia M.
Burkeen; Bic. -315, -Almo,
Raymond Phelps, 410 S. 8,
Murray, Dan W. Grimes, Rt.
1, furyear, Tnkjc
L. Thorpe, 209 N. 2, Murray.
MA DEMOISHIE
Court Square, Murty
IWIRE,11(it
If We Don't Carry
A Part, We Will Order It
• Bags
• Belts
• Hoses
• Motors'
• Attachments
• Brush Straps
• Filters ,
• Bushes
Uptight with 4 way Dial-A-Nap
/. Power-driven beater-bar brush
roll loosens embedded dirt and
grit, while brushes sweep it up.
• Edge Kleener cleans that last
tough inch along baseboards.
2-Motor Power Team
with Roto-Matic Head.
• Automatic carpet ad-
justment — motorized
beater tsar' brush -
9-piece tool set — tool —
pak
• ROTO--MATIC head ad-
justs automatically to
any carpet height from
law nap to high shags,
has a wide clbaning
swath.
• Provides powerful suc-
tion for on the floor and
above the floor vacuum-
ing needs.
NOW ONLY
'119"
Model
1255
PAUL WINSLOW'S
N. 12th St., Olympic Plaza
759-1636
- AXT hemp EVER Made
- FREE TOOLS WITHBOTH UPRIGHTS
.4t
SAVE si 9 9 5 :34 .t:4:7_:/i
The bright idea
in a 6 way cleaner
Exculsive 6-way Dual-A-Nap
gives presrce settings—
lowest nap to deepest shag
Top-tilling -disposable dust
bag avoids clogging, needs
fewer changes
Daylight Headlight finds
dirt in darkest corners
NOW ONLY
749
NEW STORE HOURS
9:30-5;00 Daily
9:00-1 :011.-Sit
Model
1454
•
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North Fork Aftes---
Writer Speaks Of-Snow; Speaks Of 1 Observations
By lAxhir HartMany Persons In The Hospitals
By Mrs. R. D. key
Feb. 20.191,
11.ell another big snow - fell  _
over the weekend. Looks like
we're going to have it until
spring. I heard the grass
would be peeping through the
snow rn Easter Sunday. We
have to live through the bad to
live through the good. I read
where it said ''-we don't have
any bad weather, just dif-
ferent kinds." We can't see it
that way.
Mrs. Nina Holley returned
home from the hospital last
Saturday and is improving
slowly. Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Morris visited her in the af-
ternoon and enroute home
visited Mrs.. Jessie Paschall.
R. ill Key_ visited Douglas
Vandyke Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Ruby owen visited Mrs.
R. D. Key on _Wednesday
afternoon...
Mrs. Minnie. Gore . visited
Mrs. Ovie -Wilson Friday
afternoon. •
Mr. and Mrs. Holin Jones
are W with the flu. Morris
Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs.
R. D. Key on Saturday af-
ternoon.
Mr.. and Mrs. Steve Phes
of Henderson, Tn., visited Bro.
and Mrs. James Phelps over
the weekend.
Mr. end Mrs. Milford Orr,
Mr. and Mrs. Coopej Jones,
and Mrs-. Jessie—Paschidt-
visited Mr§, _Bertic_  
Sunday.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
ane son, Mitch, visited Mr.
and Mrs Dewey Rice last
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key
visited Mrs: Ovie Wilson last
-Sunday. •— "
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Un-
derwood of Union City and
Mrs. Marcus Hill of Paris,
Tn., last Sunday. She is in the
hospital with a broken hip.
Mrs. Bynum and Mrs. Ovie
Wilson were neighbors and
close friends w0e_ti.giey lived
near Martin years ago.
Adolphus Paschall was
admitted to Henry County
Hospital last Thursday with
pneumonia.
Scott Whozlow visted Ancil
Wicker last week.
Mrs. Terry Sills - and
daughter, Terri Lynn, and
Mrs. Mark Paschall visited
Mr. and Mrs.' Douglas Van-
dyke on Thursday.
Herbert Orr has been ill
with the flu. Mrs. Jessie
Paschall and Howard Morris
took supper for him on
Thursday. They also visited
Mrs. Nina Holley and took her
supper.
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key's
son-in-law, Ralph Young, had
surgery in Memphis, In., last
week.
-1%1F.---a-ri-W—MT—•s.--
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Hildred Paschall, and Mrs.
Gerald Paschall and boys,
Jerry and Jeffery, visited
-Aflin Paschall -Wednesday
—
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Nichols
visited Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucile Malr ,
Donald and Martha, ançtMax
Spring Fashion
Previewing
on
March 9-1-0-if
2300 Broadway
$50.00 Gift Certificate
-. 
Givri Away DriiJy
Come in and Register
Paschall visited Dolphus
Paschall Sunday afternoon.
He is a patient at the hospital:-
Mrs. Carnol Boyd was
admitted to Henry County
Hospital Sunday for minor
surgery. Monday her sons,
Jerry and David Boyd, and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr were at
the hospital while she un-
derwent surg_ery.
Mrs. Lela Wilson visited
Mrs. Ovie Wilson Monday
afternoon.
Bro. James Phelps visited
Adolphus Paschall and Mrs.
Carnol Boyd who are hospital
patients on Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr and
-Carnol Boyd and sons , David
and Jerry, visited Adolphus
Paschall in the hospital
Monday afternoon.
Here is a special poem,
author unknown;
Influence
Give a smile to someone
passing;
Therby make his morning
glad- •
It may greet you in the'
nine
This Is A Story
Of Joe's and
Other Friends
The personalities, some
formerly my students, in this
column all, with one ex-
ception, have two things in
common - They are named Joe
and have been featured in -
current news.
Joe B. F
Murray
see, a graduate of
Igh and Murray
Sta niversity, majoring in
libtiry :science, this week
xfic epteci the position of
direètor of the Mississippi
Library -Commission. The _
news ,release was from the
Mississippi Library Com-
mission, Jackson, Miss. Since
earning his masters from the
University ot Kentucky, he-
 has served-as associate _
Of—the—Efirieriitiver
Library Development
Sandy Bibb Is Honored
With Prenuptial Events
Miss Sandy Bibb, daughter at the Community Room of the
of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bibb, North Branch of the Peoples
who will be married to Myron Bank with Diane Mon-
Glen Culp, son of Mr. and Mrs. tgomery, Sandra Stark,
Myron B. Culp on March 10, Kathie Broach, Ruth Potts,
has been the honoree at and Mary Jane Key as
several prenuptial events. hostesses. About- fifteen
A household shower was persons were present or sent
held Feb. 16 at the home .of.„ gifts.
Virginia Brandon with about
twenty-five persons present or Iris Casteelsending gifts. The hostesses
were Carrie Brandon,
nsVirginia Brandon, Anita Ope Home.Crouse, Judy __Cunningham,
Brenda Jones, and Marlene
Beach.
The fellowship hall of the
Locust Grove Baptist Church
was the scene of a household
shower held Feb. 17 with
Maxine. Houston and Dot
Norsworthy as hostesses.
About- twenty persons were
present or sent gifts.
9' Delpha Rhoades, Agnes
Watson, Ernestine Venable,
Ruth Wilson, Julia Bell,
Glenda Wilson, and Linda
White were hostesses for a
ehold shower.heldEeb.12
at the fellowship hall of the
Goshen United Methodist
Church. Present or sending
gifts were about forty persons.
A personal shower was held
Life Stride gives you the
latest model of today's craze in
wedges the newest rally striped
bottom! A sleek. crisp look for
Life Stride. is fully equipped
with racy rally stripes!
Club Meet
The home of Iris Casteel
was the scene of the meeting
of the New Providence
Homemakers Club held on
Tuesday, Feb. 14, at one p.m.
with Patsy Pittman presiding
and Mrs. Casteel reading the
devotion'entitled "Praise Of A
Worthy Woman."
"Lady Beware" was the
subject of the lesson presented
by Mrs. Pittman.
The book, "Kentucky
Treasure Trail," was
discussed and persons
desiring to purchase one did so
at 84.50 each. The club voted to
send five dollars for "Pennies
For Friendship."
Karen Housden asked the
club for information regar-
ding the lessons for the past
years. Fonda Grogan directe(;
the games with Gail Herndor.
as the winner.
The hostess, Mrs. Casteel.
served Valentine refresh-
ments and later showed her
guests through her new home,
Thirteen members and on,
guest, Rita Barrow, wer,
present.
Maudie Kennerly gave ea( I"
_ of the new babies, a .cuddl:.
gift.
The club will meet March 14
at the home -of Rita Burton
PATIENT AT BENTON
Dismissed March 1 fronit he
Marshall County Hospital
Benton, was Jack paither
Hardin.
BENTON PATIENT
S. T. Ethridge of Hardin ..
dismissed, March 1 from t•
Marshall County Hospit,
Benton.
BENTON PATIENT
Clara Staffey of Mum!, v.,.
dirnissed Feb. 23 from '•
Marshall County Haspit.,
Benton.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
A. V. Reeves of Dexter IA
dismissed March 1 from tb,
Marshall .County- Hospital.
. Benton.
imam- +1......ealemi.0111110.
District, a grouping of ten
Kentucky county public
libraries with. headquarters in
Russelville. He was serving as
director for inter-library
cooperation for the Kentucky
Department ortihraries and
Archives in Frankfort when he
accepted the Mississippi
position. • Joe and his two
brothers, Robert and John,
study periods .to
Wofk the high school
library, and they bec
president of The First District
Library Association. They are
exceptional yoztrien, good
students anyp. rolessional
Joe i)vs arried to the former
.De.nipa _Nanney of Benton.
-1,7ey-Welitie—Child, Amy Jo,
iage two years. Mrs. Forsee is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
David Nanney., Mrs. Nanney
___is_c.onsticted with the South
Marshall Senior Citizen
organization, Hardin. Robert
lives in Bowling Green and
John in Sparta, N. C. Jeannie
is their sister. Their parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Earl Forsee,
formerly of Murray.
The other *Joe Is 'Joe
Rumfelt,__the_new._  maynrJat__
Hickman. 'Resider, having'
several talents, music,
reading, science, he was noted
in Murray High School for
.knowing how to manage his
time, and how to get along
-with- his associates. He was
generous with his study hall
period and gave it to working
in the library. There's where I
learned him and claimed as a
triend_lie ownaand operates
his own drugstore, "Rumfelt
Drugstore:" • 
Joe-Dtek."-presttlent Otth
Bank of Murray, continues to
lead his financial industry into
greater annual reports, ac-
cording to the recent an-
nouncement. Joe, another
Murray State grad, is modest,
dependable, handsome, and
-his leadership is good for the
growth of this area.
There is another Joe, not
from Murray High School but _
a native of. Marshall County.
who sparked the Murray
Racers in his days in Marray
State University. He later
played with the Warriors. He,
too, knew how to win friends. I
remember attending every
game when he_played here.
Now he is one of the'new "Hall
of Famers."
Then there is Joe Hortin
(US.). Knoiiing him Since he
came here when he was 24
years of age as a teacher of
journalism and debate coach
in Murray Normal School in
what is now Murray State
University, I have found him
enthuastic and a booster of
.minow..41111111w. 46/
this area. The penciled
corrections aniny graded ant'
returned copy from him, were,,
assurances that my work had
had his personal attention
and, they became vahiable
lessons. He continues, though
in a two-time Tefirement tone
from the University of Ohio,
Athens, and the last one from
MSW-io go in high gear. He is
repreiMitaTIVe:-Of thIs 'a
and a member of the state
board of Kentucky Historical
Society and is a member of the
steering committee of the M.
0. Wrather Museum project
Joe Sills, band director of
Murray Nigh School, is
another "Joe" that fits into
the current headlines, I know
him by reputation only and
that renown is founded on his
achieving Superiors in many
band contests and winning the
National Championship of
Marching Bands. His direc-
tion and leadership with his
students and the cooperation
with the school administration
and with parents of the
students were factors in the
Superiors, and National honors
and the participation in the
Grange Bowl.  parade_. 
Although his -name ttr not
"Joe", I include with my
current winners Larry
England. We just might
nickname him "Larry Joe" to
make him fit into this name'
category. I know Larry and
admire him and the work he is
doing as speech teacher in
Calloway High School. The
honors. his students have won
are too numerous to mention.
' Dr. Robert H.-MeGanghey,
--the-Dipart-
ment of Journalism and
Radio-Television at Murray
State, has been awarded a
Presidential Citation by the
National Council of College
Publications. "Bob" came to
Murray State in 1969 while I
was serving on the Board of
Regents. 1 - was impressed by
his record-two degrees from
Murray State and a doctorate
from Ohio University. He-is
one who goes the "second
mile" for his work and his
friends. Not only is he hand-
some, and young, but he's
quite an adati,po to the
popularity of his department.
I appreciate his friendship.
There are two females on
the list — Jo Burkeen local
scene editor and feature
writer of The Murray Ledger &
Times and publicity cissirman
of The Murray Woman's Club -
and Jo Curris, (Mrs. Con-
stantine) who is a practicing
attorney and spearheader of
the organization of the
Community Theater.
Special Sale
on
SPRING
DRESSES
- Scarves 1/2 price
Long Dresses 1/4 off
MARCILE'S FASHIONS
816 Coldwater Rd., Murray
Open 10 to 5 Monday-Saturday
Shelley is wearing Sweetheart by
Bryan.. .a delectible 4 piece ensemble in
.. completely lined_ dotted swiss—featuring
coat, dress, bonnet and plastic lined panty,
all lace trimmed available in blue, maize,
pink and mint in sizes S-M-L-XL at the
Step Ladder.
$33.50
LAST
CHANCE
SALE
All Fall & Winter Items
(SOME LESS!!)
Look For The Yellow Tags and Save!
Dkieland Center
designed for you
Taste-Wise Price-Wise
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Opinion Page
FI)ITORI.-iJ.
Big Field,
Tough Row
KENTU('KY'S FAMILY
farmers- have a tough row to
-hoe. Thier -osts are going up,
aild. crop 'Prices just haven't
kept pace, That's why farmers
are pushing for parity, of price
supports that would keep them
even with inflation.
Not everyone in agriculture is
facing that - pr:ice squeeze;
however. Among- the. mid-
dlemen, bpsiness is booming -
recent article in the Wall Street
Journal shows how sweet it is to
be in the middle, between the
:st-ruggiling iftrtit er and- -the
harried consumer.
Agriculture schools are
bursting at th , seams.
Enrollment _nationwide has
__jumped...52_ per _cent_ In five
years. Even city-dweders who
don't-know a Hereford from a
---Iwiter-are—signing—up, reports
the Journal. -
•
It's not the family faFm that
attracts these students. It's the
promise of _"plentiful jobs in the
fast-growing . .of'
agribusiness (large-scale
farming and the various other
businesses associated with food
production and distribution),
agrifinance the financing of
agribusiness) farm
management and government
'farm work." •
In other words, the lucrative
world of middlemen and cor-
• EiLate farmers.
"Agriculture is a pretty
important industry," one
University of Missouri student
told the Journal. "Farming is
big business. It's just a pretty
good job market."
.For everyone, it seems, but
_small farEners in Calloway
County and our area.
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose Is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question of a problem net
answered in these columns, write
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped self-addressed en-
velope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I are
retired on Social Security and my
company's pension program. We are
both over 65 so we are also on
Medicare. Our financial situation is in'
very goodshape, as we do not have to
go into our saving's account to meet our
living expenses. The one thing that
worries my wife and I is the possibility
of a long sickness that will deplete our
savings. The only insurance we now
have is Medicare. Do you think we
should buy some more health insurance
to go with Medicare? W.K. _
A.: Heartline cannot advise you to
buy extra insurance to supplement the
Medicare program. However, we can
give you some facts and information
that can assist you in making the
decision. - •
Since each person's financial picture
is different, their insurance needs also
vary. There are many types of in-
surance policies on the market that
have a great variety of coverage.
However, the Heartline staff does feel
that Medicare is inadequate for most
people over age 65 and we feel that
some type of extra insurance is
desirable. Helen Alpert, Associate
Editor of "Retirement Living" says
e that this type oikinsurance "is not only
desirable but essential for most rotirees
nowadays. An accident or -"Cdden
illness can quickly wipe out a person's
savings." Another reason for having
this insurance is that health-care costs
are headed for another doubling within
the next six years. And as medical costs
increase, Medicare coverage has been
gradually descreasing. -
Answering and explaining problems
on health insurance has been one of the
primary functions of Heartline during
the last four years. Because many
people do not know what they need and
do not understand the policies they see,
fleartline has prepared-a brochure to
help you in making a wise decision
when purchasing your insurance. This
brochure covers tips in buying a policy
and what to look for in your policy. For
a copy of this free literature, write to:
heartline-Health Insurance, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please enclose a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope with your
request.
HEARTLINE: I worked many years
under Social Security at very low
wages. I am on the special minimum
Social Security benefits and I have not
had a raise in a couple of years. Was
there any provision in the new Social
Security laws passed that will affect
people on special minimum benefits?
T. B.
A.: There will be a raise for people
receiving the special minimum benefit
under Social Security starting in
January of 1979. Under present law, a
special minimum benefit is provided
for long-term, low-paid workers equal
to 89 times the number of years of
coverage a worker has in excess of 10
and up' to 30. The 'special minimum
benefit is not subject to cost-of-llving
increases 'under the automatic ad-
justment provisions. Under the new
- —Social Security bill signed by president
• ' -
Carter in December, the $9 figure under
present law would be increased to
$11.50 and the special minimum would
be kept up todete-with future increases
in the cost of living for both present and
future beneficiaries. Starting in
January of 1979 the highest possible
special minimum would increase to
$230 from the present $180.
HEARTLINE: I recently bought a
new frying pan. I used it once and found
that it burns my hand when I hold it. I
do not want to waste my money on
something like this again. Can you give
me any helpful hints? N.K.
A.: _This is a problem that many
people have. Here, are some tips that
may help you the next time you pur-
chase this:
Grasp the handle of the pan naturally
and make Sure no part of your hand
touches any metal part attached to the
pan proper. Also check the shape of the
part grasped •o be sure it will provide
..good control of the pan and its contents.
In general, the closer your hand is to
the pan (yet well protected), thk better.
If you like to flip Pancakes or eggs,
you may prefer a pan with rounded
rather than straight vertical sides.
Make sure that the bottom of a 10-
inch or larger pan is at least 8 inches in
diameter. The bottoms of some of the
large pans tested were-so small that the
pans would be best used on a 6-inch
heating element to be efficient.
There is at least some reason to
believe the nonstick coating on a thick
pan will last longer than the same
coating on a thin pan, assuming similar
use and exposure to the same tem-
peratures.
A sapd.blasted surface — rough or
pebbly appearance — is a good sign.
The nonstick coating shows less ten-
dency to crack or peel with use.
Set the pan on a-flat surface. If it
wobbles, don't buy it. Also sight along
the bottom. If there is a noticeable
inward bend or an outward bulge, the
pan will be lacking somewhat in ef-
ficiency on an electric range.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
-periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area .
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator Or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852 .
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL.
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them In care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state - legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7 •
Mayfield, Ky. 42066'
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
291 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Inside Report
Full speed ahead
Rim land IE. an. OW 111 ilicrt \els its
Escalating The
Pat And Joe Fued
1.04, kgi-t NOT -The rancorous
feud between Sen. Daniel P. Moynihan
and HEW Secretary Joseph Califano is
escalating over Califano's fanfare in
setting up a new "office for nonpublic
schools" to dramatize President
Carter's ostensible commitment to
federal aid for .parochial Q4101114.. •
Moynihan, the New York Democrat.
who understands the labyrinthine
bureaucracy at Health, Education and
Welfare almost as well as Califano, is
seething over what he regards as
Califano's virtual deception in parading
the office as "New." An existing office
of -nonpublic educational services"
was set up in 1971 and is stilt operating.
The "Office of Nonpublic Educational
Services" described itself this way in
February 1976: '"fhts office coor-
dinates all pertinent Office of
Education services.. .to assure proper
coverage for nonpublic school children
services...Complaints are also han-
dled." •
As for the "new" office, Califano
described it in congressional testimony
Feb. 28 this way: This office will
coordinate all federal efti.kcation
-programs which call for participation
of private school students.. and process
complaints."
Moynihan said last week that
Califano has put President Carter in the
''embarrassing position of having made
as a substantive proposal what is at
most a symbolic gesture first made
back in 1971."
Moynihan fears Califano is not
serious about federal aid to private
schools, and that public announcement
about the "new" office was pure
imagery.
Moynihan is still livid at Califano's
confidential memorandum to Mr.
Carter on Feb. 4 urging the President to
"move quickly" on a program of
federal grants to college students. The
need for haste: to outflank a competing
program Moving through Congress that
is backed by Moynihan and Sen. Bob
Packwood for $250 tax credits to help
defray the cost-of higher education.
BAKER'S PANAMA BACKLASH
The conservative bAcklash against
Senate Republican leader Howard
Mker for his support of the Panama
Canal treaties forced him to back out of
a March 11 party fund-raising dinner in
Oklahoma City.
One of the most hawkish states,
Oklahoma looks on the Panama Canal
treaties withoutrage. Baker's espousal
of the treaties made ticket sales for his
appearance at a state and county fund-
raising dinner so sticky he was advised
by' state party leaders to find a "con:
flict" and cancel. He did. .
In similar vein, conservative an-
tagonism to Baker's canal position in
Iredell County, N. C., was responsible
for another acute embarrassment. One
stunt at the par.ty fund-raiser was
Murray Ledger & Times
Publisher.  Walter I. Apperson
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_
auctioning off pictures of famous
Republicans, including Sens. Robert
Dole, Jesse Helms, Baker and others.
The photographic blow-ups of Dole and
Helms brought $21.50 each — but
Baker's had no takers. Finally, an
embarrassed party official bid 84 for
Baker --
A footnote: Baker had no illusions
that his stand on the canal treaties
would not hurt him badly, akleast in the
short run. But the depth of anti-Baker
sentiment in Oklahoma and North
Carolina underlines a deeper fear": that
it could cost him the Republican
presidential nomination in 1980.
A VANCE FLOP
Over-protective aides were
responsible for a clisnird- performance
by Secretary of State Cyrus Vance
before the nation's governors Feb. 27
which projected an inaccurately
negative image of his ability.
AgreeOr Not
- — --
Vance actually has been quietly
taking command of scattered foreign
policy machinery, a fact obscured in his
public performances.
Personal aides made matters worse
when they vetoed a scheduled Q-and-A
session at the governors—conference
here: -Claiming. Vance would have- to
spent the weekend preparing for such a
session, these aides insisted that he
stick to a prepared text. Hodding
Carter, Assistant Secretary"of State for
public affairs, vainly protested that
Vance likes question-and-answer
sessions and handles them much better
than he does formal remarks.
The speech was delivered in
characteristic Vance style, slow and
clumsy. Several, governors said
privately the Secretary of State seemed
slow-witted, a false impression tat
could easily have been avoided by the
give and take of aspontaneous Q-and-A
session.
II S. 1 an Curim
Miners' Defiance
Part Of Problem
What next?
The United Mine Workers of America
issued an ultimatum to the people of the
United States over the weekend, and a
few individual miners issued president
Jimmy Carter an ultimatup.
President Carter issued his
ultimatum to the miners Mon-
day.. .back to work under the Taft-
Harlety Act.
This sets up a test of strength in this
nation.
Are 160,000 United Mine Workers
more important than the other 200-plus
million citizens in this country?
The miners in effect are saying they
are.
There- is no argument here against
the UMWA representatives going 'back
to the bargaining table with
representatives of the Bituminous Coal
Operators Association. Up to this past
weekend, the procedures for arriving at
a new contract between the two ad-
versaries have been followed to the best
of my . knowledge according to the
contract and the Kites 'governing labor
disputes.
-. The thistle in the roses now is that the
UMWA members, or at least some of
the more militant ones, are saying they
are not going back to work under the
Taft-Hartley' Act that says the miners
must return to work and have another
80 days of negotiations. In effect, they
are defying the United States Govern-
ment.
This is just part of the problem. The
more serious part involves the
remainder of the mine working force of
this nation. Less than 50 per cent of the
coal miners are members of the UM-
WA. Others belong to the Southern
Labor Union, the Progressive Mine
Workers Union, and some are non
union.
The UMWA has negotiated a separate
contract in Kentucky with the Pitt-
sburg-Midway company in Western
Kentucky.
The question) is will the striking
UMWA members try this rough-house
picketitig on these other coal miners
and try tq keep them from work. This
nation is in dire need Of coal.
Over the.weekend, I read a lot about
the strike, and it.was well covered by
• petS310Der5.lind.UiStenill to rridin And
television. There are some radicals that
say they will defy the United States
Government and refuse to return to
work. The inference in some of their
voices was that they are not going to
allow any other miners to work and try
to drive this nation into a position that
the people will have to be subservient to
the UMWA.
In all fairness, this group of militants
is in the minority. Several who voted
against acceptance of the contract said
they would return to work under the
Taft-Hartley Act, and others seemed
afraid to express their feelings.
UMWA members turned down the
contract becauses the health benefits
are not as good as their last contract.
They will be forced to contribute under
the proposed contract to their health
insurance program, just as millions in
business and industry do today.
Everybody wants to get this labor
dispute settled as quickly and as
peaceably as possible without any
infringement upon the rights of the
UMWA members.
But when they defy the United States
Government and destroy private
property to keep other miners from
going to their jobs, then it's time for the
governments to act — both state and
national.
The members of other mine unions
and the non-union members have just
as much right to go to their jobs as the
UMWA members have to stay away
from theirs.
The UMWA has no right to bully and
badger other workers with such tactics
as beating upon miners wanting to
work, destroying trucks, tipples and
railroads, or stopping trucks and for-
cing them to dump their coal.
This is supposed to be a nation of law
and order. It is incumbent upon the
governors and the President of the.
United States to protect mine owners
and miners who want to work from a
gang of destructive hoodlums.
Bible Thought
 411M1111111111 MINIM I
"Jesus answered and said unto him.
Veirily, verily, I say unto thee, Except
a man be born agaih,"he cannot see
the kingdon of God" John 3:3)
a
. It is better not to be horn at all
nxti_ tip ...hgern -a-In  • • 
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
SP4 Larry E. Scott 8 serving with the
Final enrollment at Murray State
University for the spring semester
stands at
Gantt, registrar. -
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bernice
le, age 81.
. Shelton Owens, optometrist of
ulton, spoke on "Vision" at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club As a
part of the observance of "Save Your
Vision Week." Dr. James Byrn,
Murray optometrist and Rotarian, was
in charge of the program.
Contest winners of the Murray
Woman's Club include Patsy San-
derson, art; Ernie Williams, music;.
Mrs. Maurice Ryan, knitting; Charlotte
Bell, student sewing; Mrs. Robert
Jones, club woman sewing. They will
compete in the district contests here
tomorrow.
Heath beat Hickman County .and
Syrnsonia beat Benton in the second
games of the First Regional Basketball
Tournament.
20 Years Ai°,
Pvt. William T. Nance recently
completed eight weeks of amor training
at Fort Knox.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Carnie
Rose, age 68, and Mrs. J. H. Cun-
ningham, age 76.
_North Varshall beat Lynn Grove-and._ _
KiriLsey beat Hazel in the quarter finals
of the Fourth District Basketball
lburnament. High scorers for each
team were Lampley with 29 for North
Marshall, Warren with 26' for Lynn
Grove, Edwards with 22 for Kirksey,
and Duncan- With' 23 forHazel.
Births reported include a boy,
Anthony Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Coles on Feb. M, and a boy, Carl
Hansford, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry A..
Donon on Feb. 12.
New _officers of the Kiritsey High
School Chapter. of the- Future-
Homemakers of America are Annette
Palmer, Nancy Bazzell, Darrylin
Trees, Bettie Smith, Donna Cecil, Eva '
McCallon, Sandra Bedwell, Stella
Adams, Norma Doores, Peggy
DeArrnond, and Janet Like.
30 Years Ago
Paul B. Gholson has been named
executive secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce, according to
M. 0. Wrather, president of the
chamber. He succeeds Max Hurt who
resigned after three years of service.
Deaths reported include Donnie
Walker, age seven. -
Charles Henson of Murray will be
assistant producer on the Northwestern_
University Radio Guild Show, "Johnny
Pye and The Food Killers," to be heard
March 10 over Station WFAW,
Ind.
Brewers beat Sharpe and Benton beat
Murray Training to advance to the
finals of the Fourth District Basketball
Tournament and go to the First
Regional Tournament. High scorers for
each team were V. Mathis with 22 for
Brewers, L. Inglish with 13 for Sharpe,
Cole with 15 for Benton, and Boyd with
20 for Murray Training.
"Her Husband's Affairs" starring
Lucille Ball and Franchot Tone is
showing at the Varsity Theatre.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, March 8, the
67th day of 1978. There are 298 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1917, riots and a strike
in St. Petersburg marked the beginning
of the Russian revolution.
On this date:
In 1765, the British House of Lords
passed a Stamp Act taxing the
American colonies.
In 1865, a canal was begun in the.
Netherlands to connect Amsterdam
with the North *Sea.
In 1894, New York became the first
state to pass a law requiring dogs to be
licensed.
In 1942, the Japanese captured'
Rangoon, Burma, in World War II.
In 1969, the Soviet Union put its army
in the Far East on alert as a warning to .
China after a frontier clash.
In 1970, President Makarios of
Cyprus escaped an assassination at-
tempt when terrorist snipers shot down
his helicopter.
Ten years ago: Pope Paul named the ,
-Most Rev. Terence Cooke to succeed
the late Cardinal Spellman as ar-
chbishop of New York.
Five years ago: Mrs. Clifford Irving
was sentenced to two years in prison in
Switzerland for her role in the Howard
Hughes autobiography hoax.
One year ago: The Senate was
engaged in heated debate over con-
firmation of Paul Warnke as the chief _
U.S. arms control negotiator.
'Today's birthdays: Actress Claire
Trevor is 69 years old. Jazz pianist
Mary Lou Williams is 68.
..Thought for today: He who sows
courtesy reaps friendship and he who
plants kindness reaps love .movie'
• •
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House Committee Okays Teacher Bargaining Bill
•
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — izations and Professions Corn- committee before, it was the bill Thursday, the day dos Opponents Sainted a Picture -
A measure _ providing mittee, goes to the House passed in the Senate.
collective bargaining for Rules Committee, which
Kentucky's public school, reportedly is leaning toward
teachers hiss lipped a 'House recommitting it to another
most equitable and effective
measure goes to the Ran of confrontations between manner for school boards and
Superintendents and bqard Committee. teachers and school lioards, teachers to sit down and
members from the state's 181 The arguments heard hy the forced tax increases and a-foot determine working can-
school districts turned out in BUsineSij .0jiankatinna and in the doorfor collectivr,..bar- ditions," said. Jerry Miller,
to ostler - R•ofessions committee prier - gaining for all public employ- president of the Jefferson
legislators and lobby again* to voting on the bill were ees• County Teachers Association. The committee defeated
the measure. similar to those raised --- Backers of the measure said "This is not a bill baring other amndments_that would 
Meanwhile, the Kentucky the 10 year's- "CR-- give teachers a voice peace and harmony to the have made passage of the bill
Education Association an- professional negotiations fir- and an input into school board school systems," replied Jim difficult, including one
nounced it will hold -a rally in teachers has been before the potpies. Barlow, a member of the Fa- removing pqnalties in the no-
the Capitol Rotunda to -support state legislature. "Collective bargaining s the yette County Baird of Educe- strum clause.
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But the Senate-passed bill is Such a move in the final
expected to face a crucial test days of the session would
—in-another-- -committee -later- --probably doom the bill, which
this week. was watered down from the
The bill, approved Tuesday original measure introduced
by the House Business Organ- in the Senate by a Senate
The bill would require local
school boards to negotiate
with teacher organizations
when requested, though it
would not require them to
accept any final agreement.
The final Senate bill aLso re-
moved provisiont for
arbitration, added the . no-
strike clause — which Gov.
Julian C.arroll has said is
essential for him to sign the
and set up a local
grievance procedure instead
of a new statewide method.
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Olympic Spinning
Regular $7.95
Heddon
Spin
Cast Reel
All Metal Gears, Star Drag, Metal-
Spool
Special
Model 112 Limit One
Olympic
Spinning Reel, High Speed, Ball
Bearings, Skirted Spool, Top of the
Line
Reg. $29.95
Model HM-3 ' $ 1 200
Limit One Special
-BARNES-HIND
WETTING SOLUTION
B•rneriiind
Weeks
Salim
For hard
torilan lenses
For Contact Lenses
2 oz.
Sale
PARA-GARD TOILET
BOWL AND HOUSEHOLD
DEODORANT CAKE
No. E203 Reg. $.39
Sale 2 For- 394
as •ic tyre
Pflueger Supreme
Special Limit One
Heavy Duty Snagging or Trolling
Reel, Stainless Steel Conskuction
Garcia
Ambassadeur
5500D
High Speed, direct drive retrieve,
adjustable drag, push button, free
spool
Limit One $ 4 95
Special 1110
OLAY NIGHT CREAM
Sale
2 Oz. Jar
$249
Sprayers
Compressed Air
Mete& Plastic
BiGal $1597
31/2 gal. $1 797
Dusters Available
With or
Without
Glass
Another Shipment of Decorative
Pictures
-G
ood Variety of Prints,
Different Frithe Styles
DISCOUNT PRICES Assorted Sizes
REVLON NEW
FLEX
ANTI-DANDRUFF
SHAMPOO
Helps Control Dandruff
as it adds shine, body,
freshness
8 oz.
Sale 
$ 1 19
PERSONAL TOUCH TWIN
BLADE SHAVING SYSTEM
For Women
"By Schick"
I le
•ttIs4
.14•41
hri
VASELINE
INTENSIVE
CARE LOTION
10 oz. Regular
Sale 884
MENNEN SPEED STICK
DEODORANT
Regular or Spice
2.50z.
Sale 844
IMO
speed
stick
.11
non.
The committee approved an
ansendment that would place
administration of the bill's
bargaining procedures with
the Department of Labor
instead of the Department of
Educatisn and would add
protections for existing
agreements.
Assembled $4.00 Extra
1111 III
"1.1111.11.7.11/.
ime
Swings
4 ft $22" 5 ft $2495
No. 1 Oak
Assembled or
Unassembled
Porch
With Hardware First & Last Shipment
Just Received Large Shipment
Cast Iron
Cookware
For Home Or Camping
Skillets, Stew Pots, Griddles,
Corn Bread' Pans
All At Discount Prices
REVLON NEW FLEX
CORRECTIVE
CONDITIONER
Kills Germs By Millions
On Contact
Quart Bottle (32 oz. )
CURAD
"OUCHLESS"
PLASTIC
BANDAGES
MISS CLAIROL
SHAMPOO-IN
FORMULA HAIR
COLOR
168
New-3' x 6'
Linoleum
Pieces
Cushion Sole
Armstrong Quality
Men's Packaged
Long Sleeve Dress
and Sport
Shirts
Sale
Ji Priced $s)88
at Just L,
Sizes S to XXL
Yarn
100% Dupont Orlon Acrylic
Machine Wash & Dry
Reg. $1.09 88'
Just Arrived_
Truck &
Auto Vinyl
Blue, Green, Red, Smoke,
Clear, Beige Colors
Front and Rear
DISCOUNT PRICES
Men's Dress
Slacks
-11' -.100% Polyester
Your Choice of Solids
or Patterns
Reg.
$12.99 Now $988
Size -50
Reg. 99' Now Only 
776
Ladies Wear
v Pantsuits
v Dresses
v Jumpsuits
v Coats
v Sweaters
v Scarves
v Denim Vest,
Jeans, Jackets
50% OFF Girl's Wear
I, Denim Jeans
Denim Jackets
v Colored Jeans
v Tops
v Blouses
',Sweaters
One Rack
Infants Wear
• Use our convenient lay-away plan for these great saviligs!
Sale
Regular, Menthol,
Lime, Special,
Medicated, 7 Oz. Can
• ••••
• •
e••• +.411.11147.20Alt ct.tot
I Legislator Admits Coal Industry Influence
Senate Pa
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — —justified. —have placed the state's coal easing the regulation of such
Sen. Ken Gibson, D-Niadison- - The state Senate passe
d the industry at an unfair dis- vehicles.
vine, - r-eadily admits the eoal strip mine bill Tuesday and advantage with other states. Mopeds, which are gaining
industry lialpad-tvitit-lastritin- -Gibson -told- -his oolleagues -Th
e debate over - im- -wide popularityin Other areas
ute Work on a bill to change
_Kentucky's strip mine control
laws to conform with federal
law, making the state tligible
to administer the federal law.
And Gibson feels criticism
of the industry's help is not
For Information
Regarding —
Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)
Call 753-8856
"We could not have gotten
ready without the industry's
help.
"It wasvadmittedly the goal
of everyone involved to imple-
ment the federal act," Gibson
said. "We weren't %Tiding the
law and the industry was en-
titled to input on federal re-
quirements for this state. I see
reason for the criticism of
the input of the industry."
The state will be eligible for
up to $20 million per, year to
administer the bill if it adopts
state laws and regulations
which meet federal approval.
Gibson admitted some
stricter state standards had
been weakened to the federal
requirements, but they would
Free For The Asking!
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray KY 42071
plementation of _the bill was
one of the catalyst in the
forced resignation of Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection Secretary Robert
Bell.
However, Gibson noted that
even Bell admitted the coal in-
dustry's input had been vatu-
able.
The Senate approved an
amendment to a House-passed
bill that would extend in-
definitely a state law allowing
special permits for over-
weight coal trucks.
The special permits, ap-
proved by the 1974 legislature
during the beginning of the
energy crisis, were scheduled
to expire this-June.
The amendment sponsored
by Sen. Tom Mobley, 1:1-
Louisville, passed 21-16 after
several senators criticized it
as "a license to operate
illegally."
Mopeds, low horsepowered
motorized bicycles, moved a
step closer to widespread use
in Kentucky as the Senate
adopted a House-passed bill
)..\ J.:\ .0.A I.01/..‘ei. -k 1-14 AL•
of the nation, get 'up to 180
miles to a gallon of gasoline in
around town use.
The House bill was amended
to remove all requirernents
for registering the mopeds
and that must now be agreed
to by the House.
The Senate passed another
House bill setting up stricter
child abuse standards, in-
cluding requiring a search
warrant upon the showing of
Probably cause of child abuse.
DIFFERENT DRUM
KANSAS CITY AP) — The
big bass drum in modern St.
Patrick's Day parades can be
-traced back to the days of the
saint himself, says Hallmark
_researcher Sally napkins-
On his journeys throughout
Ireland, St. Patrick supposedly
wis preceded by a drummer
whose ominous pounding had a
pronounced effect on ths
imaginative Irish, she says.
The saint also used the drum
to drive the snakes from
Ireland, says another legend,
1itkt-$4a), Shopping Center — Highway 79 East — Paris, Tenn.
TABLE LAMP GROUP
2., 2$ 500
BEAUTIFUL DECORATOR LAMPS
2For$4995
GET TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!
Beautiful lamps to decorate your home - This week only -- Hurry while the
sale lasts.
Store MON. THRU SAT. 10 A.M. TH. 5 P.M.
SUNDAY 1 P.M. TH, 5 P.M.
Hours: PHONE 642-8112
Premium
Saltine
Lb.
D...
%or— SAIA
Blue Boo
2 Lb. Bowl
Home Owned
& Operated
Produce
Dept.
Carrots 1b.4/1
Cucumbers 3/s1"
Belt Peppers 3/s1"
6 Oz
Red Radishes 5/$1"
Turnips lb. 29'
Yellow Onions th15'
•
•eel-Air Shopping Center
*Limit Rights Reserved
These Items On Display
Throughout The Store
e -
Green Giant
Peas
Showboat'
1 6 oz. 3/89'
Pk &Beans 14 Oz 4/99'
Hi-Dri
Tissue
Hi-Dri
Towels
Bush 15 oz.
4 roll 69'
roll 2/99'
Blac4eyePeas 3/79'-
1 Bush 16 oz
Chopped Kraut 3/79'
Luv Medium
Diapers
Purex
Bleach gal. 69'
Scot Kitchen 7 oz.
box
Mac.& Cheese 4/99'
Green Giant
(Corn 16 01. 3/89'
We Have Available
Steam Cleaners &
Carpet Cleaners
For Rent.
SAVE
60'
20 lb.
White
POTATOES
4
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r
9'
9'
Kraft
Every Day Low Shelf Prices!
Compare These Low Shelf Prices With Theirs
Miracle Whip
Scot Kitchen
Powdered Sugar
Scot Lad
Margarine
Quaker
Oats
Godchaux
Sugar
Scot Lad (except choc.
Ice Cream
Kraft
Singles
vSAVE
61' Lb.
USDA Choice Bone In
ROUND
STEAK
qt. 99'
1 16.38'
'qtrs. 39'
18 oz. 60t
51b. $ 109
1/2 gal. 99'
Sim ilac
Advance 13 oz. 41'
Heinz
Baby Food 4 oz. 16'
Jiff
Peanut Butter T8 oz 99'
Scot Lad
Salt 26 oz.
Parkay
'Margarine 1 lb. 59
Farmer's Choice
French Fries 5 lb. $ 117
Soft & Pretty
$1" Tissue12 oz
USDA Choice Sirloin
Tip Steak lb $1"
USDA Choice Boneless
Round Steak $1"lb
USDA Choice Boneless
Rump Roasts lb $149
Family Pack •
l'ortSjeak lb $1°9
4 roll 93'
-SAVE
31' Lb.
14 Loin'
II DOM(no vulva *.,P
lift ADC'.
Lb.
iiket4„t‘-- SAVE
loft.
Family Pack
FRYER INT
Lb
Grade 'A'
Whole Fryers
Store-Made
Sausage
Fields
Wieners
Fields
lb. 49'
lb 99t
Bologna lb 99'
—SAVE
Northern
TISSUE
4 Roll Pkg.
Limit
-••••
Limit 1. Per Customer With 5' 5C Aaa
Purchase Excluding •c,003crc & nail Products
Pure Vegetable
Crisco
Viva '
Towels
Gold Medal
Flour
Sunflower
Corn Meal
Scot Lad
Oil
Northern
Beans
Kraft
Velveeta
Richtex
Shortening
Blue Bonnet
Margarine
DuncartHines
Cake Mix
Scot Lad
Margarine
3 lb.
roll
$1"
63'
5 lb. 88'
51b. 98'
24 oz. 84'-
2 lb. 70'
21b. $1"
4 2 oz. $125
1 lb. 59'
18 oz. 69'
8 oz. 19t
Home Of The Red Vest
Carry-Out Service
This
Week
Win:
New Store Hours
8:00 a.m. to
11:00 p.m.
7 Days A
Week
Del Monte
Catsup
Maxwell House
Bab Coffee
Set Farm  
Biscuits -
Kraft
qt 97'
07
1 lb. 
51 
j
Orange Juice
Bush
Applesauce
6-pack _89'
$1291/2 gal
16 oz.37
- —
Scot Lad (except chat.)
Ice Milk
Eagle Brand
Milk.
Doz
it 2)
1/2 gal. 79'
13 oz. 73'
Gade A Extra Large
Ir. "
a-‘3‘34
NAPKINS '\
160z.
Yellow Whole
Kernel &
NoCream Style
1)14. • -
Lost Week's -Dorothy Gibson
Winner:
Cord Not Punched
Pride of Ill.
CORN
w••••••
`-•
- •
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MAKING THE CRIPPLE — Big Don Hubbard, who hurt
Hickman (ount? with.his fine inside play, goes in for the
cripple as Roger Rhodes (22) of Hickman County watches
the action.
PAST THE GIANT Roger Scott (35) of Hickman
-County sneaks in past 34 David Youngblood of Mayfield for
two points., Cardinals in the background are Joey Shelton
JO, and Won Hubbard behind Shelton ).
Mayfield Coasts To
Win Over Falcons
• By MIKE BRANDON ,
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Somehow, the word has
been out all season that Roger
Fields doesn't have any-
guards.
And, while the word keeps
going .around, Roger Fields
keeps his Mayfield High
School basketball team
winning, regardless of what
people think.
After using the press for the
entire game, Fields went to a
three-guard offense in the late
stages of Mayfield's opening
First Region Tournament
game Tuesday night. '
The result of the three-
guard offense was that the
Cardinals broke open what
had been a fairly close game
and walked away with a 65-50
win over Hickman County.
Mayfield was leading 47-40
early in the final quarter when
Fields lifted 6-3 sharp-
shooting.. forward Joey
Shelton.
"We'd been pressing the
entire game and Joey was
simply worn out. So I brought
in another guard for the
purpose of running the clock
out and hopefully, freeing our
big men more inside," Fields
said-T
It was a 51-45 lead for the
CardinalS With 322 left in the
game, just after 6-3 Roger
Scott of Hickman County had
scored from inside.
But with 3:18 left in the
same, sophomore guard Wes
Mills worked a pass inside to
1-5- Don Hiibtiard who was
fouled. Hubbard made both
free throws and Mayfield had
Some breathing room.
Then With 2:25 left in the
game, it was 6-8 David
Youngblood's turn. Taking a
pass from guard David
Clymer, Youngblood powered
inside and scored on a short
bank shot, giving the Car-
dinals a 55-47 .lead.
Hickman County pulled
s-rithin seven points at 55-48 but
then Mills pumped in a jumper
and Clymer hit two free
throws with 55 -seconds left
and the Cardinals were up 59-
48. The Cardinals scored the
next four points to go up 63-43
before the Falcons could score
again.
There was never really
much doubt about the outcome
of the game, though Hickman
County, which came into the
contest with a 5-19 record, did
manage to keep it fairly in-
teresting.
Mayfield zipped out to an
early 7-2 lead and led 16-8
before the Falcons scored the
final four points of the opening
period.
"We just didn't hit the
basket. For the first few
___Iininutes, we hit the basket
well. We looked about as good
as we could look but then, we
just went flat," Fields said.
Basically, that's what
happened too.
The Cardinals were flat-
footed under the defensive
boards and let the Falcons get
inside for second shots. Scott
scored on a putback with 6:15
left in the half to give the
Falcons an. 13-17 lead, their
first of the game:
Mayfield did not regain the
feed -until-- when with 29'
seconds left to go in the half,
Mills came up with a steal and
drove to the basket tg, make it
a 27-25 game. Then after a
Hickman County turnover,
Don Hubbard scored on a
fastbreak in the closing
seconds to give Mayfield a 29-
26 halftime edge-.
The lead varied from two to
five points until when with
1:14 left in the tliird quarter,
Hubbard scored from five feet-
for a 41-34 Mayfield lead.
Shelton followed with a 15-
tooter and Clymer scored on a
10-footer at the buzzer to give
the Cardinals a 45-34 ctishion -
going into the last period.
"We just gave completely
out in the fourth quarter. We'd
pressed man-to-man all the
way and we were getting to
where we were losing our
timing," Fields said.
Not until the- final two-
minutes did Mayfield do what
...everyone thought they would:
blow the Falcons out.
"We may have been looking
a little past Hickman County,"
Fields said.
"We're certainly not taking
anything away from them.
They played good, deliberate
ball and worked it around until
they got the good shot. We
may not haye impressed
many people but it was good
enough for me. Anytime you
win here, you have to be
impressed," Fields added.
Hickman County coach Dale
Ray said turnovers killed his
club,
"We missed a lot of 'girn-
mes' in the first half that could
have put us up at halftime
then we got down in the third
quarter and made too many
turnovers and got too far back
and had to play catch-up ball.
"We put up some shots we
didn't mean to in the first
half," Ray added.
Once in the first half, the
Falcons were ahead by three
points when they fell into the
four-corner offense and
everyone in the gym knew
Ray would hold the ball, since
he had the lead.
But that wasn't the case. As
quickly as they went into theDaily Specials
From
Seven Seas!
*TUESDAY SPECIAL*
Fisherman's Platter Special
A delicious serving of Catfish Fillet,
fresh gulf select oysters and gulf fried
shrimp, served with choice of potato
southern hushpuppies and cole slaw.
Landlubber Special
Fried Chicken
Southern fried golden brown with
choice of potato cole slaw and
Cage Predictions
Tonight-Boys
LONE OAK vs. Wingo by 24
MURRAY FI/GH vs. Fulton
County by two
Thursday-Girls
Murray vs. LOWES by 13
CALLOWAY COUNTY vs.
Carlisle County by four
Season Record: 145-46
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Associated Press Top Ten
Kentucky High School poll
with first-place votes in par-
entheses, season records and
total points. Points based on
10, 9, 8, 7, 6; 5, 4, 3, 2, 1: 1.
O'boro Apollo (14) 32-0 157
2. Shelby County 24-3 142
3. Coy Holmes (1) 28-1 118
4. Lex Henry Clay (1) 24-6 89
5. Drakesboro 25-0 70
6. Lox Lafayette 18-5 55
7. Bryan Station 19-7 51
8. Lou Ballard 18-8 45
9. Lone Oak 20-229
10. Frankfort 214 23
four-corner, they came hack
out.
We really didn't get into
the four-corner. We just got
mixed up on offense and it
ended up that way.
"Mayfield is just so much
bigger and stronger than we
are. When the jumping ceases,
the reaching starts and that's
when we get outrebounded,"
Ray added.
Hubbard's 19 points led a
quartet of Mayfield double
digit scorers. Youngblood
added 12 while Shelton and
Mills each scored 10. For the
Falcons:' center Ed DeBerry
tossed in 18 points while guard
Jimbd-Berry scored. trend
forward Roger Scott 11.
Mayfield will carry a 20-5
record into Friday's 7 p.m.
semifinal matchup with Tilgh-
man.
Others receiving votes:
Virgie; Lou DeSales; Knott
County; Pendleton County;
McDowell; Oldham County;
Lou Seneca; Lou Does; Lou
Ahrens; Sheldon-Clark;
Harrison County; Christian
County; Mayfield; Clay
County; Henderson County; --
Cawood; Somerset; Tates
Creek; Warren East; • Bowling
'Green, Taylor County. Z.
DeBerry 
Scott 
Berry 
Rhodes 
DeWeese , 
Cruse
Allen
Totals
Mayfield
fg ft
Shelton 5 0
Hubbard 7 5
Youngblood 5 2
Mills 3, 4
Clymer 1' 2
Buck 3 2
Williams- 0 2
SAILING IN FOR TWO on the fastbreak Is sophomet
guard iVes Mills of Mayfield. Mills scored 10 points in th,
Cardinals' win over Hickman County.
Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
OFF FOR THE NATIONALS — Nine members of the Murray State track team will be participating in the NCAA IndoorNational Champions at Cobe Hall in Detroit Friday and Saturday- Back raw, left to right, are Keith O'Meally, MarshallCrawley, Mitch Johnston, Jerry Odlln and Axel LeJtmayr. Front row are Dave Rafferty, Martyn Brewer, Pat Chimes andDave Warren. Leitmayr will be entered in the high jump while the others are on relay teams.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
177
1 9:i
2.13
2.26
2.42
245
TRADE IN NEEDED t5 r,h trend
&own VA, tewaJk, tn mood
more each
'
Sale ends Marelr220.----
• Radials provide better gas mileage
performance than nonradial tires
• 1 steel and 4 rayon belts help the
tread hug the road when wet or dry
REGULAR SALE
PRICE PRICE
EACH EACH
ER70-14* 205/70R-14 $67
FR70-14* 215 '70R-14 $71
G R70-1 4* ' 225;70R-14 $76
GR70-15* 225/70R-15 $82
HI270-1 5 235/70R-15 189
NO TRADE-IN NEEDF:f) tSINGI.F. RADIAL I LYSt zee H H70-14. JR 70-I 1,1470. I!. also sale pr,ceri
•Also evadable in mann-I-white letter style
Save $3-$6
4 polyester plies!
Highway Handler II.
Wards best "78"
series bias-ply tire.
• 4 polyester cord provide strength
• Modern tread design for more‘traction
Free mounting
and balancin
l' 9-A till- Nit RRAt ,Ks., I & 11%1ES, 1i rdnesda) , March h, 19Th
— .
Marshals Ousted By
Iii
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor
Marshall - County couldn't
find a way to keep Abe honest.
As a result, the Marshals bit
the dust.
Trying to find a way to
defend ful Richard Abraham
of Paducah Tilghman is like
trying to drink coffee from a
paper cup. For a while It will
work, then suddenly, you get
burned.
For a while, about five
minutes to be exact, the
Marshals kept Abraham off
-the boards. But the rest of the 
night, the, g.. football
fullback-basketball center
owned the show as he led
Paducah Tilghman to a 70-64
win over the Marshals iii -the -
second game of the First 
RegionTournament at MSU,
"Abe's the one that hurt
us,"—Marshall County coach •
an '1 b&
Rick Leeper said. "There just
wasn't any way we could stop
him inside," Leeper added.
The Marshals did find one
way to stop Abraham in-
side.. .late in the game, after
trailing by 14 points early in
the fourth period, the "Mar-
shals unleashed a vicious
press and Tilghman fell to
pieces. But Abraham
managed to come to the
rescue with some timely of-
fensive board play.
"We got Abraham shooting
where we_want him. to," a
Marshall County fan said at
halftime. Abraham had been
shooting most of his shots
from the 15-20 foot range and
after the first 16 minutes of
play;- had scored 12 points as.
Tilglunan led 35-30.
But little did that Marshall
County fan, along with hun-
dreds of others, realize just
_ MARSHAL SPARKPLUG—The sparkplug for Marshall
County Tuesday night Was junior guard Dennis Friiist.
Coming up with four steals on the press in the last quarter,
Foust sparked the Marshals all evening and scored 16
points. Richard Abraham is behind Foust , while in front Is
Waymond Gardner (25).
Nine Racers Entered
At NCAA Indoor Meet
The Murray State track team will be competing in three
events in the NCAA National Indoor Championships,
scheduled for this weekend in Cobo Hall idDetroit, Mich.
Competing in the Friday preliminaries are the two-mile
relay team, the -distance medley relay team and Axel Leit-
mayr in the high jump.
Leitmayr qualified for the national championships with a
first place jump of 7'2" in the Ohio Valley Conference Indoor
Campionships Feb. 16 in Johnson City, Tenn.
The two-mile relay team qualified for the nationals at the
Indiana Relays Feb. 3-4 at Bloomington, Ind., by winning the
event with a time of 7:30.5. Running the half-mile legs for
Murray will be David Rafferty, Marlyn Brewer, Patrick
Chimes and David Warren. RaffertY's best half-mile time
this season is 1:51.4 Brewer has a 1:53.0, Chimes a 1:51.9 and
Warren 1:53.0.
The distance medley team qualified for the nationals by
placing second in the Mason-Dixon Games in Louisville, Feb.
11, with a 9:50.1 time. Keith O'Meally will run the half-mile
for Murray followed by Marshall Crawley's 440-yard run,
Mitch Johnston's three-quarter-mile run and Jerry Odlin's
mile run. O'Meally's best half-mile is 1:56.0 Crawley has a
50.1 440, Johnston a 3:02.8 three quarter and Odlin a.4:07.0
mile run. O'Meally's best half-mile is 1:56.0. Crawley has a
50.1 440, Johnston a 3:02.8 three-quarter and Odlin a 4:07.0
mile.
Finals in all three events will be held Saturday afternoon,
March 11.
how fine a player Richard
Abraham is. Abraham kept on
hitting from the outside.. .and
so did Chris Davis.
Tilghman looked like they
were dropping bombs in the
basket. But when it appeared
the game was turning as the
ktarshals were charging on in
the fourth quarter, they went
back to the bread and butter:
inside to Abraham.
Twice in regular season
play, the teams met and
Tilghman won at Marshall
County and the Marshals won
at Tilghman.
"In those .two games, they
didn't shoot that well outside
against us," Leeper said. k
"We tried" stopping
Abraham inside—And ked.
score outside or -Somebody
else would hit from outside,"
Leeper added.
Davis, Abraham and 6-1
guard Bobby Bohle (Bo-lee)
each scored six points in the
third period as the Blue
Tornado came out and scored
the first four points to up the
margin to nine and Marshall
County couldn't get any
closer. At the end of the third
period, Tilghman led 53-43. _
Starting the fourth quarter
in the e&•t manner they
started the previous period,
:fastened scored gar-first four
points and with 7:30 left in the
game, Tilghman led 57-43.
• Leeper called a timeout and
whatever he said worked.
Marshall County came on the
floor and immediately went-to
the press. ,
- In a span of just 110 seconds,
the Matshals Stored eight
consecutive points and a
thunderous ovation from the
Markhall County fans nearly
tore off the roof when Tilgh-
man called a tirneout with 5:04
left and leading just 5741.
Whatever - Tilghman coach
Bernie Miller said didn't
work. The Marshals picked
back where they left off and
with 3:51 left in the game,
Gary Thompson scored after
being fouled and Marshall
County led 59-58.
During the 15-3 scoring
surge by the Marshals, junior
guard Dennis Foust came up
with four steals, all of which
led to baskets. Three of the
baskets were scored by Foust.
Abraham' scored from in-
side with 3:38 remaining to
make it 61-58 then with 2:38
left, Abe hit another short
jumper and Tilghman led by
five.
Foust hit on a tip at the 2:20
mark to make it 63-60 then
after a steal by Thompson, the
Marshals set it up and
Thompson scored seven
seconds later and it was a one-
point game.
Then Foust fouled out and
the Marshals lost their best
weapon on the press.
Abraham all but iced the
game with 1:04 left when he
put back in his own missed
shot for a 65-62 lead. The
Marshals scored at the 0:51
mark when Jeff "Bodine"
Brandon hit on a short jum-
per, which was the last basket
by the Marshals.
Bohle made two free throws
with 46 seconds left for a 67-64
lead then just six secon_ds
later, the Marshals lost any
chance they had when _Jeff
Copeland missed twice from
the stripe.
"It seemed like we were a
little flat early in the game," -
Leeper said. "Any coach
always has an excuse when he -
loses. We may have been a
little down after the two big
games we won in the district
last weekend.
"We just didn't move at all
on defense. We don't, normall,
play defense just standing
around.
"The press seemed to really
-get us going. We used the '-run-
andzjump' type of press where
we try to run in on the man
With the Ball andIrap hini. It
was working well and 'they
were rushing their passes. But
it just boiled down to the fact
we couldn't stop Abraham.
The offensive rebound of his
missed shot was the one that
really hurt us," Leeper added.
Abraham finished the game
with -30 points and a dozen
rebounds. He hit IS of 24 field
goal attempts. Davis added 24
points, most of his field goals
corning from -up in the stands.
Jeff Brandon, playing his
second conseeutive standout
game, had 24 points and 12
rebounds to lead the Marshals
while Foust, who had two.
outstanding games in _the
district, added_ 16.
Marshall County -clines Out
its season with a 15-12 mark
while Tilghman will carry a
21-6 record into Friday's 7
p.m. semifinal game with
Mayfield.
This Is It!!
Fall & Winter Shoes
40 0
Pair
No Exchanges - No Refunds
Sale Starts Thursday, March 9, 9 a.m.
'Nancy's House of Shoes
101 W. Washington, Paris, Tenn.
lucy's Shoe Box
.Reelfoot Shopping Center
Union City, Tenn:
=
Marshall County
fg- ft tp
Copeland 0 0 2 0
Foust. 7 2 5 16
Brandon 8 8 3 24
Thompson .. 3 4 2 10
Ford 6 0 312
Capps - 1 0 0 2
Dunn 0 0 0 0
Dunigan 0 0 0 0
Totals 25 _14 15 64
Tilghman
fg ft pf tp
DaVis  11 2 2 24
Abraham z 15 -3 30
Roberson 0 0 , 5 (1
Lambert 1 4 3 6
Bohle 3 4 3 10
Gardner 0 0 2 0
Travis 0 0 1 0
Totals 30 10 19 70
Marshall 14 16 13 21-64
Tilghman 15 20 18 17-70
a
STORY OF THE GAME — Big Richard Abraham (50) of
Tilghman tells the story of the game as he goes up here for
an easy two-pointer over Jeff Capps of Marshall County.
Abraham finished with 30 points and 12 rebounds. He's only
a junior.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
FROM THE STANDS — Chris Davis of Paducah Tilgh-
man jacks up a long shot from deep in the corner over Jeff
Copeland of Marshall County while Richard Abraham (50)
jostles for the inside position. Davis, one of the best shooters
in the state, fired in 24 points.
Trailblazers Score Just 12
Points In Last Period, Lose
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
A crowd of 28,842 dame to
the Louisiana Superdome to
see the National- Basketball
Association champions, the
Portland Trail Blazers. What
they saw was something less
than super.
"We_ didn't catch the balk--
pass it or shoot it — and there
is not much else," said Port-
land Coach Jack Ramsay
after watching his team score
just 12 points in the fourth
quarter in losing to the New
Orleans Jazz 8442 Tuesday
night.
"We've won without Bill
Walton before," added
 Ramsay, -referring to the
Blazers' all-star center who is
sidelined following foot
surgery. "This was a very
poor offensive game On our
Part"
Elsewhere in the NBA Tues-
day night, the Atlanta Hawks
beat the Detroit Pistons 123-
109, the San Antonio Spurs
trounced the New Jersey Nets
129-98, the New York Knicks
defeated the Houston Rockets
112-101 and the Phoenix Suns
topped the Denver Nuggets
126-112,
New Orleans was able to win
despite going 5:40 without a
score in the third quarter and
5:20 without a score in the
final period. Portland is ow 0-8
against the Jazz in the Super-
dome.
The Blazers led by as many
as nine points in the early go-
ing, but the Jazz tied it at 38-38
and it was close thereafter.
Truck Robinson led the Jazz
with 27 points while Maurice
Lucas had 21 for the Blazers.
Hawks 123, Pistons 109
John Drew's 19 points and 15
rebounds led a balanced at-
tack as eight Atlanta players
hit double figures. The- vittory
lifted the Hawks one 'per-,
centage point ahead of
aeveland and kept them cone-
half game in front/or New
Orleans in the scramble for
the final two /Eastern Con-
ference playtiff 'spots.
Sputi 129, Nets 98
San 'Antonio trailed by as
pony as 17 points in the
" second period and 55-46 at the
half, but outscored the Nets41-
19 in the third quarter to take
command. Larry Kenon
scored 27 points and Billy
Paultz added 25 as the Central
Division leaders posted their
fifth straight home victory
and dealt the Nets their 15th
consecutive loss-on the road.
Knicks 112, Rockets 101
Bob McAdoo scored 29
points and Earl Monroe added
20 to lead the Knicks to their
sixth victory in the last seven
games, while Houston suf-
fered its fifth loss in a row.
The Knicks buried the Rockets
with -a 19-4 thirst -late in the
final period.
Suns 126, Nuggets 112
Rookie Walter Davis scored
34 points, Ron Lee added 27
and Paul Westphal hit for 21 —
including seven in the final 39
seconds — to lead Phoenix
past Denver. The Suns led by
just five 'points before
Westphal took control, hitting
a jump shot from the corner,
following with a steal and a
three-point play and adding
another layup.
Second Chance
BUFFALO, N.Y. API —
Linebacker Bob Nelson, a ma-
jor disappointment with the
lowly Buffalo Bills, will get a
chance for redemption with
the Oakland Raiders.
Nelson, a three-year pro,
has . been - signed to a multi-
year contract, according to Al
LoCasa le, executive 'assistant
of the Raiders.
SERVIG
Sun.-Thursday
7 AM-10PM
Friday & Saturday
7 AM-11 PM
Angels-Padres To Kick
Off Spring Play Today
By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Play Ball!
_Snow may be on the ground .
and winter in the air over
much- of the land, but spting
training is upon us. And when
spring training arrives, the
exhibition season isn't far
behind.
Today, at Holtville, Calif.,
the California Angels and San
Diego Padres becomelhe first
two major league teams to
clash in exhibition play.
"We'll try to win as many
games as possible," said An-
gels Manager Dave Garcia,
"but it is important to prepare-
our 25 players for the opening
game. I'm not going to play
Joe Ruth and Bobby Grich ev-
vry day and every inning to
win games andI want to look
at all our 'pitchers." • '
Ruth and Grich are coming
off surgery, the former for a
broken wrist, the -latter for a
"herniated chsclahis bark.------
The Angels warmed op
Tuesday by edging Japan's
Yakult Swallows 1-0 as Ken
Brett, Balor Moore and Mike
Overy each hurled three goose
eggs. -
The other clubs continued to
play intrasquad games and
the Boston Red Sox received
some good news when Fred
Lynn, boated nluch 'of last
season with ankle problems,
whacked a pair of three-run
homers.
The Bosox have so much hit-
ting that they couldn't find
-place-for Jack Bakerancr the
minor league slugger, now
with Cleveland, delivered a
single, double and triple. The
Indians' bad news came when
soreshouldered right-hander
Wayne Garland, suffering
from tendonitis, reported he
still had pain despite a coei
tisone shot last Friday.
Andre Dawson slammed
two home runs for the Mon-
treal Expos while Willie
Stargell, Frank Taveras and
Doian Boyland 'connected in
the Pittsburgh Pirates' camp.
Three rookies homered for
the St. Louis Cardinals — Ken
Oberkfell, Dane long and John
Tamargo.
Holdout slugger Jeff Bur-
roughs reported to the AtInnta
Braves' camp and said he
.would like to remain an out-
f ielder. Manager Bobby
has beefi toying with a shift to
first base.
For a little comic relief, St.
Louis outfielder Lou Brock
lost a fly ball in the sun — it
became a two-run single for
Roger Freed:
Tourney Scores
By The• (related Press
RoF,1ames
13th Region
Pineville 71 Cawood 64
Clay Co 82 Whitley Co 51
6th Region
Lou Durrett 80 Lou
Waggener 69 ,
7th Region
- Lou.Manual-71 Lou Trinity
67
Lou Ahrens 71 Lou Seneca 66
Lou Moore 30 Lou Ballard 7i
..—PAirrctt /9...W*Iggiter, 09_
9th Region
Coy Cath 79 Ft Thos
Highlands 65
Erlanger Uoyd 58 Newport
Cath 56
Girls Games
12th Region
Boyle Co 63 Somerset 37
„ Monticello_ _48 Russell
County 45
4th Region
Allen Co 77 Warren East 49
Barren Co 57 Olmstead 47
5th Region
Fort Knox 47 Marion Co Al
Taylor County 53 Nelson
Crutray 43
10th Reg
Clark Co 68 Pendleton Co 49
Harrison County 67 Mason
County 44
16th Region
Ashland 87 E Carter 43
Russell 62 Morgan County 40
2nd Region
W Hopkins 69 Henderson Co
46
Hopkinsville 45 Caldwell
County 43
14th Region
Fleming-Neon 49 Dike
Combs 42 _
. Lee Co 45 Knott Central 44
16th Region
Russell 62 Morgan Co 40
Ashland Blazer 87 East
Carter e
SPECIAL!
'All Insulated BOOTS
ott25% Off Or $700
Whichever Is The Greatest
WITH THIS COUPON
25% Off Or Sr Off
Whichever Is The Greatest On All
INSULATED BOOTS
Herman, Red Wing, Wolverine, Chippewa,
Thorogood, Hawk Eye, Carolina
Good Thru March 15
Good Only At VERNON'S
0 TCN, eiht,
Vernon's
Western Store
"Boots & Shoes For Every Activity Under
: the Sun"
9-9 Weekdays Olympic Plaza
14 Sun 153-9885
OLD OAK TREE
RESTAURANT
LOCATED AT BUCHANAN RESORT
CLOSE TO PARIS LANDING
WILL OPEN
FRI. MAR. 10TH
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Johnny and Carolyn Williams OWNERS
Edith Evanson MGR.
Hy Power
Miracle Whip
Pork Chops
Lean Meaty Boston Butt — Almost Boneless
Pork Roast
Fields Sliced
Bologna
1 Lb. Pkg.
nn
Pure Fresh Lean
We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food.Starnps
AWN' HEAP RICH REWARDS HERE
Bisquick
Low Overhead•
Means Lower Prices
Prices Good Thurs., March 9 throbiigh-Wed.; March 15
Harts Red Sour
Pitted
Cherries
FREE $100.00 BILL
Given Away Each Week
Register each tine you
are in the store for the
LastWes/ oo givee nkarszytchp a tvit ereL
Winner 1005 Poplar
*Nothing to Buy *No Cords To Punch *All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
.Employees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win .Adults
ally may register .You do not have to be present to win
Shedd 's
Soft Spread
Margarine
New Green
Cabbage
Red Ent perior
Grapes
Washington State Red
Apples
U. S. No. 1 Red
, Potatoes
Frosty Acres
Grape Juice
Frosty Acres
Sea Food Dinner
to. ILOC
dukTetia“ SOU.
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners
S
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COMMISSIONED: Joan Claire Thibodeaux, an assistant professor of nursing at Murray
State University, has been commissioned a first lieutenant in the U. S. Army Reserve
with the Nurse Corps. Shown being administered the oath by Lt. Col. Randall Routt,
professor of military science at Murray State, she will be assigned to the 807 Combat
Support Hospital in Paducah. Before coming to the Murray campus in August, 1976, it.
Thibodeaux was with the Community Hospital at Milledgeville, Ga.
House Votes Governor.
A Raise; $50,000 In '81
, FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) —
The Kentucky House of
Representatives has voted the
governor a -pay raise, but
narrowly defeated an
amendment that would have
given members of the lower
chamber an increase in pay.
• • Approved Tuesday was
WO-Use:BM- 612: whieh Would.
raise the governor's salary to
$50,000 on Dec. 11, 1981. The
governor would receive an
interim salary increase from
$39,500 to $45,000on Dec. 11,
1979.
Rep. John Trevey, D-
Lexington, joked that the
legislature doesn't haveto
vote a bigger salary for the
governor to attract More •
candidates, since enough have
entered the race already.
Lawmakers defeated an
amendment that would have
increased their daily com-
pensation during the 60-day
session from $50 to $75,
retroactive to Jan. 1.
Rep. Claudia Riner, D-
Louisville, asked for a roll
call, which - required
lawmakers to go on record if
—they voted -theinielves the pay
increase, which helped defeat
the legislative pay hike 39-34.
Mrs. Riner said her con-
stituents told her they' didn't
think anyone in state govern-
ment. should get a pay in-
crease.
Rep. William Brinkley, D-
Hopkinsville, also urged
defeat of the measure, saying
the voters are "strongly op-
posed to increases Of this
kind." •
Also defeated was an
amendment that would have
limited the salaries of state
university presidents to no
more than that of the
governor-.
The House approved a com-
mittee amendment deleting
salary increases - tor --the
state's judges.
A measure to exempt tax-
icabs from the state gasoline
tax was revived and approved
by the House Tuesday, despite
objections that it would fur-
ther deplete the state's ailing
road fund.
The bill, which was killed by
the House last week, was criti-
cized as special interest
legislation that would benefit
large taxicab companies.
However, some legislators
said they voted for the
measure because it could
benefit elderly and disabled
persons who use taxis by
keeping fares from in-
creasing.
A bill sponsored by House
Speaker William Kenton, D-
Lexington, was approved that
would • ainefid—tlfe - Kentucky
Constitution to change the
election- - date - of state
legislators so they would have
a year in office before par-
ticipating in a legislative
session.
Kenton said the amend-
ment, which must be ap-
proved by voters, is the "very
best vehicle I know to allow us
to stand on our own two feet
and be responsive to the needs
tCaptain D's,
Monday-Friday
Special
Fish&_
Chips II
Southern Style
Hush Puppies
Regular Price $1. 79
Special $159
Value
at Captain D's
& Olive -
753-9383
of the people." • .._.. _
The-House tableda measure
that would have required iu-4
stallation of a smoke detector
in all new residences.
Also approved was a resolu-
tion directing the formation of
a special legislative advisory
committee to oversee nuclear
waste disposal Oh behalf of the
General Assembly.
'A bill to require non-Ms-
criniination provisions to be
included in all publicly-funded
contracts for supplies or serv-
ices was narrowly defeated by
a vote of 35-33 after a lengthy
floor debate.
The • sponsor el House Bill
683, Rep. Aubrey Williams, 13-
Louisville, said the bill was an
affirmative action measure
and does not set quotas for
hiring minorities.
HOSPITAL NEWS
2-22-78
Adults: 131
Nursery 2
No Newborns Listed
Dismissals —.-
Mrs. Anna Smith and Baby
Boy, Route 1, Murray, Mary
Jo Rowlett, New -Concord,
Lori Ann Edwards, Route 1,
Murray, Mary Kay Bonner,
Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Janice
E. Oliver, 328 Jones, Mayfield,
Mrs. Jean I. Burkeen, 1004
Payne, Murray, Mrs. Pauline
E. Jones, 1701 Ryan, Murray,
Mrs. Patsy A. Locke, Route 1,
Murray, Elwood Johnson,
Route 1, Dexter, Mrs. Opal R.
Emerine, 104 South 15th,
Murray, Luther A. Blanton,
506 North 1st, Murray, Mrs.
Octa Nix Curd, 804 Hurt,
Murray, Mrs. Grace Mason,
Route 7, Mayfield, Ralph Lee
Barnhart, Route 2, Herndon,
Tn., Nuel McNutt (expired),
526 South 7th, Murray.
4
Missouri Man Critical After Paducah Bomb Explosion 
and none bad
PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) - A
36-year-old Missouri marl
whose girlfriend died in a car
bombing last year remained
in critical condition this
nibrning as a result of a device
that exploded under the seat of
his car, authorities said.
Paducah, Missouri and
federal authorities continued
their investigation of
Tuesday's explosion at a
Paducah motel, but reported
no arrests.
"We're following up some
leads, but we've got nothing
- really pat," Sgt. John Dowdy
of the Paducah Police
Department said this mor-
Legislature
In Brief
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Here is a brief look at legisla-
tive actioir Tuesday in the
Kentucky General Assembly:
The Senate:
—Voted to remove a resolu-
tion rescinding Kentucky's
ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment from a
committee where it has been
stalled, thus moving the
measure closer to a floor vote.
- Passed a major coal strip
mining bill to bring Kentucky
statutes in line with the new
federal strip mine law.
—Approved an amendment
to a. House-passed bill that
would extend indefinitely a
state law allowing special
permits for overweight coal
trucks. -
—Passed a House measure
to ease the regulation of
mopeds, or low horsepower
motorized bicycles.
• —Passed another House bill
setting up stricter child abuse
standards, including requiring
a search warrant upon the
showing of probably cause of
child abuse.
The House:
—Delayed a vote on the
massive city statutes revision
bill after a snafu developed
over an amendment.
—Approved a measure rais-
ing the governor's salary to
$50,000 a year by 1981 but re-
jected an amendment that
would have hiked legislators'
pay.
—Revived a bill to exempt
taxicabs from the gasoline tax
after the measure -was tabled
last week. The bill now goes to
the Senate.
—Approved a proposal to
amend ,the Kentucky Con-
stitution- so- that legislators
would be elected on a schedule
to allow them a year in office
before a General Assembly
session. If approved by the
Senate, the issue would be put
before the voters.
—Killed a Senate measure
to require smoke detectors in
all new home construction.
Committee action:
—The House Business
Organizations and Professions
Committee approved the
Senatepassed collective
bargaining bill for teachers
but a crucial test remains in
the House Rules Committee.
DIAMOND SOLITAIRE
SAVE 1/3
On Our Entire Stock
of Blazing Diamond
Solitaires
Big Diamonds Small Diamonds
They Are All on Sole Now'
Charge Id 4 Ways To Pay
eft
Bet-Air Center
Murray, Ky. -
Sho••0C00.1.
rung.
• William Ohlhausen was in
Western Baptist Hospital suf-
fering from internal injuries
and extensive to his buttocks
and legs. — 
_ 
Police in St. Louis County,
-MT, said Ohlhausen had been
living for several years with
Mrs. Shirley Marie Flynn, a
33-year-old divorcee, in an
apartment there, when a
bomb exploded Nov. 3 as she
was starting her car. The
explosion, one of a series in
the St. Louis area, killed Mrs.
Flynn instantly.
A St. Louis County detective
and a representative of the
U.S. Bureau of , Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms flew to
Paducah to assist in the in-
vestigation.
St. Louis County police said
Ohlhausen, an engineer, had
been the beneficiary of two life
insurance policies taken out
by Mrs. Flynn and-01qt the'
dead woman's parents were
contesting the policies in
probate court.
Ohlhattsen's employer, St.
Louis Ship Co., said Ohlhausen
Left for Paducah Monday on a
business trip. A company
spokesman said the car in
which the blast occurred be-
longed to the company.
The car was parked near a
room at a motel at which Oh-
lhausen had registered.
James Elder, special agent
in charge of the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and
Murra
&
Tiute—Vatae.
HARDWARE-ST-04E
60 or 40-Pak TRASH BAGS
Wrap up spring cleaning with heavy-duty trash
bags. They're handy for yard work as well as base-
ment, attic and garage clean up. Ideal for storing
out-of-season items, too. Choose the 40-pak, 33-gal.
size or the 60-pak, 26-gal size
• All-steel agitator
• Big disposable bag
• 4-on-the-floor carpet shift
From
$8.00 to •
$15.00 ̀ ,4011
-520296,388
•
CtorpleO•
0/brhervento
Firearms in St. Louis, said
Ohlhausen had not been
considered 'a suspect in !sirs.
Flynn's death.
"The truth of the matter is,
We darn have any suspect,
he said, referring to the series
of three bombings in St. Louts
County that left two persons
dead and one injured and
gained the bomber the nick-
name, "The 'South County
Bomber."
On Oct. 7, Ronald T. Ster-
ghos, 23, was badly shaken
when a small bomb exploded
beneath his car and on Oct. 18,
Robert Jackson, 39, was killed
when a bomb exploded under
the seat of his car.
Police said none of the ear-
lier victims knew each other
any apparent
enemies.
Perform a
death-detring
American Heart A*DC.Orion t
writ FIGHTING row-rout urt
Valvoline 1\0Vi0
All climate Motor\
Oil
FAMILY GARD
SMOKE DETECTOR
SAVINGS-COUPON
HARDWARE WEEK '78
1.16Iff BULBS
Without..
1.34
60, 75 or 100 watt inside
frosted electric bulbs 750
aver. hrs. 11/044/9/5200
Coupon expires April 7, 1978
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SING & TELL ON TOUR - The Sing & Tell group composed of Murray State University students of the First Baptist
Church, accompanied by Wayne Halley, standing right, director, and his wife, Dottie Halley, will leave Friday morning to
attend the College Student Missions Conference at Southwestern Baptist Seminary, Fort Worth, Texas, for the weekend.
After the conference they will present concerts at the First Baptist Church, Denison, Texas, Sunday; First Baptist Church,
Minco, Okla., Monday; First Baptist Church, Fordyce, Ark., Tuesday; Leaclair Baptist Church, Memphis, Tn., Wed-
nesday; First Baptist Church, Caruthersville, Mo., Thursdny. Members are, left t.o right; seated atyiano, Eleanor Mills,
Guston, Cynthia Crouch, Hallandale, Fla., Lisa Hamby, Owensboro, pianist; standing, Ron Chirchill, Middleburg, 0.,
Steve Hussing and Jane Wagar, Murray, Martha Kirk, Philpot, Phil Duncan, MurhGeorge Lewis, Maystick, Keith
Inman, Blytheville, Ark.. Lisa Francis and Sheila Duncan, Murray, Rick Butler, Louisville, Karen Hussung, Murray;
standing top right, Martha McKinney, Murray, Karen Atkins, Camden, Tn., Lisa Winters, Murray, and Gail Lovelace,
White Plains.
Deaths and Funerals'
Euel Atkins Dies
Tuesday i Retired
Electrical Engineer
Euel Atkins of 1701 Melrose,
Murray, died Tuesday at 11:15
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 58
years of age and was preceded
in death by his wife, Lorraine;
on Aug. 19, 1966.
Mr. Atkins was a retired
electrical engineer for the
Illinois Bell Telephone
System, an Army veteran of
-World-War--11,--and-a,--member
of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Born March 13, 1919, at Hazel,
he was the son tif the late
Enole Augusta Atkins and
Gertrude Brannon Atkins.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Michael
(Madelyn ) Carlotta, and one
grandson, Mickey Carlotta,
Rochester, N. Y.; one son,
Richard A. Atkins, Chicago,
Ill.; one sister, Mrs. August
W. (Ruby Baumann, "-1608
Belmonte, Murray: one
brother, Virgil 10. C Atkins,
Franklin Park, Ill.
Services will be held at St.
Leo's Catholic Church on
Thursday at ten a.m. with the
Rev. Martin Mattingly of-
ficiating. Burial will follow on
Friday morning in *the Mt.
Cannel Cemetery in Chicago,
111.
Prayers will be said tonight
(Wednesday) at 7:30 p.m. at
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home where friends may call
after six p.m. tonight ( Wed-
nesday).
_
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the American Cancer Society.
Funeral Is Today
For Robert Carlile
The funeral for Robert 0.
Carlile will be held today at
three p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Claude M.
Prince of ,McKenzie, Tn.,
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist and soloist..
Granasons serving as'
pallbearers will be Billy
McElroy, Jimmy McElroy, _
James Edwards, David
Carlile, Dudley Burton, and
Rom Cremont. Burial will
follow in the Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery in Henry County,
Tn.
Mr. Carlile, age 87, died
Monday at 4:15 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. His
wife, Mrs. Verda Nance
Carlile, died Jan. 26, 1966, and
two sons, Joseph and Gene
Carlile, preceded him in
death.
He is survived by three
daughters, . Mrs. Sant
McElroy, Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
John Burton, Hazel Route
Two, and Mrs. Olga Cremont,
Washington, Mich.; four sons,
William Thomas, Farmington
Route One, Otis Hillery,
Detroit, Mich., Robert, Jr.,
Fort Myers-, Fla., and J. D.,
Warren, Mich.; two sisters,
Mrs. Florence Goodlett and
Mrs. Ernest Cook, Taylor-
sville; seventeen grand-
children; twenty-seven great
grandchildren.
The Galapagos Islands, 650
miles off the coast of Ecuador,
consist of 13 major islands and
47 smaller ones with a total
area of more than 3,000 square
miles of land. Only five of the
major islands are inhabited.
Roads...
(Continued Trona Pige-1)
ON II I V
rock) plus 15 loads of gravel to repair.
eeenty road superintendent-satt
also that miry county blacktopped
roads "are coming apart."
Freezing and Thawing
What put the roads in their current
condition? The record 43 inches of snow
accumulation this winter, which
traslates into over eight inches of
water, didn't help, the engineers say.
ilisy._011...agree_it, is the _constant-
freeting-thawing-freezing-thawin g
actiOn llsot has soften road bases.
"Because ,of all the moisture in the
ground, that moisture hasn't been able
to seep into the ground. The potholes
just keep being fed tr water. Let's say
we patch a pothole, getting it dry
enough to put a patch IR. 'Water still
drains around that patch and as soon as
it freezes, the patch pope-outtlodges
Walston reiterated Hodges, saying
the base underneath gravel roads arid, •
,;777MININ One Car Derailed
. . . NEWS IN BRIEF. . . In Mayfield Train
NATIONAL
•NORFOLK,- Va. (AP). --
Teddy Morris, described as a
. short man. in his 205. was_being.
held today for Georgia police
who named him in a fugitive
warrant for the attempted
murder of Hustler magazine
owner Larry Flynt. Morris
was arrested in a local bar
Tuesday night -after -police
received a teletype message
about the warrant. Flynt
remained in critical condition
with a bullet near his spine in
a• Lawrenceville, Ga.,
_hafipital  iwoilay,s_after  he and 
his attorney,4Gene Reeves Jr.,
were shot outside the court-
house where Flynt was on trial
for allegedly distributing ob-
scene material.
ANCHORAGE, Alaska
(API - Oil is surging again
through PuMp Station 8 on the
transAlaska pipeline. The
reopening Tuesday of the
station, destroyed last surn-
mer by an.. explosion, .is ex-
pected to create a daily oil glut
of 500,000 barrels a day-on the
West Coast and companies
must find a solution to their
storage and refinery di-
lemma. For now the oil is like-
ly to be shipped to eastern U.S.
markets through the Panama
Canal, but that trip costs oil
companies up to $2 a barrel.
Standard Oil of Ohio, which
owns about 53 percent of the
oil, lacks West Coast
refineries for Alaska oil. It
will receive an additional
200,000 barrels daily with the
increased flow and is expected
to ship the excess through the
canal to Gulf and Northeast
ports where it will displace
importdd oil.
HONOLULU ( AP) - Scat-
tered-areas of the Hawaiian
Islands are in their second
year of a.drought. Hardest hit.
by the dry spell are cattle
ranchers. The Pacific storms
which sometimes inundated
California this winter have
largely bypassed Hawaii.
Rainfall for the year at
Honolulu - 'Airport was
measured this Week at under
ltz inches. Normal rainfall for
the period is 71/2 inches.
Ranchers have received
federal aid to buy feed to
replan  depleted range gram.
Don Hansen, manager of a
300,000-acre ranch, said water
is so scarce in places that
cattle have drunk sea water
and died.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON ( AP) -
President Carter's crude oil
tax cannot pass the Senate,
the Senate Finance Com-
mittee chairman says. Sen.
Russell Long's comment
'Tuesday added a touch of
gloom to the news that a three-
month deadlock over natural
gas pricing apparently is over.
House Democrats are
caucusing today to consider
breaking apart the president's
five-section energy bill and
passing the less controversial
parts. Although House leaders
have wanted to keep the
energy bill intact, Long's
statement added impetus to
the move by Rep. Toby
Moffett, D-Conn., and other
congressmen to split up the
package.
INTERNATIONAL
MOGADISHU, Somalia
(AP) - Somali rebels in
eastern Ethiopia claimed
today they are still battling
fiercely with Ethiopian and
Cuban soldiers for control of
the strategic market town of
Jijiga, in the northern
Ogaden. A battlefield commu-
nique said Ethiopia was ferry-
ing more tanks and soldiers
into the war zone by
helicopter, but "freedom
fighters" of the Western
Somali Liberation Front were
"resisting courageously."
Bel Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center-Ph. 753-6342
SPECIAL OF
THE MONTH
40 Count
11 9 9
Sesser
Plastic
Trash Bags
*40- Bags with twist ties
* Dispenser-pak
*2 ft. 4 in. x 2 ft. 11 in.
fits up to 25 gallon containers
"Our Paint
Sale
Is Still On"
Latex Flat Wall
Latex Enamel
$8"Gal
1 1 50Gal
Quick itt Eas
Latex Fiat $ 95
Gal
Deluxe Wall
(Trim
S i 1 95
' t50-e-s -WallSw adoo W—o'r-k2'-  -1,141.7-410
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local Interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc 26% -1/2
McDonalds Corp. 443,4 unc
Ponderosa Systems 15 unc
Kimberly Clark 41/2 -48
Union Carbide 381/2 +I,
WsR. Grace 24% +1'4
Texaco . - 253,4 unc
General Elec. 45,,4
Hardees unc
Georgia Pacific .. .... 24 uric
Pepsico 254 +
Jim Walters 2734
Kirsch -----------20 +4a
Disney ---------33% +1.4
Wendys 35 unc
•Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by!. N. Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows:
Industrial Av. . -0,09
Accident Tuesday
MAYFIELD - An Illinois Central
Gulf Railroad locomotive collided with
1-6 freight cars including- one carrying
propane, on a siding in Mayfield
Tuesday officials said.
Morris Hurst, ICG trainmaster, said
the locomotive had stopped to pick up
more cars when it "got away" and ran
into _the cars on. the -siding near the _
Mayfield city limits.
One car, -a boxcar carrying no
hazardous materials, derailed, but the
rest, including the propane car,
remained on the tracks, Hurst said.
He said the propane tanker witS
undamaged, though the locomotive and
two other cars were "severly
damaged."
No injuries were reported and the one
derailed boxcar was reported back on
the tracks today. Officials of the
Mayfield fire and police departments
and the state fire marshal's office stood
by as railroad crews worked at the site
of the accident. _
Airco . 39 -1/2
Air Products 25% +1/2
American Motors 41,4 unc,
Ashland Oil 2734
A.T. & T. 60 ,1,4
Ford Motor Co. 43% -L.
Gen. Dynamics 411/2 --+-1,2
General Motors 58% +1/2
General Tire • 24% +Li
Goodrich 19% +1,4
Gulf Oil 23% -L.
.IBM 242% -2
, Pennwalt 32% unc
Quaker Oats _  215s unt
Tappan A.:- +it
Western Union 16% +It
Zenith Radio lt% 1-4
asphalt roads alike is moist, it freezes,
a shifting action.
"There are three places on 121
iKY1214..betweea _Murray:and Concord
where the pavement has raised up
because there are sewer tiles there.
I
Now that'll eventually crack," Walston
said.
Walston said freeze-thaw action has
literally reduced some county gravel
roads to mush. "We've got some places
where mail carriers and school buses
caiagetthrollial." Walston said.
Clark said, "If you see the surface of
a street breaking up, there is something
wrong underneath." Clark, who this
week is working on some street damage
estimates, said that some portions of
streets in Murray will require complete
reconditioning and resurfacing. "We
have some where we'll just have to
back to a gravel base and forget
about," Clark said.
Road jraffic will also -cause
pavement, softened underneath, to
crumble, washout, creating a pothole.
"Our snow and ice removel actually
--,,-damaged the ronds,'"-- Hodges said:
\'We've had damage to our raised
pavement markers. When you run a
blade over a road trying to get mow and
ice off it4ou put a stress on it," Hodges
- said. The ''district engineer said Salt
...deteriorates s•road surfaces and is
C.cpPeil lay -hard on bridge decks, which
are conctrete reinforced with steel.
Patching- -
The engineers agree that patching is
somewhat premature arthis point in
winter. Spring rains haven't tome yet.
Clark said his crew have had. some
success with a "cold patch" mixture
which he galled "WA." Resembling a
dentist's tooth filling, the mixture
hardens when mixed with water. "It'll
stay if the moisture conditions are right
and if it doesn't get _too much of a
beating," Clark said.
Walston said there is little that he can
do about county gravel roads except
add extra gravel. •
Road engineers are beginning now to
think about their already strained road
budgets and where the extra money
will come to rehabilitate the roads.
"We- have just our normal main-
tenance funds, the same funds we use to
remove snow and ice, we have to use as
pothole patching also."
. .
A Purchase Area Development
District transportation comMittee_
composed of city and county officiab
--from throughout the -Purchase- recenty
sent asesolution to Gov. Carroll asking
for additional funcLs for resurfacing and
repairing roads.
Rep. James J. lAoward, D-N.J.
recently introduced a bill in House that
would provide $250-million- that would
be divided up among states on a kr-
mula basis. "We're hoping some of the.
spongy will mentaally  „come Amen to
counties and cities,"-. Bob Paine,
transportation planner with Purchase
Area Development Districts said
recenty. •
Paine said the transportation com-
mittee's resolution requests that any
type assistance for road repair that
could be given to-counties and cities ."lie
strongly considered."
Paine eolieeded, 'Iliere won't really
be enough-to fix the reads that we have
damaged becauSe of the amount of
damage and the money required to
improve them.
- - -
•
Legislature...
(Continued From Page
A fuel tax exemption for taxicabs that
was killed in the House last week was
resurrected Tuesday and approved by
the lower chamber; it now goes to the
Senate.
The massive municipal statutes
revision bill in the House lost what
. could be a crucial day Tuesday as the
\ session's end draws nearer. A vote on
the city statutes revision bill was
delayed after a snafu developed over an
amendment.
"The hour grows late," commented
' Rep. Bob Benson, D-Louisville,
chairman of the Qties Committee. But
Benson later added: "I'm going to keep
trying, I think there's still time."
Meantime, the Noe Business
Organizations and Professions Com-
mittee approved the Senate-passed
collective bargaining hill forAeachers.
The measure still faces a crucini. test in
the House Rules Committee. •
Pittsburgh Ballet Gives Special Performance Here
By Norinne 'Winter
The Pittsburgh Ballet
Theatre presented a mixed
program of dance Monday
evening for their appearance
in Murray under the auspices
of Murray .-Civic Music
Association and Murray State
University with assistance
from the Kentucky Arts
Commission and the National
Endowment for the Arts.
The young company, ob-
viously experienced I and
beautifully trained, enjoys the
services of Patrick Frantz as
artistic director, Frano
Jelincic as ballet master, and
a large and effective
production and administrative
staff. The radiant lighting by
Pat Simmons, their resident
lighting designer, was par-
ticularly notable.
The evening began with the
second act of that old favorite
of the classic "white" ballets
with music by Tchaikovsky,
"Swan Lake." In experienced
hands, Swan Lake can be
reduced to boredom or even
parody - but such was not the
case with the Pittsburgh
Ballet. Their "Swan Lake"
was a joy to behold - for the
balletomane seeing it for the
tenth time, or the skeptical
first timer.
Jeanne Loomis made a
beautiful Odette and Roger
Triplett a gallant Prince
Siegfried. The quartet of
cygnets: Deidre - Salyer,
Patricia Sweeney, Taylor
Degnan, and Cynthia
SchoWalter, dancing with
grace and precision were most
appealing; and the ensemble
of swans danced the famous
choreography of Petipa and
Prayer Program Is
Planned On Friday
The World Day of Prayer
program by the Church
Women United has been
rescheduled for Friday,
March 10, at ten a.m. at the
First Presbyterian Church.
Coffee will he served at 9:30
a.m.
Max Hurt will be the guest
speaker for the topic,
"Community Spirit In Modern
Living." Also participating in
the program will be Christelle
Palmer, Lucille Potts, Modest
Jeffery, Inez Jones, Brenda
Coop, Jean Lindsey, and the
Rob. Buzz Rabatin, pastor (4
the. host church.
THU public is invited to
attend the special program, a
CWU spokesman said. ,
Ivanov with assurance.
The short ballet, "Prodigal
Son," with music by Sergei
Prokofiev, and choreography
by Balanchine was new to
most people in the Murray
audience and it was a crowd
pleaser. Peter Degnan as the
Prodigal Son and Lauren
Rouse as the Siren made the
stage sizzle with excitement -
aided by stunning costumes
and "'decor designed by
Georges Rouault, and an
ensemble of male dancers of
the "creatures."
A Pas de Deux from
Prokofiev's "Romeo and
Juliet" - and another
Balanchine favorite, the "Pas
De Dix" (a dance for ten),
with music by Glazunov,
completed the evenings
program. The costumes for
the "Pas De Dix," in a vivid
Poplar Spring Church
Plans Supper Meeting
A church wide potluck
supper will be held at the
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
on Thursday, March 9, at 6:30
p.m. The Elm Grove Baptist
Church has been invited as
guests.
This will be in observance of
the Week of Prayer for Home
Missions, a church spokesman
Said.
LAKE DATA
Rentucky Lake, 7 a.ni. 355.6,
up .2.
Below dam, 302.6, no
change.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.6,
up .2.
Below dam 317.2, up .2.
Sunset 5:50, Sunrise -8:10.
Moon rises 6:12 a.m.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service March 8, 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 7
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 477! Est. 345
Barrows Si Gilts ' 1.00-1.25
higher Sows uneven mostly
1.00 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. $48:00-48.2.5
few 48.50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. t47.50-48.00
US 2-4240-260 lbs. 46.50-47.59
US 3-4260-280 lbs. $45.50-4.9)
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbg. $39.00-40.00
few 41.00
US 1-2300-500 lbs. $39.00-4000
US 1-2 450-500 lbs. 40.00-41.50
US 1-2500-650 lbs. $41.50-42.50
few 0.50.. •
US 2-3300-500 lbs. $38.00-38.00
Boars 5.11-30,90 mostly 27.00-
29.00
shade of claret were un-
doubtedly some of the most
striking of the evening. The
poised principal dancers, Jo
Ann McCarthy and Dennis
Poole were featured in both
ballets that
termission,
couples who
De Dix" were.
calibre and
and
danced
all
were
followed
the four
in
of
in-
other
"Pas
solo
featured
individually.
The stoty goes that once,
when asked, "How do you
choose your attractions?" a
member of the Board of
Directors of Murray Civic
answered,"
Once again,
Pittsburgh
care has paid
Music
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Ballet
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Association
carefully!"
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ifivites you
to learn more about the
Active post-mastectomy form
Meet Active's representative to become acquainted
and fitted with their new post surgical, silicone gel
breast form.
This form is exceptionally natural looking. It provides
a graceful, smooth, profile, guaranteed to retain its
shape; it looks and feels like you.
Available in thirteen sizes Causasian & Negroid skin
tones.
Not affected or penetrated by air or water even in
chlorinated pools.. assumes body temperature.
Come and Meet Active's
Jean Berczek
Friday & Saturday,
March 10 & 1 1
PARKER'S
• MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA
MAYFIELD-, Ph. 241:8449
HOURS: 9:30-8 PM: .MOR-FRI.,9: 30-5 11.1)4•SAT.
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-and friends -will undoubtedly
be pleased when this Original
Donor list is affixed in a
permanent plaque in the
restored Heritage Hall.
Available names of the
contributors were printed in
December, 1970, in the
Murray Ledger & Times and
in the Murray_ Dgm_o_crat.,
Several additional names
have been verified since that
time, and it is hoped that *a
complete and accurate list
may be compiled in the near
future.
Dr. John W. Carr, first
president of Murray State,
compiled a list of the larger
contributions to the $117,000
fund. He noted that a least 19
persons in Morray- "sub-
scribed $1,000 or more." In the
county, he reported that one
organization tho--Calloway
Farm Bureau - contributed
$2,000. His notation did not
include the names of the in-
dividual donors within this
farm organization.
' When the $H7,0081 gift 'was
-
-
Restored Wrat her Hall May
Preserve Records Of Funders
L-1:11011,1124-- - - -
Restoration of the "Old
Normal School Building"
( Wrather Hall) and con-
version into a Heritage
Museum for Jaeltson's Pur-
chase will be a deserved
tribute to some 1,342 citizens
of Murray and Calloway
County, who in 1922 donated
1117,000 to Xenincity to build
this "Charter House" and
establish Murray State
Normal School
Without Wrather Hall, there
would be no Murray State
University today. So, the
original donors, theirtillatives
Scholarship
To Honor
Chairman
The James G. Glasgow
- - -Memorial Scholarship Fund
has been established at
Murray State University by
Mrs-, -Tommie -Tolbert----Tier-
ney, 1931 graduate of MSU.
Alumni Director Mancil
Vinson, in announcing the
memorial, said Mr. Glasgow
was "a key man in raising
8117,000 to establish the
James G. Glasgow
Normal School in Murray." -
Mr. Glasgow, pictured
above and in the group
\photograph (no. 7 front row),
'was chairman of the "Corn- ,
mittee on Funds" in 1922 that
was instrumental in locating
Murray State Normal School
here.
At the time the group
photograph was made, 'Mr.
Glasgow was principal of the
High School. Seated next' to
him is Supt. J. H. Hutchinson,
who later became a member
of Murray State's first faculty
in 1923.
Mr. Glasgow, 1867-1941, was
a beloved member of the
Murray State faculty from
1924 to 1936.
Mrs. Tierney, who is
establishing the scholarship,
was a student of Mr. Glasgow
society editor of . the
College News while attending
Murray State.
Mr. Vinson has announced
that the scholarship is open to
all high school graduates of
Graves, McCracken, Mar-
shall, Calloway and Hopkins
County (Ky.) who are
recommended by their
%guidance counselor and-or
high school principal.
pr e -to- the Nbrmal
School Commission on May 31,
1922, at the Seelbach Hotel in
Louisville, a "document,"
signed brMayor T. H. Stokes,
became a part of the record.
In this document, along with
the check and deed, were
these statistics:
_ Total eantributios:
$100,000 on deposit in the First
National Bank and the Bank of
Murray; $17,000 ($11,000 and
86,000 for real estate-site).
2. Total contributors May 31,
1922: 1352 (632 in Murray, 710
in County, and 10 outside
County (less than $500).
Dr. Carr's "List of Persons
Subscribing 81,000 or More"
follows:
Murray ig CaBoway-Co.
1. C. H."Bradley
2. A. B. Beale & Son
- 3. -Covington Bros: -
4. E. S. Diuguid
5. Farmer & Co. (EM.)
6. 0. T. Hale
7. Houston & Keys
8. S. F. Holcomb
9.•M:-T. Morris
It AB Started 56 Yiars Ago
Fifty-six years ago- on March 8, 1922-Governor
Edwin P. Morrow signed the bill authorizing the
establishment of two "normal schools" in Kentucky, one
In Eastern and one in Western Kentucky.
The legislature included a -provision that the com-
munities Setting the new schools would liave_to provide
$180,000 each to construct the new college buildings.
Soon after March 8, 1922, a fund raising drive was
started in Murray and Calloway County that eventually
produced $117,000. Today Murray State Univer-
sity-including -Wrather Hall-stands as a monument to
the united efforts of the citizens of Murray and Calloway
County. -L.J. H.
aossiewissarwmistogrosiesesups-
R. E. Broach, George Hart
Active In Drive For Funds
Am6ng the hundreds active
in the Normal School Furltt
Raising drive were two
Calloway officials and com-
munity leaders-Robert E.
Broach (right below) and
George Hart (at left).
Mr. Broach, superintendedt
of Calloway County Schools
and later Business Manager of
Murray State, was secretary-
treasurer of the over-all Fund
Committee and chairman of
the money raising sub-
committee in the school of the
county.
A loyal supporter of Murray
State, Mr. Broach became
Business Manager on May 18,
1939, and served until
November 1, 1946. He then
10., Mason Bros. (W. H. 8i
Local Housing Administrator
for the college until June 30,
1949.
Mr. Hart served many years
as Circuit -C,ourt Clerk of
Ca1l-6441y County, president of
Bank of Murray, mayor of the
City of Murray, and a member
of the University Board dr-
Regents. He was a regent 10
years, 1940-46 and 1963-67.
In the below photograph Mr.
Broach and Mr. Hart are
seated on the steps of the
Calloway Court House along
with about 20 other county
officials. This photograph, too,
was included in the im-
pressive "Picture Book" that
was presentedto the Normal
School Commission on May 31,
1922.
BIG JOE'S
BARBECUE
Next Door To Tucker TV
121 North
Specializing in Good Old Fashioned
Hickory Pit Barbecue
Delicious Steaks
100 Coffee - Free Refills
%, 2 Spacious Private Dining Rooms
5 AM-10 PM MON-THURS
5 AM-UNTIL Fri.-Sat.
WATCH FOR IT - 759-1864
R.M.)
11. Barber McElrath
12. Outland Bros.
13. S. E. Purdom
14. Nat Ryan -
15. W. T. Sledd
16. T. H. Stokes
17. Sexton Bros.
18. W. S. -Swann
19. W. L. Whitnell
20. Farm Bureau (Calloway
Co.)
The two largest con-
(Continued On Page 2-B)
Mayor T. H. Stokes
Had Big Role In
Drive For 'Normal'
One of the members of the
-original •-̀rtirid 'Raising-
Committee" for the "Murray
Normal" was Mayor T. H
Stokes, who later became a
member of the first Board of
Regents.
In- the Presentation 'Book
that was submitted to the
State Normal School Corn-
-112tritie inoure-
. Mayor- T. H. Stokes was a!-
fixed to the official documents
and papers.
Accompanying these
documents and photographs
was this statement: "The
undersigned citizens and
resideritregjloWay- C-Cni-nty;
Kentucky, have contributed in
cash, which is now on deposit
in the First National Bank and
the Bank of Murray, Ken-
tucky, the total sum of One
T. H. Stokes
Hundred and seventeen
thousand (8117,000.00)
Dollars, as a gift to the State of
Kentucky for the location and
establishment of a State
Normal at Murray, Kentucky,
under the provisions Of the Act
of the General Assembly of
1922.
"Seventeen thousand
(817,000.00) Dollars of the
above sum has been invested
in real estate, a deed to which
will be tendered to the State
Normal School Commission on
May 31, 1922, and the
remaining One hundred
thousand ($100,000.00) Dollars
will be tendered to the
Commission by certified
check at the same time.-
Mr. Stokes, a close personal .
friend of Dr. Rainey T. Wells,
served the city, college and
community many years --
mayor, president of the First
National Bank, regent, church__
leader, Rotarian, and business
executive. He was a regent
light years, 1924-28 and 1932-
36.
•
Section B  Page One W
Fifty-five High School GraduategAnd Faculty, Murray K
Front row, seated,- -left- to
1. Martha (Wadlington)
White clerk), 2. Fannie
(Alderson) Brown, 3. Matt
Sparkman, 4. Sadie (Padgett)
Lynn, 5. Albateen (Burton)
McCord. 6. Frank Berry, 7.
Principal J. G. Glasgow, 8.
Supt. J. H. Hutchinson, 9.
Audie Green, 10. Raymond,
Durick, 11. Ruby )Waldrop)
Davis, 12. Mary Roberts, 13.
Percy Glasgow.
Second row:, left to right: 1.
Trellis McKeel, 2. Dural
(Story) Kemp, 3. Bessie
(-Swann) Pattorr, 4. Wells
PurdOm, 5. Mary (Robertson)
Rains, 6. Marian (Kennedy)
Daffin, 7. Ruth (LkWrenco
Pickard, 8. aryls Perdue, 9.
Myrtle (Jones) Farmer, 10.
Mary Florence (Wear)
Perdue,_ 11. Daniel Wear, 12.
Ruth (Waterfield) Hughes, 13.
Eron (Howard) Story.
Third row, left to right: 1.
Anna Diltz (Hol4in) Koncel, 2.
Lois (Johnson) Tuttle, 3.
Farmer. England, 4. Vanon
'(Denham) Murchison, 5.
Marie (Wilkins) Mundy, 6.
Rue Beale, 7. Estelle Houston,
8. Isel (Orr) Wilson, 9. Sally
(Roberts) Blair, 10. T. Sledd,
11. Mable Sims, 12. Rubene
(Alderson) Tucker.
Upper Right Corner Grouil
of 14- front row of group, left
to right: 1. Lucy (Jones) Rose,
2. Pattie (BP2-14)- Roberts, 3.
Derw, ood Hood, 4. Wilfred
(Thomas) Parrott, 5. Annie
(Gatiin) Jordan, 6.•"' Buron
Jeffrey, 7. Frances (Coleman)
Johnson.
Second row of group, left to
right: 1. Mabel (Blakemore)
Bolton (teacher), 2. Gladys
(Owen) Scott (teacher), 3.
Mary Brandon, 4. Lillian
(Tyree) Hicks (clerk), 5.
Seawright_Byrd_ (student).
Two at top of right hand
group; left to right: Virginia
MeElrath, (teacher), Mary
Stites (teacher).
Left Corner Group of 11 -
front row of group, left to
right: 1. Herman Broach
(bank teller)„: 2. Lourelle
(Bourland) Sledd, 3. Lois
(Self) Farley+, 4. Mable
(Waldrop) Byrd (student) 5. indicated in' the identification
Ryan knes (student). 7-411"vei-not-ali-are-graduates-of
the High School. Some are
Back row of group, left to teachers, administrators,
right: 1. Thelma Alderson
Whi(Rebetnertllr
(Robertson) (teacher) VerTr, was made.
elgreardltsuweoree 
of 
studenIts922 
were 
. A few eof the
(clerk), 2. Sallie (Starks)
present when the photograph
1922
4. Frank Shipman (coach and
teacher), S. Kirk Pool
(secretary), 6. Huron Redden
(student)
Editor's Note: The above
identifications were provided
by Mr. and Mrs. T. Sledd. Mr.
Sledd is pictured No. 10 in the
third row. The caption on the
original photo is the one that
was used in the "Presentation
Book" that was shown to the
Normal School Commission at
the time that Murray made
formal application for the
"New Normal School.w As
MA
US CHOICE
HEAVY BEEF
SOIMISIDE
STORE NOVAS
7-10
MON-SAT
10-7
SUNDAYROUND .20
STEAK I "LB.
A
NORTNSIDE
STORE HOURS
6-10
MON-SAT
CLOSED SUNDAY
MS
IER
... WILL MAKE YOUR DAY
Prices Good March 8 thru 14
CHEFWAY
VEGETABLE
01!- 694
With $10.00 Purchase Excluding
Tobacco and Fresh Milk Products
PUREX
BLEACH
HARVEST QUEEN
OATS • 420Z. 89' R.C. COLA
DEL MONTE 46 OZ. BUSH SHOWBOAT
TOMATO JUICE 594 PORK & BEANS 4/s1
LYNN GROVE
GRADE A
LARGE EGGS
2 DOZEN 69 4
With $10.00 Purchase Excluding
Tobacco and Fresh Milk Products
One $10.00 Purchase Buys Both
MARTHA WHITE
49' FLOUR SELF RISING sig. 67
8 BOTTLE CARTON PLUS DEPOSIT
4
160Z. 004
BOTTLES 4IF
IGA 380Z.
VEGETABLE OIL S 1 29
WATCH FOR OUR
HANDBILL IN
- YOUR MAILBOX 
GREER •
APPLESAUCE 160z.29
AJAX
CLEANSER 27
DEL MONTE 320Z. •
TOMATO .CATSUP- 794
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specific occupation What are
the working hours? is special
,clothing necessary? How diti -
other people help? How' does
society benefit from the work?
What are the educational
requirements? These are only
a few of the questions which
students are asking and fin-
ding answer for a Career
-Education program.'
Career Education is
:heralded as a new concept in
'preparing youngster for the
real world beginning with the
early grades. Applying con-
cept in the Murray City
':.*. The steering cornnidtee, which has helped to formulate the Career Education
- program for the Murray City Schools includes from left Ina Lu Francis, Beryl Whaley,
Charlotte Barker, Geneva Browpfield, Sandra Tumbow and Margaret Franklin.
City School Career Education
Program Queries Local Firms
What are the duties of a Schools is a matter of career added emphasis to career
education efforts by ap-
propriating just over $2
million. -Through in-service
training, teachers have
written units, group leaders
have located career education
materials, needs assessment
surveys have been conducted
and model programs have
been visited.
.Margarel _ _Franklin,
TYtrector-nt----eurriculurn is
responsible for coordinating
the career education efforts.
She summarizes the
philosophy of the participants,
"Career Education is more
than just studying occupation
or related skills. It takes in
personal ...development,
citizenship, a family life.
Career Education is life skills
which will fit in well with the
school curriculum."-' "
Also a part of the
philosophy is the belief that
career education cannot take
place exclusively within four
walls of the school building.
and that education cap be
made more relevant by in-
volving the community in an
active way. An effort is being
made to locate people willing
to share their career ex-
periences with students in the
Murray schools. Letters are
being sent to parents of school-
age children and to local
businesses asking for
cooperation in the program. In
addition, other interested
person are invited to fill out
the accompanying form and
Tetiirtrit to the school system.
awareness for kindergartners
through---sixth • -grodeti
elan-rifling- more d6rsZ131-ih-e-
careers in which they are
interested by middle grader;
an in-depth exploration and
training leading to entry level
skill in one occupational area
for high school students.
• Personnel -in--the  Murray
-Settiel-liiitai- be-ie.-been
preparing for the im-
plementation of Career
Education programs since the
state legislature enacted into
law the Career education Act
of 1976, a law which gave
I NAME 
PRESENT POSITION 
SUBJECT/DEMONSTRATION (May include discussion
of job, hobby; other )
-•
Audience age level preferred__ _ _Elementary K-4
_Middle School 5-8
_High School 9-12
RETURN TO:
Margaret Franklin
Director of Ciirriculem
Murray herd of Education
Mk awl Poplar Streets
Kentucky 42071
.A,w4ettlgesswAi S.
Wrather Hall...
Continued From Page 2-13)
tributions, according to these
records, were $2,500 by Nat
Ryan and $2,500 by W. L.
Whitnell. Dr. Carr also listed
29 other persons who sub-
scribed $500 and above, "but
less than $1,000."
Some contributions were
made by classes at Murray
High, but individual names
were not in these notes. Dr.
Carr reported $435.38 from
freshman, sophomore, junior,
senior and "unknown"
classes. Some gave pennies
and dimes, for they were not
especially affluent.
It is impossible, of course, to
list all the persons who helped
establish Murray State
Normal School. Judge Rainey
T. Wells, State Tax Com-
missioner, school principal,
lawyer, and former State
Representative, certainly
deserves the title of Founder
of Murray State. On May 1,
1926, Dr. Wells succeeded Dr.
Carr to the presidency of
Murray State.
From their home,
"Edgewood" now known as
"Oakhurst," Dr. and Mrs.
Rainey Wells, with their
friends and neighbors,
Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special 99
Ins,de
With Garlic Bread and ' 2 price on
Combination Salad ' with meal)
Super Special For Kids 
1/Spaghetti and Salad /2 Price
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 P.M.
Includes os Atvvovs
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99
I .uxurious
for 275 People
nteed
Quick
Service
ragliai's Pizza ,,,
510 Main 753-2975 i t'
PAGLIAI'S CLOSED?
Yes, we're sorry too.
But we1/4yviii Be Closed
March 13, 148 15
But Only Tcf Remodel
To Bett 4 _
Utility Tax Removal Bill Dies In Committee
FRANKFORT, KYJAPT-L-:
"Somewhere, sometime,
we're going to have to be
accountable for taxes," Rep.
Lloyd Clapp, 0-Wing°, told his
colleague §' on the House
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee.
After that comment Mon-
day, the committee turned
down a proposed sales tax
exemption for utility bills.
.!There has to be a little
statesmanship somewhere
along the line," Clapp said.
He contended them is an
endless series of proposals
this session to nibble away at
the Scent sales tax.
But Rep. William Don-
nermeyer, D-Bellevue,
sponsor of House Bill 658,
claimed his measure,was not
really an exemption.
He said it would merely give
utility residential customers
celinf.from.thelscrincrease
that is resulting from the fuel
-adjiistment clause, iiiiffer-flor—i--bond debt, is
which utilities can pass on
their added costs of buying
coal.
"It's merely an attempt to
show the pgple of the com-
monwealth that we do care
about them," Donnermeyer
said.
The Legislative Reearch
C'ommission staff estimated
the measure would cost at
least $4 million in lost revenue
over a three-year period.
What the bill would have
done in effect was to fix an av-
erage sales tax burden for
three years and, if more taxes
were imposed, would have ex-
empted the customer from the
last three months of the period
Without discussion, the
committee unanimously
approved HB 504 which would
require legislative approval
for all revenue bond issues.
There has been concern that
the state, now having a $2 bil-
overreaching itself with new
proposals for bond issues.
The only exception to
legislative approval would be
when the Department for
Finance and Administration
certifies that enough revenue
will be raised to meet a bond
issue.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-
Danville, and Rep. Arthur
Schmidt, R-Cold Spring,
sponsored the measure.
The - committee also
reported out favorably a bill
which sponsors say would
keep industries from leaving
Kentucky because of a recent
state Supreme Court decision.
That ruling in effect said
that plants could not be
exempted from taxes under an
arrangement where com-
munities buy the land and
plant and lease to the firm.
LL Gov,- Thelma Stovall
held a news conference last
week to promote _Vie
legislation, saying thousands
of jobs would be lost other-
wise.
HB 760 continues in sub-
stance the exemption, but to
adhere to the technical need
for a tax, establishes a
nominal state levy of 1.5 cents
per $100 of assessed valuation.
The appropriations com-
mittee also reported out two
resolutions.
One, with a $30,000 ap.
ProPrialion. directs the ERC
to conduct a study of the fiscal
impact: of coal on Kentucky.
The other pr.. . -
LRC study to determine if a
better way than local property
taxes can be found to finance
state schools.
Gov, Julian Carroll has in-
dicated he leans toward in-
creasing greater state
financial support of education,
wi,th consequent lessening of
local effort.
Red Cross
is counting
on you.
planned and successfully
guided the drive to raise the
$117,000 to locate and establish
Murray State Normal School
where it is today. Dr. Wells,
aided by men like Lee Clark,
was able to enlist state-wide
support, especially in Frank-
fort, in establishing the
School, and later in providing
money for its growth.
In the fund raising effort for
the first building Wrather
Hall), a "Committee on
Funds" was named. Chair-
man of the committee was J.
G. Glasgow, close friend of Dr.
Wells and later a member of
the Murray State faculty.
Secretary-treasurer of the
Fund Committee was R. E.
Broach, Calloway School
Superintendent and later
Business Manager of Mruray
State. Other members of this
original fund-raising com-
mittee included 0. T. Hale,
Nat Ryan, Ben Grogan, and
Mayor T. H. Stokes, later a
member of the first Murray
State Board of Regents.
Dr. Carr's "yellow tablet"
explains that "'R. E. Broach
represented the schools."
There were committees in
each school district and "each
district made some sub-
scription." The drive "started
in March, 1922, probably' on
the 25th day."
The drive was a success.
Murray 'was chosen as the
location of the new Normal
School. The name of "Murray'
has been a part of every title
the university has acquired -
Murray State Normal School,
Murray State Normal School
and Teachers College, Murray
State Teachers College,
Murray State College, and
Murray State University.
Significantly, the name
"State" has always been an
indentifying part of all of its
official titles.
And so, today, the First
Building - the Old Normal
School Building - that once
housed the entire college, is to
be restored and kept as a
Heritage Hall for the entire
Jackson Purchase. As the
"Alma Mater" indicates, it is
r4*- TheTheert of lacksan's
Purenese."
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SchOol honor roll for second
nine weeks has been released
as follows:
12th Grade—
Tim Alton, John Brinkley
Linda Chaney, Brad Cook._
Donnie Crouse, Greg„Cooper,
Lisa Cleaver, Luella Colson;
Gina Crabtree, Danny
Deering, Sheila Darnell,
Michael Duncan, Karen
Edwards, Kristi Eldridge,
Sheila ,vans, Tammy Felt-
ner, Beverly Garland, Geneva
Garland +,
LaDon Haley, Betsy E.
Skaggs, Nada Thomason,
Robert Herndon, Tony Horton,
Diane Hounshell, Denise.
Howard+, Kexin Hutson+,
Susie Imes+, Laura Jarrett,
Judy Kendall, Kim Kemp+,
Mamie Miller, Chris Matigki—
Susan Lewis, Cindy Lasater,
Randy McCallon, Pam
Pierce, % Mitzi Redick+,
Lorraine Steen, Patricia
Parrish, Nix Ann Osborn,
Craig Redden, Beverly
Tucker, Lesa Walker, Kim
Outland+, Ronald Lockhart,
Rhonda Young Darnell.
Uth Grade—
Sharion Adams+, Johnny
Boggess+, Johnna Bran.
do ,n+ Marton Adams, Rand
Adams, Barry Carter, Keith
Crick, Charlotte Coursey,
Ricky Cunningham, Carol
Cooper, Mary Denny, Steve
Enoch, Ricky Hale,
Gail Jewell+, Eric
Kelleher, Ken Morris, Sheila
McKenzie, Mickey Overby,
Renee Overby, Jackie Parker,
Terry Paschall+, Janet
Rowland, Tanuni Rudolph,
Rose Ross, Pam Sills, Dawn
Sledd. Kim , Starks, Teresa
Steen, Conda Stubblefield,
Terry Tucker, Tammy
Turner, Billy Vincent, •Donna
-Walker, Mai 7 Mj4NNt,r,
Stephanie Wyatt+, _Russell
Wilson, Teresa Wilson,
Charles Williams, Allen
Routh, Denise White.
10th Grade—
Lisa Bazzell+, Cindy
FIRST EAGLE—Seven-year old Alice Wasielewsk
daughter of Sally Wasielewsk of Lexington, Kentucky,
catches a glimpse of her first eagle in Land Between The
Lakes during the 9th Annual Eagles Weekend held at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park February 24-26, 1978. Twelve
eagle were sighted during the weekend at Land Between The
Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee. (TVA Photo By Vickie
Hamden)
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Calloway County High School
Releases Honor Roll List
Sweatmen Gail Tucker Shari Brandon S n B rs Patti
Carson, Craig Chandler,
Melissa' Brinkley, James
Bibb, Cathy -Crawford,
Tammie Crouse+, Regina
Cunningham, Maly Elkins,
Larry Enoch+, Tim Feltner,
Dale Finney, Joanna Fleming,
Judy Prench+,
Tripp Furches, Judy
Garner, Roger Garland+,
Lesley Herndon, Chuck Holt,
Thomas Jones+, Joy Kelso,
Keisha Lassiter, Angelia
Manning, Jackie Miller,
Melissa Miller, Penny
Overby, Kelly Pritchard,
Laura Morgan, Meleah
Paschall, Robbie Rogers,
Michael _Rogers, Roy Dale
Sheridan, Denise Rutherford,
Teresa' TuCker, Anita Un-
derhill, Lisa Valentine, Mary
Wagoner, Sharon Walker,
Kip -Willie, Rhonda W'_
Rh Grade—
Tammy Blakely, Monica
Brown, Leslie Atkins, Ricky
Barrow, Laurie Bear, Roger
Colson+, Kathy Bynum,
Regina Bynum, Carita
Chambers, Scott Coleman,
Renata Collins, eanna
'
Danni-Giirlanit JlinmY
Elkins, Joyce Deering, Cellsa
Curd, David Garland, Laura
Garland, Lisa Garland, Lone
Hale, Marilyn Hendricks,
Karen Herinigin, Tanya
Lovett, Danny Lamb,
Lenessa Jones+, Michael
Jackson, Debby Hooks, Glenn
Jones, Lisa Jones, Aleeah
Lamb, Cindy Johnson, Lori
Osborne, Candy Maddox+,
Brenda Murdock,
Sheri Outland, Mark
Roberts, Debbie Stubblefield,
Tinuny Thorn, Karen Tucker,
Teresa Stucky, Robert Strode,
Marty Wyatt, Sandra White,
Kim Weatherford.
+Denotes all "a"s...
-
The dramatic cast HUSH directed by Roderick Reed and Diane Kendrick presen-
ted a variety of skits in observation of Sack History Week to audiences at Murray
Middle School and Murray ,ligli'School. The group also performed at Paducah
Tilghman High School and on the Murray State campus. The skits traced the
development of Black Americans from slavery to present day. Shown above are
Sherita Greer as Harriet Tubinan, Marva Payne as Bessie Smith and Artie Petty as
Billie Holliday. The group is composed of students from the Middle school and the
high school. Below, thestudents begin a musical' numberv4iWends in anandlince
participation finale.
March Observed As
Social Work Month
Murray State University's
Division of Social Work has
joined with the National
Association of Social Workers
(NASW) in observing March
as Professional Social Work
Month. _ . • _— _ -
Sponsored by the 55 chap-
ters of the NASW in the United
States and abroad, the annual
Mitch observance focuses on
the role of social work in
-Advancing the Quality of
Life" — the theme for the
month this year.
Dr. Wallace Baggett,
director of the Division of
Social Work at Murray State,
made note of the growing need.
for professional social
workers as he discussed the
significance of the ob-
servance.
..The need for professionally
- trained social workers has
never been greater," he said.
"And the critical tasks and
responsibilities delegated to
the social and human services
field can be_accomplished only
through the expertise that
comes with specialized
knowledge and skill."
—About 175- students-11M
preparing for 'careers in social
work at Murray State, where
the program was established
In 1970. Fully accredited by
the Council on Social Work
Education, it offers a com-
bination of course work and
agency field-learning ex-
-periences in various social
service agencies in the West
Kentucky and West Tennessee
area.
Dr. Arthur J. Xatz,
president of the 75,000-
member NASW and a
professor of social work at the
University - of Kansas,
acknowledged participation
by the division at Murray
Ttc:„-;*-• • y•'•,, a
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State in Professional Social
Work Month with the ob-
servation that social workers
"often make the difference
between tragedy and a life of
renewed hope."
He pointed out that they
perform critical tasks in their
function as an integral part of
both public and private
agencies, hospitals, and
schools — and anywhere use
people confront personal and
social problems.
"Whether it is marriage
counseling, protecting
children from abusive
parents, assisting in the
selection of a nursing home, or
counseling seriously or ter-
minally ill patients and their
families, social workers are
making a substantial con-
tribution in many ways to a
higher quality of life," he said.
1'
MOST BEAUTIFUL —
Lynda Carter, star of the CBS-
TV's "Wonder Woman," is
shown while cutting a record
in a Los Angeles studio. Lynda
was awarded the title "The
Most Beautiful Woman in the
World" by the International
Academy of Beauty at their
annual convention in London.
(AP Lase rphoto
•
•• 
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'Parents Want To
Stay All Summer
• By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Flow can I tell my parents without
hurting their feelings that theycannot come and spend the
entire summer with us? (And I mean from May lat until
SepterrilSer 1st.) '
The other day my father phoned from Florida to tell me
that they were coming to spend the whole summer with
me because the summers are miserable in Miami Beach!
Abby, I hope you won't think I'm a terrible daughter,
but I just can't have them here for that long. One month
would be the absolute limit: My mother- is a chronic
complainer, mostly about her 'aches and pains; and my
father has nothing to do but sit around the house all day
and wait for meals.
'My husband has never complained when they have
visited us before, because he knows they love seeing our
-children! but he feels the same as I do about having them
r W•acoit'l hity•-  giu•St ream:Our ghildren 
double up and" we niate room that way, but vel y
IneoliVetilent:
My father says the plane fare is too expensive to come
for only one month.
Please tell me how to handle this. There is no way I can
have them in our home for four months.
THEIR 'TERRIBLE" DAUGHTER
DEAR DAUGHTER: Be honest. Tell themyou can
accommodate them for a month in your home, but no
longer. If you can afford to put them up in a nearby motel,
by all means do it; perhaps then they will feel that the trip
would justify the plane fare.
And don't feel guilty. A third of a year is a sentence.
DEAR ABBY; Doctors read your column, too. Referring
to a recent letter from a woman with an impotent husband
who' "ogles"- all the other women: Let me say ;that some
"impotent" men perform like champions in the company of
a more understanding anA sexually imaginative woman.
M.D. IN OREGON
DEAR M.D.: So what else is new? Such men, however,
are not actually "impotent," they are merely unstimulated.
DEAR ABBY: When I was 16 I married a great guy to
get away from home. We live on a large ranch with all the
modern improvements. He treats me nice, gives me
everything I want and he loves me, but it's not enough.
I feel like I'm-missing something and I don't know what.
Maybe a child would help.
When we're in town, I'm always hoping other .guys will
notice me. Deep down I don't feel married. If I left him I.
wouldn't even be able to give him a good reason. I'm so 
- confused. Haw can rget over thinking of other men? I'm
18, and my husband is 28. Do you think a child would help?
RESTLESS IN TEXAS
DEA,R RESTLESS: I recommend counseling. In the
meantime, if your thoughts continue to turn toward other
men, the best advice I can give you is to make sure you
don't have a child until you're reasonably certain your
marriage will last.
Problems? Tell them to Abby. For a personal,
unpublished reply, write Abby: Box 69700, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Give blood.
All you'll feel
is good.
Your donation is worth Family
Blood Coverage to you and _
to someone else. Join our volunteer.
program and be a part of our •
community's lifeblood.
Murray-Calfoway Co.
Hospital Blood Bank
4g,, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF BLOOD BANKS
WEST KENTUCKY
POLLED HEREFORD
ASSOCIATION
4th Annual Spring
Show and Sale
on March 11, 1978
at West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, Murray, Kentucky
Show at 9:00 a.m. and
Sale at 12:30 p.m.
Selling 15 bulls, 15 bred heifers and 72 open
heifers. Some of the most popular pedigrees
in Atherica will be represented.
•
PANTY HOSE ... 100%
stretch nylon - 1st quality . . .
Made of improved new
twisted nylon yarn with ROSES
fabulous stretch SPECIAL
qualities to insure a per. -
fect fit. Flattering PRICE
shades. One size fits all. PR.
New! From Wizard!
PUMP AIR
FRESHENER
... in three
refreshing
fragrances . . .
7-fluid ounce pump air
freshener from Wi7ard
Choose Evergreen,
American Beauty Rose,
or Lilac fragrances.
BRECK
SHAMPOO
... for Normal,
Oily or Dry
hair . . .
37
EACH
New improved Breck Sham-
- poo for normal, oily or dry
hair. Leaves hair shinny and
manageable. 15-fluid ounce
bottles.
DURACELLP
9 Volt
Alkaline Bat tones
PK
The alkaline battery to last
long One 9- volt battery
per pack
DURACELLR
AA Size
Alkaline Batteries
99
PACK
Pack of four, alkaline bat-
feces for toys, radios,
cilculators, and more
If You Need Your Picutres
In A Hurry. . . REMEMBER
Roses Has A Complete
Film Developing r
Service-
Ziff•etet,' ! ̀74.' C• • • •••.41.g•
• h •
-••
,
C.P a...* • 1-
soocit 4, it .• . •• • 
••;•••• •••
••••••• •
‘1, 41„ • • a o se
gh, • 1, • 
• •• 
• ••
• • 
 --
TENNIS
RACKET
9 EACHVALUES 97TO
The Professional! Under the surfice
bt this fully fibre faced beauty lies
a frame of ash and maple. Top
grain cowhide grip.
Dial, Dove or Lux
BATH SOAP
Bath Size $ 1 00
Your Choice 4 FOR
•
Matching Kitchen Set
DISH CLOTH OR KITCHEN TOWEL
POT HOLDER OR OVEN MITT
(46.66 e
--- -- ----Ile- --Tth100% cotton woven terry ensem w bright
check design. Choose 16" x 27W' towel, 12" x
12" cloth, 7" x 7" quilted pot holder or 10%"
quilted oven mitt. Colors: Red, Green or Gold. 
STP
MOTOR OIL
SPECIAL 
-PRICE 77'ROSES
Reg. $.99
Provides engine protection
against friction and wear. 1-
quart cans.
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE
2-LB.
POTTING
SOiL
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE464
All purpose, ready to
use potting soil
Sterlized to prevent
disease. Net wt. 2-lbs.
8-LB.
POTTING
SOIL
127
Big 8-pound bags of
potting soil for all your
potted plants. Stenized
to prevent disease.
STP OIL
TREATMENT
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE
Reg. $1.28
"The racer's edge" Oil
Treatment for all vehicles. 15-
n.oz.
1"
-• SIZES 110, 126
ONLY
oliwthing 
sPeciat
*TWIN 99IL PRINTS
TWICE AS NICE
EXPOSURES
FOR ONLY
KODACOLOR ROLLS ONLY
PAPERBACK
BOOKS
ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE
A great selection of reading material.
There are mysteries, suspense novels,
love stories, westerns, "how-to" books
and much more. Select your favorite and
escape into the wonderful world of As
reading.
• • • -- • - • • • , • •
ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
The potcy ot Roes' • • le Nee every
..fterired 41 1, Cock If kw eons un
wadable reason Ii. esSerlismid sow
ionsdise e net in Nock Row s
Cor • roil chock CO amuse Sr cal
S. used to somehow Ihe seserchendes
• los sae price often toe mercfteolse
▪ ••••••••• at cansorebl• met
donde* ••• be altered C • OM%
Weft reduced pies N • Ms hone*
fttenion of Rose • lo beck s• oil
pdIc 01 Seisteceon Gus it mewl
ROSE S STORES INC
Prices Good Wednesday
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
Central iShopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat. . 1-6 Sunday
01
4
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Let's Stay ell
Su!pry Not
Indicated In All Hip Fractures
•
0: Mrs. D. I. writes of
her concern about the
treatment received by an
elderly neighbor for a frac-
tured hip. After a fall, she
was seen by a physician,
but nothing was done ex-
cept to keeper in bed. She
may be bedridden for the
remainder of her life.
Mrs. D. I. expresses dis-
appointment that. with the
advances in modern medig
eine, the fracture was not
operated on in the hope of
permitting a recovery.
A: I commend you for
your concern about your
neighbor and for your re-
spect and faith in modern
medicine. Your expecta-
tion of what may be donc in
all "cases appears to be
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobeedbers us net
received IMir beeao-delfteren
espy of The norm, Weer
Thies by 1411 p.a. Meniey-
Mdny er by MI p.m. so Mier-
dlIff ere urged Is NI 753-1116
between WO p. own 6 p.n.,
illersisy-frithey, er 3:31 p.a.
mid 4 p... Snterdnya, to Woo
deiwityllf tbeawnwepet. Cols
west be pissed 1y4 p.a. wog-
doys it 4 p.n. Setwdoys to
gewswee naivety.
higher than is justified.
I do not have enough
facts to give you an answer
that is necessarily accu-
rate in this particular case.
' Other conditions in a pa-
tient may be such that
bone surgery should not be
done because of advanced
heart trouble, paralysis, 
uncontrolled diabetes mel-
litus.WomeQtlwt aerie.P
disease. Occasionally,
fractures occur as the re-
sult of extension of a can-
cer to bone. When such
tumors have spread to
bone‘ perhaps to multiple
sites, it is often unwise to
submit the victim to thc
pain and other hazards of
surgery, as well as . the
expense.
It is the obligation of the
physician to inform the
patient—end--perhaps -the
responsible- members of_
her family why no correc-
tive treatment was given.
When doubts arise about
management or help in
special situations, the pa-
tient and her family might
well ask for a consultation
to assist in evaluating such
treatment decisions. Con-
--sultations may- result-in a--
change in management or
in the consolation that all
has been done that can be
done.
Tourism Reports Gain Of 20 Percent
Kentucky's tourism In-
dustry registered a 10 percent
-cr.apsia nods.
Gov. Julian Carrell has -an-
nounced. The lacrosse puts
the state's travel industry well
over the record $1 billion mark
reached the ptetviou,s year.
A report commisido— tied- -by
Janwin Gail Overstreet of the state Department Of
Paducah, a junior at Murray Public Information shows that
State Uaiversity, will present approximately 45 million
a pilaw recital on thexampus tourist spent $1,A7,000 ON in
'Mende. Mara9. Sebedeted- the Commonwealth last year.
to begbi at8iifjUithe - hniiiewaniar:
Farrell Recital Hall of the 
Kentucky's
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, tourism InchlstrY continues to
the program will feature thrive because the 
Bluegrass
works by Bach, Bartok, state has the-nation's finest
Chopin, sosa ?desert. min park system, -a 
pleasant
Overstreet is the daughter of climate. frtendlY PeePk- end -
Mr. and mm. milked H. many popular tourist at-
Overstreet of pederek Route traction," Gov. 
Carroll
1. She is a member of Sigma commented
Alpha Iota, professional He noted that the state's
women's music frateuit11, mut/math:mai tourfam office in
the Kentucky Music Brussels, Belgium has
_Tee chers Assoc iat ion. A.._estabiaci...gaataray_40._attract.
_PftsteleAtial Sellaerg' a__seve.raLthoimand _Elva
miinber ol Arplia lambda German and French .
Delta and Alpha Chi honor Tourists paid over $98
societies.
during last year. dustry." Gov.
million in Mite taxes. end "Kentucky's tourism in- added,"
contrubeted directly to the dustry is growing twice as fast saying
43 millionin
$41 million fh city and countY
taxes paid by those businesses
sep.tiagthentraseerding totba-
report.
Dainel Mangeot, acting
commissioner: -- of - -the
Department of Public In-
formation, emphasized that
the dollar amounts in the
report are based on income.
from --tourists- only, -n-at from
local partana- _
"If we reported income
accrued by businesses
both local (patrons withiise7all r
motorists, the totafrt=
mile radius) and long
money spent solid be a;
whopping billion," said
Mangeot. .
A breakdown of the 1977
total show hotels, motels and
tourist resorts had total sales
**Aids of $210 million in 1977.
-Eating and di itskints =&4111,114r
_ manta made-over -$705-usillien •
Amusement and recreation
services received $212 million
and will be the largest by the
year 3000. At the rate Ken-
tucky is going, we should Ix
loaders iii that iaMotry."
-Totnterttpoiunt tztaitt-=-GaviallairrairtothamtparrlethimmottV4-ard.111F--
- coemnissionerol the Kentucky Department of-Public information, illustrate-the grostely- -
of the state's tourism industry. Receipts in 1977 were up 20 percent over the record $1
billion reached in 1976.
Prices Good March 9, 10, 11
Prairie Farms
Orange
Drink
Tony's
Pizza
Pepperoni-Hamburger
Sausage
98c
Contac
10's
Reg. 52.09
teantee/nience STORES
FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES
OPEN 6 AM. TIL 12 P.M.
365 DAYS N10
SOME NEVER CLOSE
BEHIND BIG JOHN'S
BEL AIR
CENTER
753-8304 ,DISCOINT DRUG CEATERS
9-9 DAILY
1-6 SUNDAY
ME TO SA NG
HEAD 8 SHOULDERS
SHAMPOO
7 Oz. TUBE
or
11 Oz, LOTION
REG. $3.17
SAV-RITE'S
IkrxiE
iii 
LQW PRICE
'212
ANACti
FAST PAIN RELIEF
HEADACHE /COLDS BODY ACHE! NEURALGIA
ANACIN 100's REG. $2.22
SAV-RITE'S LOW PRICES 38
Savo 84'
PEPSODENT TOOTHPASTE
6.5 Oz.
30' OFF
SAV-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
Savo 82'
REG. $1.59'
VIRO-MED
FLU-RELIEF
-.4anwease,- MEDICINE
VIRCMEU •REG $1' 89$ •
%mow mots] 
3
20 TAB. I 
 z.
Arthritis
"in
FwmuJIa
NI I
ARTHRITIS PAIN FORMULA
40's 100's
REG. $1.53 REG. $2.82
92; '169
LAVORis MOUTHWASH
6 Oz. 120z.
REG. $1.14 REG. $1.70
68102
PLAYTEX PLUS
DEODORANT
oockcPrci-6.1 TAMPONS
 •F 16's
REG. $1.70 $ 102
to----PLAYTEX PLUS
TAMPONS
v1/40°45 16's
REG. $1.39 84
SUPER PLUS
GILLETTE
TRAC II
ADJUSTABLE
CARTRIDGES
4's ft c
REG. $1-50 7%I
Disowning
First
in
Price
Suave
balsam
&protein
TREATMENT
SHAMPOO
orp.
Suave
balsam
&protein
rle
177'
SUAVE SHAMPOOS
16 Oz. CREME RINSES
REG. $ 1.49 CONDITIONERS
SA V-RITE'S sp
LOW PRICE
LIFE
LINE
TOOTHBRUSH
HARD
MEDIUM
SOFT
REG. S 1.1 9
SAV-RITE'S
LOW
PRICE
ir
ROBITUSSIN
DM
6-8 HOUR
COUGH
FORMULA
4 OZ. 
$ 1 
28
REG. $2.13
BRING YOUR COLOR
FILM TO SAV-RITE!
NOT ONLY DO WE HAVE THE
LOWEST PRICES IN THIS AREA ON
FILM PROCESSING, BUT MORE
IMPORTANT.... SAV-RITE ALSO
GIVES YOU TWO PRINTS OF EACH
NEGATIVE. IN OTHER WORDS.
ONE SET OF PRINTS FREE!
Offer Good On These Sizes Only
C110-12 C126-12
C110-20 C126-20
I C
COLOR.
PROC SSI NG
Kodak
•••.- - - , At_ • 1.
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2 Notice
COLOR PORTRAITS,.
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any .,
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot: use our rear en-
trance.
REDUCED PRICE on
name brand artist
- brushes and paints.
Polytea for ..macramf,
most COiDTS. $4.95 per -
spool. Little Red House
of Crafts', Uncle Jeffs
Shopping.
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
- - AU- -display- ads,
clascified displays
and regular disynay,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
- bchrre-yinblicartonT-
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.
2 Notice
JOE BAILEY AND
LINDA DILL'S Flea-
Market is now. . . "The
Country Image." Gifts,
souvenirs, fireworks,
Mexican imports,
handmade items, sheet
fiberglass in colors,.
fiberglass underpinning
and fiberglass roofing.
Big RE-OPENING
MARCH 1ST. At The
Country Image, 3 miles
Yie.st• PrlytT,T$1171; .911
Highway 79 at the Big
-Indian.
WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 753-
BIBLE -FACTS INC.
Co'nsider Isaiah 53:5 and
-Matthew C-33. Tbeseafe
the answers!: Have you
tried 'everything else?
Why not try Matthew
6:33? It is easy! There is 
NO other way to find
HAPPINESS!"For-Stble
answers, individual
study or study by phone
call 753-09847 '
.4 116 X 3011E ICS
Notice
FOR WATKINS
Products., -
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3121.
3 Ca!id Of Thanks
OUR SORROW in the loss.
of our dear loved one is
easier to bear because of
the many etpressions of
sympathy. We would
like to take this op-
portuhity to thank
fsV7.001. 71/0 **Pi _
any way. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, Bro. Moody,
Dr. H. C. Chiles and Bro.
Wayne Halley for their
prayer?, and words of
comfort. Also Dr.
Marquirt for doing all
he could at the hospital,
The- J-. -FL Churchill-- 
Funeralhome for their
help. For the beautiful
cards, food, flowers, and
prayaca-aad--eveffeRe-
who -carne 'Of called.
May-alicibless you all.
Mrs. Brent Outland &
Family. -
stolen small black dog,
long black hair with tan
face-Call 7,59-1634. . .
Crossword Puz±Ier
'ACROSS
1 passim., 
6 Pertaining
to the
cheek
11 Bridge • -
combination
12 Egg dish
14 Teutonic -
deity
15 Lance
17 Rub off
18 Swiss
river
20 Leaves
out
23 Thick 
80 Repulse
DOWN
t Harbinger
2 Preposition
3 Dance ,
step
4 Reverberation
5 Junctures
6 Slogans
7 Part of to
be'
8 Man's
nickname
9 Landed
10 Iterate
11 Plague
13 Taut
Ahswer to Tuesday's Puzzle
01711a ellitILI161 ULM
Mtn MIMI! LURIA
iiiaiiu 111121thillikl
LMILOUIRla IIdIi
1:110[111
11611i141011LIIMIA
;SU MCI EMU E3I
IM 
1
IRUIR011101d
031311.11MSIUDI LIIILIU
1111121010
:imam 111011fIlifki
Ma* 111114LINII 1;1111ti
'mountain 43 More
crest unusual
33 Landed 46 Wild
22 Number 
,
property _ buffalo of
(pt.) • India
slice 16 Suits 35 Real 48 Apportion
25 Bend over 19 Litt estate 51 Man's
27 Conjunction 21 Classifies maps nickname
28 Roman 24 Responsibility 36 Buy back 53 Eat
Oldie! 26 Talk idly_ 37 Slippery 56 Symbol for
30 Having 29 Man's 39 Glossy tellurium
toothed name paint 58 Prefix
edge 31 Rugged• an Fvaluatea -dolma
32 Transaction -
34 Heavenly
body
35 Sets fbrth
beforehand
38 Beef
anirpal
41 French
- article •
42 Diner
409Icilian
volcano
name
47 Dinner
course
49 Dine
50 Gull-like
- .-
52 Novices .
54 Pronoun
55 Lawmaking
body
i7 Evades
Partners
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 i9 10
11
III llil
Ill..
ilI 
al
111111
14
111
16
NI ill 20
ill
il 111111 25
ill
28
iPi
29 30
113i
HEM
ii•i3r
47
34 NI
umvimearom
ill 39 4035 36
41
ill 46
i
47iii
48 49i
dii
J
51
aiu..
5352 
iii
• diUIiaa
54
I) Btu by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
FOUND WHITE male cat
about 1 year old. Call
753-8416 or 753-3994.
6. Help Wanted
NOW ACCEPTING ap-
plications for part time
work. 2-10 Friday,
Saturday and Sunday.
P Ili of desk  os on clerk.
Apply in person Regal 8
Inn.
ONE EXPERIENCED
cook and one ex-
perienced waltresa.
Both morning and
evening shifts open. Ky.
Lake Lodge Restaurant,
Aurora, Ky. Call 474-
2259 for appointment.
5 lost And Found
LOST TWO MALE dogs,
- Wick and white Siberian
Husky, black and silver
Norwegian Elk Hound.
-No collars. In vicinity
west of Johnny
Robertson Rd. Call 753-
4725. .
FOUND BLACK AND
WHITE Setter bird dog
in Coldwater. Call 489-
2635.
_
38 CHROME ' COBRA':
pistol Thursday night,
March 2nd in turn
around of Calvary
Temple Pentecostal
Church on 641 South.
"Reward for information
or return. Call 753-5421
after. :1.P: •
LOST, STRAYED or
6 0
3-8
0
198 untied ' itattee &radical* ,fic
'ALL.INTELL1GENCE
--41-1A-T---144E-AME-44C-4-14
iMENT 
IA
VNG WITH A
RUSSN
HELP WANTED -
BINGER QUEEN is
looking for someone to
train as a swing shift
manager. Work will
alternate between day
and night shifts. Must
be 18 years old or
older. Prefer someone
with past fast food ex-
perience. No phone
calls. Apply in person
only. Do not apply het-
weenhours of 11 a. m.-
2p. m.
PEANUTS
HAVE Leal MADE AN
APPOINTMENT WITH AN
ONTRALMOL0645T LiET SIR?
NANCY
•
IIME HAIM
HOW'S ZERO
DOrN6 WITH THAT
LAUNDRY SISN I
ASKED HIM
TO MAKE?
I DON'T IAN- TO
3E TO THAT ; HAVER)
WEAR 6055E5 MARClE`
(OUR MINISTER DROPPED
- IN FOR TEA --RUN OUT AND
......ei3uNe A
c:AKE
0.1 GONG TO
SE la! A VIOLtat
20C 'T04.-
TOOK,*
THE PHANTOM
THE KILLERS
HAD A FEW HOURS
HEAP START, EluT
JOE SAID THEY'r7
RUN OUT
OF 6.49_
•
O.K.
iOU COULD BE ENVINTIN6
AN NOT EVEN •,NOUJ IT
siR.. THAT CAN CAUSE
EE FATIGUE AND
,AAAKE 5LEEFN'...
L6L .13E50E5, IF 40L1 WOREA55E5 40l/ MIGHT
LOOK LIKE ELTON JOHN '.
A*"
AEW,
A
A L L THEY HAD WAS
DEVIL'S FOOD
CAKE
YOU'RE EITHER
GOING TO LOVE IT
OR i-iATE IT
I'M PLg•ING HEIFETZS
ARRANGEMENT oF
PAL ANINCS
VARIAT.ONS
4 041"1 ,4
4 
.4.
I, ft, Jai
  "SW
NOW WHAT? MILE 5
FROM 12DINN JUNGLE
FULL OF Bic CATS.,
HEY!
4.00K!
7OMORIEOw:421.0 AREENP,
6 Help Wanted
WANTED- waitress and
cook. Days. Apply in
person, Southside
Restaurant, Bel AlT
Shopping Center, South
12131.
BABYSITTER ,FOR
church nursery for
Sunday mornings and
occasional evenings.
Call 753-3824.
NEED CLEAN-UP man.
Apply in person at Key
Cars, 515 South 4th., .
I • •"11 • .1 in sales.
. and management with
real future for ambitious
people. Could be part
time. Call 7594370.
10 Business Opportunity
$35.60 Per Hundred
stuffing envelopes
already stamped and
addressed. Free sup-
plies, send self ad-
dressed stamped en-
velope to:. ROEL 5005
Old Midlothian Pike,
Suite 64, Richmond,
Virginia2.3224
14 Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes Call 1-527-8322.
WANT-HOUSE trailer,
axles, tires and wheels.
Call 474-2320.
NICE LOT preferably set
up for trailer, in a radius
of 5 miles of Murray.
Phone 753-5865 days and
753-5108 after 6 and on
Sundays.
ONE OR two large stock
Roosters. Call 753-6359.
A COUPLE WANTS to
buy or rent a two or 3
bedroom house or
apartment with space
available for beauty
shop, either in garage or
added on to house. Must
have parking available.
Call nights, 753-2888.
OLD METAL Antique
signs. Call 753-0693.
15. Articles For Sale
REPORTS INDCATE
NEW eERM -
F1_13.11
15 Artitles Fur Sale
COMPLETE LINE of
restaurant equipment.
Used only 1 year. Phoqe
(314) 334-3848:
FOR LONGER wear keep
carpets clean withBlue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
SINGLE BED, 3 stack
electric heater, Un-
derwood portable
typewriter, 3 storm
windows, 36 x 38. Call
• 753-4684 after 5 p.m.
TV LOVERS
Would you like to get 8
or more channels on
your TV? We guarantee
8 or more We are fully
insured on antenna and
tower work.
TV Service
Center
Central Center
753-5865
FIREWOOD-FOR SALE.
Get your winter's wood
now. While the price is
right. $14 and up. Call
437-4228.
T.HERMO-TILE in-
sulating ceiling tile.
Easy to install. Can be
stapled over sheet rock.
Three patterns to choose
from. Economically
Murray Lumber
Co., 753-3161.
r • I If
JM11.11.
55 Gallon
Drums
Thornton
Tile
8, Marble
611 So 9th
UNIVOX PA equipment
(speakers &
microphones), Child-
rens toys, Braided
Rug, Small drop leaf
table, 2 lamps, 2 antique-
rocking ,chairs,
Volkswagon trailer
hitch. Articles can be
seen at 502 So. Ilth
Street or call 753-8410.
COLEMAN GAS furnace.
50,000 BTU down flow.
Call after 5 p.m. 753-
3245.
USED STOVE, good
condition. $35. Call 435-
4194.
KEEPSAKE 12 pt.
diamond ring. 14 carat
setting. Best offer. Call
7594968
16 Home Furnishings
BROYHILL double
canopy bedr6om suite.
Matching dresser, book-
case, vanity. Box
springs and mattress,
includes bedsPread and
canopy. Less than 1
month old. $500. Call 759-
4951.
16 Home Furnishings 26 TV Radio
YELLOW BRONZE WANTED SOMEONE to
t4roon suite (afl 
753,..1!4•Ei• up 
small0031. -Do not call between payment on console
1:304:30 p.m. stereo. AM-FM stereo,
tape player-recorder.
See at. J and B Music-
Magnavox, Murray, 753-
7575.
18 SeA,r,g
HOUSE OF Thousands In
0 Fox Meadows on South
• 16th St. Now In Stock.
Columbia Minerva'
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
O ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
C. ° and_ .ffrigaillig 44101
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rim yarn. All types
embroidery -and- -
needlepoint. Complete
liatof accessories for all
Needlearts. 15 per cent.
Senior Citizen discount.
A1s9._ professional
monWramrrilfird-Tione y
DI a. Pfione...75.1-3851._
USED SINGER Sewing
machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Sews
perfect. Full cash price,
$39.50. Payments may
be arranged. Call-
Martha Hopper, 354-
8619.
19 Farm Equipment
GRAIN BINS, )+ r
Order Sale. Order now
take delivery next
summer. We offer the
best bins at lowest cost.
Agri-Products, 753-3000
or 753-9920.
USED FARM Equip-. ,
11 ..1 . I• I .54
farm equipment at
Murray ,Ford Tractor.
Call these numbers till
7:00 p.m. 759-4895 or 753-
9482.
WEST KY. GRAIN
HANDLING • Equip.:
ment-bins, buckets
elevators, farm fan
dryers. Call 1-382-2126
at night 1-345-2437 or 1-
2474668.
20 Sports Equipment
26" la SPEED bicycle.
like new. Six ft.
pool table. Good con-
dition. Call 435-4391.
243 REMINGTON rifle
BTL. 3 x 9 scope and
case. Like new. $200.
Call 492-8352.
GIRLS 26" bicycle, $15.
Call 489-2510.
22 Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from Post Office,
Paris, TN.
"FtINMACHINE,
BALDWIN organ. Fun
for the whole family.
Lonardo Piano Co.
across from post office,
Paris, Tenn."
23 Exterminating
ia MEETermite
Inspection
Cortifvoil I, IPA
Avoid Cosily Name Novas
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Nor mood 4•11 ,spersted ess. IS
yews. Os me shrsiry amino sm4 sob
is Onisks11.
MO South 13th &-
Phone 753-3914
Roaches, Shyer Fist.
and Shrubs .
FIREWOOD FOR SALE, `
$16.50 and up. Call 437-
4228.
SMOKE DETECTORS,
nationally advertised
• brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th.
77117M91/11
can Be
i• Ar • -.heel' Or k
F
18t tool
Mtoray Lumber €0-
1114 Maple
NOTICE
All dogs must be vaccinated, licensed and
tagged ill city limits. All owners respon-
sible for dogs will be charged. Please
keep your pets tied or in pen.
Thank You,
Your Dog Warden
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
7153-0004
18% Increase
3-211-78
Reined and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Ales bare style, offices, cottages,
mobile horse sd-ons, and patios, or U-BUilD, pro cat completely ready
to assemble op to 24 .60. /Ivy the best fee less
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
PORTABLE CRAIG
cassette player, 4
months old. Like new.
Also ,portable tape
player:, call 7.534517.,
PRESIDENT CB base
with Turner Super mike
and antenna. $250.
Hitachi cassette tape
recorder and tapes, $75.
Call 7594951.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1974 DOUBLE WIDE 
mobile home to be
moved. Call for in-
formation. $8000. Phone
474-2337.
18155 tioaq8 .mours;
also 10 yt,i1--rtCam ad-
dition on 186 x - 148 lot
located 1/2 way between
Murray and Paris on
Highway 641. Due to
Illness must sell and cut
pdoCTIMW Immo Jo
$4,600.00 unfurnished:
Deal with owner. Call
4984874 for ap-
pointment, we will show
you our home.
•- t .
1971 LANCER MOBILE
home, 12 X 60, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, large
living room and kitchen.
Partially furnished, new
good- -
condition. Call 527-933.
REPOSSESSED 25"
Magnavox color T.V.
Need someone to
assume small monthly
-parnent.--C*11--76846-76,--
ZENITH &MING KALE.
25",color consoles from
$539.95 with trade in. All
TV's reduced. SISSON;
can save you -money:
Sissons Zenith Highway
94, 19 miles West 'of
Murray. Call 382-2174.
Our prices are the
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 65 TRAILER and lot.
Call 7674479.
1974 12 x 65, 2 bedroom.
Natural gas, excellent
buy. See at Riviera Ct.
Call 753-3280.
•
bedroom, unfurnished.
Call 753-9570.
1976 14 x 66 Schultz,
electric, 2 bedroom,
unfurnished, un-
derpinned. 8(12 storage
building. Call after 4:30
753-7755.
LUXURY MOBILE
home..One of a kind. 14x
20 living room. Master
bedroom 12 x 24-Bath
and half. Washer, dryer,
stove and refrigerator.
Three bedrooms, utility
room, 2 large carpeted
porches, gas heat,
central air, all new
carpeting. Call Riviera,
Cts, 753-4812.
THREE BEDROOM New
Moon, all electric, fully
carpeted. Furnished and
air conditioned. $3500.
See at Riviera Cts or call
753-3280 before 5
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
HOUSE TRAILER for
rent, 12 x 60. Two
-bed-room-, -- partially -
furnished. Will be
available 15th of March.
Call 436.2690.
MOBILE HOME spaces
for families. -Coach
Estates and Fox
Meadows, South 16th,
753-3855-
31 Want To Rent
WOULD-LIKE--TO-rent 2
or 3 bedroom house. Call
7531942.
32 Apartments For Rent
NEW TWO BEDROOM
Townhouse apartment.
Range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal,
washer-dryer hookup.
All carpet. central heat
and air. Call 753-7550.
UNFURN TWO
bedroom artment
near downtown Murray.
CalL 753-4109.-
DUPLEX, ALL built-ins.
Carport, patio, carpet,
partially furnished and
private. Available April
1. 1405 Stadium View
Drive. 8100. Call 753•
4981.
FURNISHED ONE or two
bedroom. Married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman Apart-
ments, South 16th. Call
753-6609.
Sidewalk
FACTORY
This
Friday
At
Boot Country
Special
& Saturday
Sale
OUTLET
Sale Good
Only
Kinney
Loafers
S 00Reg. $25.00
0
Wrangler
Boots
S') c 
iReg. $40. 00 4 g I 
Acne Western
Boots
Reg.s..1599
Leather
Purses
Starting At 5 599
Namebrand
Long
& Short Sleeve
Shirts S 100
Childrens
Shoes
S 200
& 5300
Converse s 499.s 599.s 699
FREE
TRANSFERS!
With Purchase of Any
T-Shirt
we'll put it on
Ma le &
Faded Glory
Jeans
All 25 0/ off0
FACTORY
Bel-Air
9-9 Daily
14 Sun.
Boot Country
OUTLET
Shopping Center
753-9788
.r
••••.
IDE
-• -
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33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT -
in tOotn. Urge yard. 150'
in- month plus one-third
--tytilitiak-Gall 7634761.
- -
181/7
ad-
lot
Veda
I on
r to
I cut
I JO
rhed:
Call
ap-
show
LE
2
rge
ten.
iew
113.
1:11
and
a for
arts.
for
Two
ally -
be
arch.
races
oacb
Fox
16th,
:11
10M
tent.
tor,
kup.
heat
r550.
nvo
nent
ray.
Ans.
rpet,
and
kpril
hew
753-
two
led
nly.
art- .
Call
lioases Foi Rent
FOUR ROOM -HOUSE
with hot and cold water.
No pets. Call 492-8360
after 5 p.m.
ROUSE FOR RENT -
.17,112 ._ Three .
:.‘bedrotiM72: baths; im-
mediate occupancy. Call
collect 404-457-3075 for
details.
36 For Rent 01 lease
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
41 Public Sales
GIGANTIC FIVE family
basement sale. March
11-12. 402 N. Brewer
Street, Paris, Tenn. New
and used merchandise.
Pink, green,'inilk glass
- glassware; -tot glass,
antique items, T.V.,
-radio, odds and ends.
Furniture and many
•• more.
AKTEEOHLERESIES\
Lwfli L
BOYD-MAJORS-
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Prof essiOrttil Services
With The Friendly Totich"
WANT YOUR OWN
BUSINESS??? Here
is an opportunity to
be yourown boss in a
thriving restaurant.
Located on South 4th
Street. Land,
Building, &
Eqrap_ment. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
31EA.Aisk.
11111111111M_43 RCd. f.tate
BY OWNER - A very
attractive home, 3 large
rooms, 14 baths,
large kitchen, attached
garage,iloorecLattie,s11._
carpet, custom drapes,
central heat and air,
large lot, fenced
backyard, mid-30's.
Meadow Green Acres.
Call 753-9732 or 762-6970.
HAVE PROPERTY
TO SELL? If you've
been thinking of selling,
why not give us a call?
You'll receive friendly,
courteous service and
professional advice
from our five full-time
sales representatives.
Agellage-cligu1S-waiting
to purchase all types of
real estate so let us
match a buyer to your
property. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
-1222 alijilme.--Wri
rpake buyinand selling
real estate easy for you!
PRICED TO SELL - just
listed this older home
located in Hazel. Home
is in good condition and
has had recent
redecoration and ad-
dition of insulation. Very
economical tifilifY -SU:s-
and excellent buy at
$14,900. Phone- KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for courteous and
competent Real Estate
Service..
PLEASE DON'T
SQUEEZE THE. . . kids
into cramped quarters.
Ideally arranged to
provide privacy ffir your
large family. Large
living room, family
room, _walk-out
basement with private
patio. 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, 12 closets and
many other con-
veineces. Call
LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492,
for an appointment to
see this trAlity built
home,,
Guy Spam Realty
"Yew Key Pernik
In Reel Estate"
753-7724
901 Sycontore Murray, 14
03 Rea, Ltate
COMMERCIAL LOT for
aralagabagis_____ sale at corner of .4th vs. .
• Olive Streets. Ap-
proximately sy acre lot
priced very reasonikry.
Phone 753-1222 for more
eor Jona' information from
KOPPERUD REALTY.
Auction Sale
Every Friday night,
641 Auction House Paris, Tenn.
This week lots of glass, dishes, pottery, fur-
niture, oak waedrobe, old living room suite, old
tables, chairs, trunks, corner cabinet, frost free
refrigerator, band saw, some tools, lots more.
James E. Travis Auctioneer No. 278
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
• Professional Services
With The Fnendly Touch
SPRING IS
TOMING-Let us
show you-mm.10 x52
Trailer complete
with furniture in
Panorama Shores. 2
Lots, water, un-
derpinned, concrete
walk dr porch with
railings ACT 
NOW! $9,000. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. '12th.
Waldrop Realty
In Business
Since 1956"
7034444_
_-="les-eure•tiamMaelliCrE2 ...EN, • •-•  - • •
311EM-1 E3031:P
43 Real Estate
SELL YOUR FARM 1174 - GOLD- SUPER
"I'VERUD - ' BEETLE, with sun roof,REALTY, 711 Main. We wheels and urea-. Good
haye had many inquiries_____shape *mint
regarding all types of between 1 and 5:30 M-
issy land and acreage way
tracts:If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 753-
1222. Also if you have
been wanting to pus-
chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
-pv.opertte!tisted for-sate
in. Canoway'County. We
at KOPPERUD
REALTY. provide a 1976 CHEVY VAN.
complete range of Real Customized paint, white
Estate Service. Phone spoke wheels. Short
us today. wheel base. Six cylin-
der. $3600. Call days 763-
PEAL 0800, niffiM75T-11567:'
49 Used Cars I. Trucks
through .
49 Used Cars Trucks
Call 
Ca1.159.11"AbiC, 6 1941cYaGRNI"door, lindlair_t_p,
m.
1976 CAMARO, copper
red, red interior, Good
condition. 350 cu. in.,
automatic, air con-
dition. Call 753-5362
-batmen & and 
.75310501rtifter 5 p. m.
19M FORTY -GALAXIE,
automatic, power
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 436-
=04.
51. Services Offered
KIRBY - New, rebuilt
starting at $45.00.
Complete Service. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-3316.
51 Scv,ces Ofteled
HOUSEKEEPING
. services available. Call
753-1495.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimatdS for
your needs.
FOR INSULATION
needs. Call Jackson
Purchase Insulation,
759-1820.
INSTILATIONISLOWN in- -
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. call Sears 753-2310
for free estiniates.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Seers Continuous gut- - WILL ' DO ironing:. eal
ters installed per your 753-4369. 
,
1972 MONTEGO, sell specifications. Call  -
cheap. Call 7534681. WATCH 
Seart 753-2310 for free WILL BABYSIT in ti
their-tall Lilian Di ake, 
y_
CLOCK estimates. home  _  RPf‘ ON - --...........-_._. . -_- --- airsog-- 
iPPPIIPP
-
AND 
HOME OF DISTINC- South 12th at Stc.arnont 1974 AUDI, 2 door, ra ;.-753-0492 or come by our guaranteed. 108 Rivie CARPET CLEANING at 
753-4732.
_ TIME. --__Beautiful and_ re LEPHOBLE 75111951 . automatic_ air.,.._ADLEM. et. calf:759423i. .offtre -tar --father --
51 Services Uttered
WILL HAUL driveway
white rock, limt, sand,
_._!lecorIHYC rock. .Al
free estimates on
parking lot or driveway.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-
4545 or 753-6763.
WILL DO BABYSITIING
in my home. Call 753-
0684.
ALLTYPEtbatthorand- 
-septic tank work. Field --
tile lines- installed, 28
years experience.
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 153-5933.
bath home in
Gatesborough Sub-
division. Almost 3,000
square feet of com-
fortable, well-designed
living area in this 2-
_ story brick ho%e.
Central_ natura_l__gLis___
heat, lovely fireplace,
formal - dieing room,
private patio with gas
grill and we could go on
and on? Why not take a
look at this quality home
- it may be just what
you've been looking for.
Phone 753-1222. KOP-
PERUD REALTY.
Pardon, & Thermal'
Insurance & Real Estate
-south:id. Court Square
Merrey, Kentucky
753-4451
AUCTION ABSOLUTE SALE
527 ACRES & FARM IMPLEMENTS
Saturday, March 11th, 10:00 A. M.
ainton, Ky.-3 Mi. NE of Clinton on Hwy 703
Land to be sald in 4 tracts and Ikea offered as a
whole.
287 At:1'es which includes .modern brick home
with basement, 4 grain bins (13,200 bu.), Cattle
barn, farm equipment bldg. Higly improved and
Vs mi. hwy. frontage.
' TRACT NO. 2
90 Acres with 2 bdrm. Tenant house with bath.
Also hwy. frontage.
TRACT NO. 3
84 Acres with Hwy. frontage. No buildings.
TRACY NO. 4
66 Acres on Rock Road with no buildings.
This is highly productive row crop land. Highly
improved. Possession in 30 days.
IMPLEMENTS
1086 MC Tractor 1976(Cab, Air, Heat), 806 INC
Tractor,560 INC Tractor 1958, 815 nic Combine
1975 (Cab, Air, Heat ), 6 Row INC Corn Head 1976,
JD 6 Row Planter (Fertilizer and Insect At-
tachment), Brillion 6 Row Cultivator, 13'
Graham Chisel Plow (New), 18.5' IHC 475 Disc
Harrow (Fold-up), 19.5' M&W Harrow for Disc
Harrow, 5x14 Oliver Semi-Mount Plow, 12' INC
no. 37 Wheel Disc Harrow, 7' INC Offset Disc, JD
3 Point Hitch Sprayer & Boom, 2-200 Gal. Spray
Tanks & Mount Brackets, 1000 Gal. Water Tank,
1150 Gal. Water Tank, 3" Pump for Water Tank,
3 Fuel Tanks with Stands, 125 Gal. Truck' Fuel
Tank, Electric Fuel Pump, 20 Ton Hydraulic
Jack, 12 Ton Hydraulic Jack, Tool Box for Truck,
Hay Fork for Round Bales (3 Point Flitch), AC
Round Baler, Miller AC Welder (Long Heads),
Bolt Bin with Bolts, Hydraulic Rams, 1975% Ton
4 x 4 Chev. Truck (Style Side), Still Chsrm Saw,
First Class Hand Tools, 12' Side Winder Mower, 2
Racks for Round Bales, 2 liquid Protein Tanks,
10 Rolls Barbed Wire, Rolls American Wire,
Steel Fence Posts, Wood Fence Posts, 1 Lot
Scrap Iron.
Contact:
Charles Mikel 502-472-1109
or
Overton Real Estate S. Auction Co.
Martin, Tn. 901417-9547
Nite901-6874011,
Union City, Tn 901-885-45.1.3
Rite 901412-2185
s".-e .
BIG HOUSE on the
Prairie... a great home
for a family wanting lots
of space. This bi-level
brick has 4 bedrooms,
Via -baths, dintrig room.
family room plus a
finished basement, 2 car
garage, approximately
5500 sq. ft. All this plus 8
acres. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors today for
further information on
this mini-farm. 753-1492.
nriLlEtOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch
DON'T BE A RENT
SLAVE.
paint & cleaning up
will put this 5 room
home in top shape.
Good size rooms,
convenient to school -
walking distance to
downtown. PRICED
LOW TO GO. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
LOOKING FOR that
special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
further! Located. in
--tevotir---eerneiertgre -
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
spacious 4 bedroom, 2L2
CHECK THESE FARMS.
138 acreagood row crop
farm 'I mile of road
frontage west side of
county $122,400. 60 acres
more or less on Elm
Grove Church Rd. Good
investment ftir -future.
,Tifio7cali the Nelson 7
Shroat Co., _ Realtors,
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center. 759-1707.
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.
WILSON
Attractive 4 bedroom,.
14 bath brick veneer
located on Parklane.
Priced at $33,000 in-
cludes range, ref.,
dishwasher, well
landscaped with 8 x 22
patio. -
Enjoy Country Living?
Then take a look at this
3 bedroom, 11.2 bath
home located ap-
proximately 3 miles
from Worts -on Ill S.
Other features include
large lot, central heat
& air, and storm doors
& windows. Less than
640,000.
753-3263Witytime
GOOD TWO BEDROOM
home on Highway 121 in
Stella. Large lot. Good
garden. Near grocery
and church. Only
$12,500. Galloway
Realty, 505 Main, 753-
5842.
A REAL BUY and easy to
finance. . . This 2
bedroom brick has been
well maintained. In-
cludes den, built-in
decorative bar between
dining room and kit-
chen, built-in storage in
utility room 10 x 10
workshop and only 5
minutes from town. For
private showing, Call
LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1492.
THE NELSON MOAT
REALTOR
759-1707
Slade Jeffs Stopping Cower
 ̂,1
ONLY 3 YEARS OLD
- LAKE WAY SHORES
2-bedroom home on Kentucky Lake. Electric
heat, air conditioned, large living room, dining
area and kitchen with lots of cabinets. Concrete
patio with gas grill, and 120-gal. propane tank.
Nice, large, shaded lot 75x210. On Canal.
This house and lot can be bought for little more
than a waterfront lot.
502-436-2116
CA1.1.
502-753-4821
11111MINIIIMMENNINW-
We do it all for you
^
111 U. 1216
Murray, Ky.
Fishing for a Bargain?
Then come to Mcdonald's
March 8, 9, and 10 and with
each filet of fish sandwich
purchased receive a
coupon good for a free gold
fish at Pet World, 1619
Coldwater Road. With each
fish purchase at,Pet World
you will receive a coupon
good at McDonald's for a
filet of. fish. sandwich, the
sandwich of the third kind.
Offer good only at Murray
McDonald's, 107 N. 12th
Street. .•
4pr!
ir N. Pools, Bentor
QUALITY
REALTY
527-1468 - 7538825
Itatlietu M esiEwts
46 Humes for Sale
OLDCR. FRAME house
on large lot in Hazel.
$4500. Call 492-8352.
..BY OWNER -
bedroom, formal dining
room, family room,
beautiful stove,
fireplace-in living-room,
central heat and air, city
gas. 1804- sq. ft. Double
lot 150 x 100. -Asking
$37,500. Call 437-4169,
44,443-25.
_
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath house, 1 acre land.
Good location Call 753-
9318.
THREE BEDROOM on
South 13th Street. With I
acre of land, garage
behind house. Call 753-
8541.
41. Motorcycles
1974 250 YAMAHA in good
condition. Call 753-3194.
1977 ,YAMAHA.,.._iriple
shaft drive, under 1 year
-_ old, 2700 miles. $1750.
Call 753-2932.
48 Automotive Service
GOODYEAR
POLYGLASS tires. Two
D78xI4, Two E78x14.
Herman Wicker, call
753-3450 after 5p. m.
BARGAIN: CAR bat-
teries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guaran-
tee, $26.36; 5 - year
guarantee, $30.99; 5
year guarantee,
maintenance free,
$34.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
49 U:ed Cars & Trucks
tape deck, $2350. Call
753-7699 after 6 p.m.
1969 ROADRUNNER, red
with black vinyl top, 383
Magnum. Automatic.
Rocket mags. Call
Fairdealing, 3544514.
1974 NiUSTANG-.- Ex-
cellent condition. Six
cylinder, 27,000 miles.
Air condition. Four
speed. Must sell. Call
753-9906.
1977 FOUR WHEEL drive
Scout. 25 used tractors.
1976 Ford 1 ton with
Omaha flat bed. 1975
- four wheel,- dsive- 360
or& gyiturr. Call 753-
9482, Murray Ford
Tractor.
1956 FORD PICKUP,
$175. 1972 Chevrolet
pickup. sharp. $1650.
Call clays 763-7889,
nights 753-0148.
1965 FORD, 3/4 ton pickup.
$525 or best offer. Call
753-9318.
1969 MERCURY, 2 door
with air and power.
Good condition. $400 or
will consider trade for
smaller car. Call 753-
5778 after 6 p.m.
1975 CHEVY Luv pickup.
Call after 4:30 753-3662.
1973 CUTLASS
SUPREME, triple
white, everything but
cruise control. Call after
5, 3544772.
1977 . PONTIAC Grand
Prix LJ, 13,000 miles.
400 cu. in. Gray -and
silver. Call 753-9603 after
5 p-tn-
1977 LIMITED BUICK,
9,000 actual miles. Call
after 5:00-p.m. 753-8410.
Car can be seen at 502
South Ilth Street.
1969 CHEVROLET
pickup. Call 437-4269.
50. Campers
100P
40401:44•113 F 61E71 ENR
SALE!
C.1*
1971 Travel
Trailers ,100" Off
1978 Pep-Ups iSew off
Ai nod Campert $50" off
This applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-1-78.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
is the outdoors and the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
special prices make this
remedy easy to take.
Rank financing available
White's Camper Soles
Ntstwet imer 4 now kw, Kerne
ET 7$346113
 4
ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access.
Call 753-3744 days
or 753-7618 nights
Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
OPEN WEEKDAYS
sHatise hon.-Wed. 8-1
CLOSED ON THURSDAYSCalls Fri. & Sat 8-130 Calls
*Hair Cuts *Shaves
209 tValnut Street.
Call this number after 5:190..to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685
-and night appointments. .
HAVING TROUBLE
--getting those • email
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 7534614.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
! PIANO TUNING- I can
..help _yoia.-set- -the- best-
out of the years of
playing experience. Just
call me at 753-3682. '
MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPING-
sealing, [latching
stripping. For free
estimates pall 753-1537.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe vfork
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
4364348.
MOBILE HOME AN-
CHORS, underpinning,
awnings, carivrts and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1893 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
ELECTRIC WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203. ,
SEPTIC TANK PUM-
PING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933.
BABYSITTING young
children in my home
Monday-Friday 6:30
a.m.-5 p.m. Hourly,
daily or weekly. Ex-
perienced. Call 753-5672.
Si
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-
dition sales• and ser-
vice. Modern sheet
metal department
Larry Wisehart,
President. Phone 753-
9290.
reasonable Thiel:-
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.
GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
__er _1_462_4895- - -
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service
_ Esittille_SWA
E'en, Repair
mown "last
7534114
54 Free Column
ONE YEAR old blue grey
male cat with long hair.
Litter box trained. Call
753-3994.
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE •
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
•HOUIST ER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY
0,CAt BILLIONS SS ANNUAL MARKET •••• ,
ott\s19:4 EACELLENT PART OR FULL ME INCOME
Si 000 00 INVENTORY RETURWS 5710000 4zpipzp
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Man or woman to distribute pre•sold adtertised World
Famous eLICA•SELTZER. BAYER ASPIRIti. ORLSTAN.
TUMS. etc Restock Company securefraccounts
weekty
NO INITIAL S1LLING! INCOME STARTS IMMEDIATELY!
-COMPANY FURNISHED ACCOUNTS!
MINIMUM CASH INVESTMENT, 12995.00 5584.6120
Applicant should have ta,. minimum of 6 spare his weekly,
',habit And eligible to assume business responsibilities with
10 lays If you meets these - requirement,. have the
necessary cash investment, and sincerely want 10 own you.
own buSineSs. then svrite today and include phone num be r to
W..,
t's TRANS WORLD INDUSTRIES INCMARKETING DIRECTOR DEPT 101
7013 Pape Av•nuoir Saint Louis M.ssour. 63133
CATCH A FALLING PRICE TAG!
The owners want to sell, so they've lowered the
price to the 40's. Take advantage! Large older
home. . . winding staircase. . . stained glass
windows. . . fdr your own home or it's properly
zoned for your restaurant or an office building...
For additional income, 2 bedrogib brick apar-
tment now rented. CATCH THIS NZW!
REAL ESTATE
SALE
Saturday, March 11, 10 a. m. rain Of shine at the Roger Wallace
home 3',.2 miles South of Murray on 641.
Selling 41/2 acres with 12 x 60 house trailer with 12 x 44 room built on back and 32
x32 clean-up shop. This property has 225 foot highway frontage; has good well.
20 Percent down day of sale, balance due with deed or within 30 days.
Sale Conducted by
Barger Realty
328 South 6th. Street . 247-2421
terry Shoemaker-Auctioneer:136-5327.
PAGE THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Wednesday, March 8.1978
OU/ MUM • ,
Smoked Sausage 
1.15-1140111
fish 'X Batter 
MAUL! PA&
Pork Steak L-g-S118
MEATY
Pork Spare Ribs  $ 1 3 9
MEATY
Pork Neck Bones Li. 494
DOM SY 1111 Ni
Jumbo Bologna ES 99 4
MGM
Beef Wieners 1241 89'
MGM
Braunschweiger 
COSIMY UN Weis soap
Lunch Meats 
ISOM — 5 lg. SOX
Fryer Livers 
mums
Pork Sausage 
SAVE $2.70 amp '7 61
COVERED 11•0$499SAUCE PAN
the Kroger 
Garden
U.S. Nertbero Al Pommes
RUSSET
POTATOES
Avocfdos - 
cc im. illIMINI
Yellow Onions .5
CRI:IfcFr-c,7;7,7, 
- .. WM= St OFF umum&Rs/ toward the purchase of ori II or bog of
PKAII HALVES UMINSMI .91, 0.1 mom lAit au twins Van* ) Aft
NIII11111111111111110.
PT KOS effective thru Mach 44*.
auontiry right reserved Copyright 19711.
The Kroger Co
{
ADVERTISED ITEM POLKY
igch_gUbale ildvertised items is required
to be readily othilable for sof* in each
Kroger store, except os specifically noted in
thisak...tm.sio90 out of an advertised
item -we will offer you your chow* of a
comporable item, when available, reflecting
the some sowings Of a raincheck which will
*Maki you to purchase the advertised item
at the odvertised pr KO within 30 days
PECAN
SPINS
1.11MATISFACTIONSUAL‘M...
Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed
for your total Sehsfacttgil_mirjess of
inanufilituier you ore not satisfied
Kroger will replace your item with the some
brand or a comparable brand or refund your 
purchase price.
talPsrhmt !rub Water
CATFISH
STEAKS
89c
Grape Jelly 320L 19'
WOSR
Pork & Beans  18clia $ 1
is
=1;atc-o-st ------------------- gmaic-§si --------------------
Fa- Th. lersoky = x.< Bet; Crocker Pesch = no'
GAIN
— DETERGENT = 3 MIX
ISGUICK
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef
RIB
STEAK
Mgr si 48
lb. 111
Weeiele Cry-O-Vec /Amity, Twist
ISH SEMI-BONELESS TURKEY
HAM , HINDQUARTERS
b. $1 79.AYR '
A0010
FRESH SEAFOODS=1"Fresh who'. '
1OCEAN FRESH
PERCH CATFISH
199 .$169
[COST-CUTTER COUPON)
2 keen Oho.
with bad portions
attathed,
2 Lep evertors
with bad portions
attached.
lb.
CON
with this coupon and 510.00 purchase excluding items prohibited by SIN 1.11. with this coupon and $10.00 gauchos* excludung items prohibitedlaw and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise. Subject to UM by low and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise. Subiectapplicable taxes. limit one. Expires March 1401.'S.LleVt one. Expires ch 14th.
ilrlksc aTepper -EGGS Dozen 59 WOWDIUM Liquid Sweetener 
U.S.D.A. Grads 'A'
oily Form Wood Ports of
FRYING
 CHICKEN
Mo 
FROAN
STRAWBERRIE
PO' ME 3 IMIIIIITUIPS SAM 01I
Snickers Candy Bar
2e• stn m INUIT WAY weal
Mars Almond Bar 
KROGER FRESH-PACK
Strawberry Preserves 
fROSTI
moi 101.15129
i
a
m
m gmll 
SZ
001 : . 164 Ot Iwith ths coupon. Lint on  will, t$Vscon. 1i,vt one 
oNo 
,011, skis coupon. limit one.
CAll
Expires March 14*. Expires March 14*. em Expires WWI 14W
1.11.111111111111Pe 15/11/111/41111111/C 311111/11111.1.11145
2 1202. $ 
JARS 
100 •
= PHSONAL TOUCH
RAZOROW
IM
ow
IND M. 
$1 6 9
IA.ow
mnm     Err itttirrlmExpir:schlr* 
Expires March 
11111111111.11111e 5111111111.11.1111=
OPEN 24 HOURS
